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Abstract
The Top Hat electron analysers on board the four spacecraft of the CLUSTER
mission will break new ground in space plasma research by measuring plasma
gradients between spacecraft and measuring very low energy electrons (<~ 0.7eV).
These mission aims require the analysers are made as nearly exactly the same as
possible to enable accurate gradient measurements and that the analysers be de
signed such that secondary electron contamination of the low energy measurements
is kept to a minimum. In this thesis these analysers are designed and analysed
using a variety of computer simulations. The basis of these simulations is a finite
difference solution to the electric potential followed by trajectory tracing electrons
through the analyser.
Comparison of these simulations with experimental calibration data show a
large difference between the results. Analysis of the manufacturing process reveals
that there is a possibility of a large hemisphere non-concentricity due to a build up
of tolerances from individual analyser components which may effect the analyser
response. This effect on the response is proved using a 3-D non-concentric analyser
simulation which explains the discrepancy observed and shows how accurately the
analysers must be made so that the analysers can acquire sufficiently accurate
data.
It is proved using a hemispherical plate analyser that secondary electron emis
sion poses a serious threat to low energy electron measurements by spherical plate
type analysers. A 3-D secondary electron emission and trajectory tracing simula
tion is designed which enables the problem created by contamination of low energy
measurements by secondary electrons to be greatly reduced.
Utilising a prior knowledge of the underlying structure of the Top Hat response
function a new method of determining the band-pass of Top Hat analysers is de
signed which is approximately an order of magnitude faster than conventional
methods and allows such analysers to be characterised much more easily.
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C h ap ter 1
In tro d u ctio n
1.1

CLUSTER and the Solar Terrestrial Physics
Programme

The European Space Agency’s Solar Terrestial Physics Program (STSP) consists
of the two spacecraft missions CLUSTER and the Solar and Heliospheric Obser
vatory (SOHO). These two missions are collaborative missions with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administation.
The CLUSTER mission has been designed to study the small scale structures
in the Earths plasma environment in three dimensions on a scale of a few to a
few tens of ion gyroradii. It is thought that these structures are very important in
determining the behaviour of the interaction processes between the the solar wind
plasma and the plasma in the Earths magnetosphere. The Soviet Institute of Space
Research (IKI) will probably contribute some more spacecraft whose launch and
operation will be closely coordinated with the CLUSTER spacecraft. This Soviet
involvement will extend the cababilities of the mission by allowing the study of
plasma phenomenon on a scale of the CLUSTER spacecraft separation (which is
a few hundred km at the start of the mission) and also on a scale of a few Earth
radii, which is the approximate distance of the Soviet spacecraft from CLUSTER.
The CLUSTER spacecraft is illustrated in Figure 1.1. There are four identical
spacecraft in the CLUSTER mission. Four, arranged at the vertices of a tetrahe
dron, is the minimum number of spacecraft required to obtain data regarding the
3-D structures in the surrounding plasma. All four spacecraft will be launched in
September 1995 on the first operational flight of Ariane 5. The spacecraft will,
after deployment, begin operation at a separation of about 200 kilometres. The
tetrahedron configuration, which is illustrated in Figure 1.2, will allow the mea
surement of gradients in the number densities of particles in three dimensions.
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Figure 1.1: The Cl/l/5r^i2 spacecraft.
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The spacecraft will move to a separation of 18,000 kilometres during the mission
reaching a maximum distance of 130,000 kilometres from the Earth. This will be
the first time that four spacecrft have been operated simultaneously and great care
must be taken to determine the distance and direction between spacecraft if the
density gradients etc. are to be ascertained.
The instruments on each spacecraft must be fast since if the spacecraft are only
a few hundred kilometres apart and the plasma is moving typically at approxi
mately 100 kilometres per second relative to the spacecraft only a few seconds will
elapse between each spacecraft encountering a feature in the plasma.
The instruments must also be accurate. This is because when determining
gradients each spacecraft might take readings of a large value but the difference
between different spacecraft values could be small compared to their absolute value.
The instruments which will be flown on each spacecraft will measure a variety
of parameters such as the electric and magnetic fields, the electron and ion popu
lations with energies ranging from 0.7eV to IMeV, and waves in the plasma up to
frequencies of 250kHz.
This thesis is concerned with one particular type of analyser on the CLUSTER
mission - the Plasma Electron And Current Experiment, PEACE. The aim of this
experiment is to measure the electron distribution of the surrounding plasma in
cluding the spatial gradient between spacecraft for electrons with energies ranging
from 0.7 of an electronvolt to 30,000 electronvolts. Other instruments will cover
the energy range above this up to IMeV. The basic design of the PEA CE electron
analyser is a spherical Top Hat analyser.
There are two principle aims of the PEACE experiment. The first is to accu
rately determine the gradients between spacecraft and the second is to measure
very low energy electrons ~ few eV. These each have their difficulties.

1.1.1

Obtaining the required accuracy

AMPTE-UKS data shows that the gradients likely to occur between the spacecraft
are likely to be a few tens of percent of the actual number density value. In order to
obtain a precision of 10% in this gradient it is necessary to determine the number
density to an accuracy of 1%. In order to obtain this accuracy it is necessary for
the analysers to be made as nearly as possible exactly the same.

1.1.2

D etecting low energy electrons

The detection of very low energy electrons in the region of l-2eV is handicapped
by the secondary electron emission of the analyser and the surrounding spacecraft
24

Figure 1.2: Mission configuration of the four CLUSTER spacecraft.
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structure due to the impact of high energy particles ( ~ few hundred eV). If such
secondary electrons are created in the analyser they might well swamp the signal
of real electrons from the su rrou n d in g plasma if there is a significant population of
high energy electrons (and indeed ions). It is also necessary to keep electromagnetic
radiation out of the analyser since photoelectrons will effect the measurements in
exactly the same way. Thus it is necessary to keep the secondary electron emission
interior to the analyser to an absolute minimum.
The information presented in the preceding sections has been taken from a
variety of sources but in particular Johnstone (1990) and Schmidt and Goldstein
(1988).

1.2

The purpose of this thesis

The subject of this thesis is the design of the PEACE analysers by Computer sim
ulation. These simulations involve solving the electric field interior to the analyser
and determining appropriate characteristics of the analyser by trajectory tracing
electrons through this field. Some work has already been done on the computer
simulation of Top Hat analysers most notably due to Carlson et al (1983) and
Sablik et al (1988). However this work has been concerned solely with the evalu
ation of these analysers from the point of view of their energy and angle response
functions and the focusing characteristics of these analysers in the detector plane.
The principle aims of the CLUSTER mission however demand that the analysis
of the PEACE Top Hat analysers be extended to hitherto unexplored territory namely the accuracy to which these analysers must be fabricated and the secondary
electron response of the analysers.
This thesis designs the PEACE analysers using an improved method of deter
mining the band-pass of Top Hat analysers, which is an order of magnitude more
efficient (and therefore faster) than the conventional approach due to Carlson et al
(1983) and Sablik et al (1988), and designs secondary electron emission out of the
analysers using a full secondary electron simulation of the analyser. The accuracy
to which the analysers must be made is determined by a complex three dimensional
non-concentric hemisphere Top Hat simulation which is tested using laboratory ex
perimental calibration data of another Top Hat analyser called AREA, and then
qualitatively applied to the PEACE analysers.
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1.3

What exactly is a Top Hat analyser and def
inition of some nomenclature

The basic principle of the Top Hat analyser is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The top
illustration shows the basic uncollimated Top Hat geometry. The dashed line
shows the collimator through which electrons must first pass to enter the analyser.
The middle and lower diagrams show typical particle trajectories which reach the
detector plane from the side and from the top looking down the analyser axis onto
the Top Cap hemisphere of the analyser.
There are five Top Hat input parameters - energy, elevation angle, “z” position,
“impact parameter” and azimuthal input angle. These parameters are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 3. Figure 3.15 in Chapter 3 and Figure 4.21 in Chapter 4
illustrate these parameters. For now however it is only necessary to say that these
parameters have the units of eV, radians, cm, cm and radians respectively. For
a concentric azimuthally symmetric analyser, the analyser band-pass and other
performance features are independent of the input azimuthal angle. This only
becomes important for a non-concentric analyser as is proved in Chapter 4. Thus
the analyser geometric factor is usually expressed as a function of the first four
electron input parameters which when they are integrated over the analyser band
pass yield the geometric factor with units of cm2 sr eV. This is not a very useful
unit because the geometric factor is seen to scale as the energy range being anal
ysed increases. Thus it is usual to divide this geometric factor by the energy at
which the peak particle throughput occurs in the band-pass to yield cm2 sr eV per
electronvolt, ie. cm2 sr eV/eV. The energy of peak throughput may be determined
by the peak in the energy dependent geometic factor which shows how the particle
throughput changes as a function of energy. The units of this geometric factor are
cm2 sr. There are two other common geometric factors namely the elevation angle
geometric factor with units of cm2 rad eV and the “impact parameter” dependent
geometric factor with units of cm sr eV.

1.4

The PEAC E analyser specification

The PEACE analyser is in fact two separate Top Hat analysers for each space
craft. The first is called the Low Energy Electron Analyser LEE A and the second
is called the High Energy Electron Analyser HEEA. These two instruments will be
mounted on opposite sides of the spacecraft spin axis as illustrated in Figure 1.4.
The need for two analysers is due to the geometric factor required for the mission.
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Figure 1.3: The basic principle of the Top Hat analyser.
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£

Figure 1.4: The location of LEEA and HEEA on the CLUSTER spacecraft.
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The geometric factor of an analyser is a measure of the throughput of particles
detected by the analyser. Its value is a function of the analyser geometry. The
desired geometric factor for the PEACE analysers is determined by how many
particles are expected to enter the analyser with a certain energy and how many
the analyser, in particular the detection system, can cope with in a certain time.
The plasma distributions in space have number densities which cover about seven
orders of magnitude and so the analyser detectors are expected to cover a very
wide dynamic range. The geometric factor for PEACE needs to be the appropriate
one to cover this dynamic range such that the detector never becomes saturated
when analysing dense plasmas and returns a sufficient number of counts at low
plasma densities. The highest intensities are expected for very low energies of a
few electronvolts when the analysers are looking at the solar wind and possibly in
the magnetosheath. The lowest intensities are expected at the highest energies,
ie. greater than about IkeV. Available microchannel plates and the “front end”
electronics for them are only able to cope with approximately six orders of magni
tude - not seven. Therefore it is necessary to have two instruments with different
geometric factors. The low energy instrument which expects the larger particle
flux has the smaller geometric factor.
The complete energy range of 0.7 to 30,000 electonvolts is available to both
LEEA and HEEA which are to be made as close as possible to each other in
design for a variety of reasons. These include: so that the data can be checked
against each other if desired, there is a degree of redundancy on each spacecraft,
when operating together analysing the same energies the time resolution is doubled
since a complete 4x steradians is achieved every half spin, making the analysers
very similar makes them easier and cheaper to manufacture. Naturally LEEA will
measure low energies better than HEEA, and HEEA will measure high energies
better than LEEA.
The maximum number of energy sweeps per spacecraft revolution is 64. Thus
the smallest angle which the spacecraft moves through during one energy sweep
is 5.625°. The analyser field of view in this direction, ie. normal to the spacecraft
surface must be approximately this size so that a new solid angle of space will be
viewed on each energy sweep. Thus the field of view of the analysers perpendicular
to the plane of the collimator, ie. the elevation angle field of view, is provisionally
set at 5°. This is important when designing the PEACE collimators in Chapter 5.
The required design attributes for the two analysers are as follows:
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1.4.1

The Low Energy Electron Analyser LEEA

• Entrance aperture field of view : 180°
• Elevation angle field of view : 5°
• Mounting on spacecraft : viewing radially outwards on the opposite side of
the spacecraft to HEEA giving a complete 4t steradians field of view every
spacecraft spin
• Geometric factor 8.4 x

10” 4

cm2 sr eV /eV per radian of azimuth or 2 . 2 x

10“ 4

cm 2 sr eV /eV per 15° discrete anode sector
• Energy resolution ^

1.4.2

:

12%

The High Energy Electron Analyser HEEA

• Entrance aperture field of view : 180°
• Elevation angle field of view : 5°
• Mounting on spacecraft : viewing radially outwards on the opposite side of
the spacecraft to LEEA giving a complete 4tt steradians field of view every
spacecraft spin
• Geometric factor 4.2 x

10“ 3

cm2 sr eV /eV per radian of azimuth or

1 .1

x

1 0 -3

cm 2 sr eV /eV per 15° discrete anode sector
• Energy resolution

:

12%

The radii of the inner, outer and Top Cap hemispheres are provisionally set at
40, 43 and 46 mm respectively. The Top Hat angle is a provisional 17°.

1.5

A review of previous work on Top Hat anal
ysers

There has already been some work done on the design and simulation of Top Hat
analysers. Carlson et al. (1983) discusses very briefly simulations of an “optimized”
Top Hat. In this paper Carlson presents some “design curves” which give various
Top Hat analyser properties as a function of the ratio of the inter-hemisphere gap
to the inner hemisphere radius. However this paper has an extremely specific
and therefore limited application. No explanation is given as to what is meant
by an “optimized” analyser. The design curves are on such a physically small
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diagram that they are difficult to use. The simulation is for an uncollimated anal
yser. The distributions given are for a point source which as we discover later on
in this thesis is wholly inappropriate when characterising Top Hats particularly
uncollimated ones. There is very little information given on the method of simula
tion. Finally the design of Top Hats is very “mission orientated” and unqualified
“ideal” responses cannot be followed closely - for example the simple addition of
a collimator changes the response of the instrument dramatically.
Sablik et al (1988) details a computer simulation of a Top Hat analyser in
much more detail. A procedure for solving the electric potential using finite dif
ferences is explained together with a particle trajectory tracing technique. The
finite difference technique is based on a method used by Skollermo and Wannberg
(1975) which uses a five point molecule on a polar mesh. The trajectory tracing
procedure uses a varient of the Euler algorithm. However their method of com
puting the electric field using a central difference calculation is rather inelegant
and their exists the potential for error in calculating the electric fields inside the
analyser. Indeed the simulation is seen to have a “bug” which causes particles to
scatter. Reference is made to this however no co m m e n t is made as to it being
erroneous or its cause. A lm o st certainly this “scattering” effects the results of the
simulation. The data presented is usually very noisy. The method employed in
this paper to determine which particles are fired into the analyser involves trying
all the particles on a “4 dimensional input parameter mesh” in energy, elevation
angle and across the area of the entrance aperture. The noise in the method can be
attributed to the fact that this method is intrinsically inaccurate unless a very fine
4-D mesh is used. The “scattering” will of course also effect the noise but with the
available information to an unknown extent. We prove later on in this thesis that
this method of selecting electron trajectories requires an extremely large number
of particles (a few millions).
Sharber et al (1988) compares computer simulations with laboratory experi
ment. In this paper Sharber appears to get good experimental agreement with the
simulations done by Sablik (1988). However the details of how the two measure
ments are compared are unclear.
Most recently Sablik et al (1990) discuss a varient Top Hat analyser for analysing
both electrons and ions. Similar techniques are employed as in their previous pa
pers however the results presented are much less noisy. This is due to a much
larger number of trajectories being attempted. The paper compares the varient
analyser performance with the traditional Top Hat configuration.
In both the Carlson and the Sablik papers emphasis is made of the good focus
ing characteristics of the analyser by calculating the azimuthal full width at half
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maximum FWHM of the particle throughput at the detector plane. However it is
the authors opinion that the nature of the azimuthal distribution makes a FWHM
an inappropriate “figure of merit”. The FWHM is appropriate to distributions
such as the gaussian distribution where we observe that a significant fraction of
the total area under the curve lies beneath the FWHM. For the Top Hat analyser
however it is possible for most of the analyser particle throughput to lie outside
of this region. Undoubtedly the Top Hat response is very peaked but it has very
large “wings” to its distribution. A more representative “figure of merit” is re
quired to characterise the focusing. At the end of this thesis we suggest that a
more representative method is to determine the angular width under which half
of the particles which hit the detector plane lie. This new method yields a larger
“figure-of-merit” than the FWHM and so makes the analyser look less focused.
However it is a more useful characterisation of the analyser and still shows that
the Top Hat analyser is highly focused.
Detailed discussions and reviews of the numerical methods used in this thesis
and on the subject of secondary electron emission are not given here but at the
appropriate point in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.
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C h ap ter 2
T h eory o f n u m erical m eth o d s
Before discussing the concepts and models used in Chapter 3 it is instructive to
describe some of the mathematical techniques employed later on. The numerical
methods discussed in this chapter have been taken from many sources and com
bined together and oriented towards the geometries and requirements of the Top
Hat simulation. Thus it is not easy to attribute a particular author to particular
parts of the discussion. Instead the various references used axe listed here: Binns
and Lawrenson (1963), Forsythe and Wasow (1960), Lapidus and Pinder (1982),
Milne (1953), Press, Flannery, Teukolsky and Vetterling (1986), and Young (1971).

2.1

Iterative solution of electric potential with
non-trivial boundaries

2.1.1

Electric potential and th e Laplace equation

The electric potential V of a system may be determined by solving the Laplace
equation V 2V =

0

.

The natural coordinate system of the Top Hat analyser is spherical polar coor
dinates. In such a coordinate system the Laplace equation is given by:
d
r 2 sin 9 d$
1

r2 sin2 0 d<p

For azimuthally symmetric systems the solution is independent of <j> and we may
let

=

0

, hence:

2.1.2

Analytical solution for the Laplace equation

For the azimuthal symmetric scenario the analytic solution may be found by sep
aration of variables. By separation of variables we have V = R (r)0(0). R obeys
the equation:
d_
(r 2^ ) - l ( l + l ) R = 0
dr

(2.3)

whose solutions are of the form Ar1 -f B/r*+1. 0 obeys Legendre’s equation:
(1 - * J) ^ | - 2* ^ + / ( f + i ) 0 =

0

(2-4)

where x = cos(0). Convergent solutions of this equation are the Legendre polyno
mials Pj(cos 6). Thus the complete solution to equation ( 2 .2 ) is of the form:
V = £ A r 'B ( c o ,» ) + ® 2 g ^

(2.5)

1= 1

It is not possible to solve the Top Hat geometry with this type of solution and a
numerical solution is required.

2.1.3

Basic concepts of the finite difference solution

The region of interest for the solution of (2 .2 ) is first subdivided by a mesh, and
the derivative at each node replaced by a finite difference approximation derived
from a Taylor series expansion. The function at the nodal position (i,j ) may be
expressed in the following fashion:
u (xi,y j) = U(ihu jh 2) = U ij
i=

0

( 2 .6 )

, 1 , 2 ,3,...

j = 0,1,2,3,...
...where hi and h2 specify the nodal spacing or mesh length in the x and y directions
respectively. It follows that to refer to a node adjacent to the primary one the
convention Ui+ij = U[(i + l) h i,jh 2] = U (xi+i,yj) is used. Before deriving an
appropriate formula for the Top Hat analyser in spherical polar coordinates let us
first consider the simpler solution in two dimensions using cartesian coordinates.
The Laplace equation in cartesian coordinates is of course:
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'L
Figure 2.1: The five point star on a cartesian mesh for the potential V at the node
(t, j). The mesh lengths are hi and h2 in the x and y directions respectively.

The simplest solution to (2.7) uses the so called five point star or molecule as
illustrated in Figure 2 . 1 . Here we require a formula to express the potential at
the node (ifj) in terms of the potential at its four nearest neighbours. Using the
Taylor expansion we may express the potential at the node (t -f l , j ) in terms of
the potential at the node (*, j) as follows:
V'+u

=

v i.j +

(*;+i - * . ) + %
\

. . t1 *

/

+ if ( 1 ^

\

) . . (li+ 1

1

~ x‘)2 +

/

_ Xi)3 + I f

dx4 ) . .

( x ,+ 1

" Xi)i + ‘ " (2'8)

Substituting hi = r;+i — Xi in equation (2 .8 ) we have:

__ , ( d v \
Vi+1J- V iJ + hl
J
\

/ f ,J

l l 2 ( d 2V \
+ -A ,
J
\

1 v 3 ( d 3V \
+ -k 1[— j

/

\

/

l l A ( d 4V \
+ -h l ^ _ J
t,J

\

+ ...

/ I,J

(2.9)
Following a similar procedure we can express the potential at the node (i — 1 ,j)
in terms of the potential at the node ( i,j) as:

T/
i - U - ij

L (d V \
1 , 2 ( d 2V \
1 ( a a;) . . + 2 ! ^ d x 2 ) . .

1
31

(& V \
1
(d * v\
’ ( d * 3/ + 4 ! ' ( d x 4 ) . .
l3

(2 .10)
Adding equations (2.9) and ( 2 . 1 0 ) and rearranging gives the second partial deriva
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tive with respect to x at the node (t, j):
fd
=
\ ° x ) ij

+ higher order terms • • •

( 2 *1 1 )

"1

Equation (2.11) has been truncated so that terms involving h\ and higher powers
of hi axe ignored. (In fact the kf term is zero and the first (and largest) truncated
term involves hf). Thus the equation (2.11) is accurate to order 0 {h \).
Following precisely the same procedure as above we obtain the second partial
derivative with respect to y at the node ( i,j) which is accurate to order 0 (h 2):
(
\

=

+ higher order terms • • •

* / ij

(2 . 1 2 )

2

Using the fact that V 2V =

0

and substituting equations (2.11) and (2.12) for the

partial derivatives in (2.7) we may rearrange (2.7) to give the potential at the node

=

m

U

a <

+

+

m r w ) {Vi- 1' + ^

+

®

( 2 - 1 3 )

This is the algorithm which is used for the numerical solution of the Laplace
equation on a rectangular mesh as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Note that if hi = hi
then equation (2.13) reduces to the obvious result for a square mesh:
Vi • = Vi+1’j

Vi'j+1

(2

14)

Birkhoff and Gulati (1974) have shown that no other five point approximation for
the Laplace equation on a square mesh can be more accurate than equation (2.14).
We now turn to the problem of solving the potential field inside the Top Hat
analyser using spherical polar coordinates. Because there is azimuthal symmetry
around the axis (or pole) of the analyser the problem reduces computationally to
two dimensions and involves the solution of equation ( 2 .2 ), which we now write in
full as:
2

dv

d2v

i

dv

id 2v

n

V 2V = -------- 1--------- 1------------------ 1------------ = 0
r dr
dr2
r2 tan 0 d$
r2 d62

(2.15)
K
}

The finite difference formulae given by equation (2.13) is well documented in the
literature. From now on all of the finite difference formulae derived axe done so by
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the author. Almost certainly these formulae have been derived and documented
previously however the author was unable to trace them within a reasonable period
of time and so derived them for himself.
The five point molecule described so far and illustrated in Figure 2 . 1 is a simple
idealised molecule where x,+i — x,- = xt- — x,_i and yj+i — yy = yy — yy-i. This
is of limited practical use for the Top Hat mesh for reasons explained later on.
A more flexible and useful molecule is one where the length of each “bond” is
essentially independent of the rest of the molecule. This enables the molecule
to solve the Laplace equation inside irregular domains, that is, domains whose
boundaries do not coincide neatly with the finite difference mesh. Figure 2 . 2 shows
such a molecule on the two dimensional “reduced” spherical polar (ie. without a
<f> dependence) mesh used for the Top Hat analyser. The mesh lengths are A 9
and Ar in the 9 and r directions respectively. The length of any one of the four
“bonds” of this five point molecule is the appropriate mesh length multiplied by
a scaling factor whose value is in the range

0

—►1 depending upon the location of

the domain boundaries. This type of molecule we shall refer to as an irregular five
point star on a polar mesh. The Taylor expansions for the four nearest neighbours
of the node (t,y) are as follows (where a, 6 , c and d are the appropriate scaling
factors):
* +1,

=

Vu + a A * ( ^ ) y + l « * A f l * ( g ) y +

+ r 3A*3 (\ S r /j .,3. +

( S r j/ .t , .+
•••
j

t

V,J t ,

-

K, + » A r(f^
\

V ,.,J

\

/

+
t,J

/

\

+

-

\

/

t,J

K,i-1 = V i j - d A r ( ^ - )

dr J . .
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\

+L<pAr2 ( ? X \
2!
y dr2

/

t,J

+

(2-16>

Figure 2.2: The irregular five point star on a polar mesh for the potential V at the
node (t,j). The mesh lengths are A9 and Ar in the 0 and r directions respectively. The
scaling factors a, 6 , c and d are as illustrated.
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Anticipating a result not so very different to equation (2.13) we write the Laplace
equation using the five point molecule as follows:
V 2V = aiV i+ ij + a 2ViJ+1 + o&K-ij +

~ a o^«j = 0

(2.20)

Substituting equations (2.16—►2.19) up to and including second, order terms into
equation (2 .2 0 )and equating the coefficients of the partial derivatives with those
in equation (2.15) yields the coefficients c*o —* a 4 :
2 sin 0 + cAO cos 0
Q l=
AS2a(a + c)

2

2(r + d A r)r sin 0
A r 2b(b + d)
2

=
a, =

Q^o —

. ^ x
^

2

( '

'

sin 6 —a AO cos $
A * c (a + c)

,
.
(2'23)

( r ~ ^ r)r7 g
A r 2d(b + d)

(2.24)
v
}

4" <*3 4" <*4

(2.25)

0^2

Equation (2.20) is accurate to order O (A0p, Ar9), where:
p = 2 iff

a = c, else p =

1

q = 2 iff

b = d, else

1.

5

=

and,

(2.26)

Thus equation (2 .2 0 ) is less accurate “near-to” the domain boundaries than “far
away” from them. Substituting equations (2 . 2 1 —* 2.25) into equation (2.20) and
rearranging for

gives the algorithm to solve the potential field of the Top Hat

analyser.
If the Top Hat analyser is to be collimated there is one further equation required,
that is, a finite difference approximation which can be used inside the collimator.
The natural coordinate system for the collimator is cylindrical polar coordinates.
In these coordinates the Laplace equation is given by:
1 d ( dv\
1 d2v d2v
“ r d r ( r d r ) + r 2 d<j>2 + d z 2
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,
^

^

cAr

aAr

L
Figure 2.3: The five point star on a “reduced” cylindrical polar mesh for the potential V
at the node (t,i). The mesh lengths are Ar and Az in the r and z directions respectively.

Once again there is azimuthal symmetry and we may let <j>be constant. Therefore
=

0

and computationally the problem reduces to two dimensions as illustrated

in Figure 2.3. Following a similar procedure as for the Top Hat spherical polar
mesh we may derive a group of equations similar to equations (2.20 —►2.25):

p2 =

2r + cAr
a{a + c)rAr 2

(2.28)

2
+ d )A z2

(2.29)

r —aA r
c(a -f c)r A r 2

(2.30)

2
d(b -f d) A z 2

(2.31)

6 (6

2

Pa =

Po = Pi + f t + fa + Pa

(2.32)

...where the Laplace equation is again written in the form:
V 2V = PiVi+i j + p2Vij+i + P^Vi- 1 j + PaV{j - i —PaVij = 0

(2.33)

Equation (2.33) is accurate to order 0 (A r p, A zq) where p and q are given by equa
tions (2.26).
Finally let us consider a molecule for a Top Hat analyser with non-concentric
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hemispheres. Such a model is required to analyse the effects of non-concentricity
on the band pass of the analyser. In this situation we nolonger have azimuthal
symmetry and we must solve equation (2 . 1 ) in three dimensions. Consider the
seven point molecule in Figure 2.4. Following the same procedure as for the azimuthally symmetric case we have:
2 sin 0 + cA0 cos 0 .
A 62a(a + c)
Smg

.
N
(2'34)

2(r + dAr ) r s t f 8
A r 2b(b -f d)

2

K

}

2 sin 0 —a AO cos 0 .
as = ---- A /1 2 (--------v---- sin 0
A0 2 c(a + c)

f
.
(2.36)

2(r — 6 A r)rsin 2 0
ai =
Ar U [b + d ) -

,
^
(2'37)

W

—

(2 ‘38)

“ 6 = /(e + f ) A P

Qfo = Q^l +

&2

(2'39)

+ OCz + OL\ + 0's + OCe

(2.40)

...where the Laplace equation is again written in the form:

V2V =

+ OtiVij+ijg + Q!3K'-lfi,fc + OnVij-lJe +
+ a s ViJ M 1 +

—<*oVijje — 0

(2*41)

Equation (2.41) is accurate to order O(A0P, A r9, A <f>‘) where p, q and s are given
by:
p —2
5

= 2

s =

2.1.4

2

i f f a = c,

else p =

i//

else

6

= d,

i / / e = /,

5

1

and,

= 1 and,

else s =

(2.42)

1.

M atrix formulation of finite difference equations

Consider any of the finite difference equations derived so fax, ie. equations (2.13)
or ( 2 .2 0 ) or (2.33). Each equation applies to every node within its appropriate
domain. If there are TV"such interior nodes we have

simultaneous linear equations

which may be written in the matrix form:
M W = {B }

(2.43)

Ac

node (ij,k)

\
NJ
Figure 2.4: The irregular seven point star on a spherical polar mesh for the potential V
at the node (i,j,k ). The mesh lengths are AO, Ar and A<j>in the 0, r and <f>directions
respectively. The scaling factors a, 6 , c, d, e and / are as illustrated.
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Figure 2.5: L - shaped region on a 6 X 5 square mesh

...where { V } is a column vector containing the N unknown interior nodes, {B }
is a column vector containing known boundary nodes and [A] is a square N x N
matrix which descibes the relationship between the interior nodes. To illustrate
the structure of these matrices consider the very simple problem in Figure 2.5. The
nodes which coincide with the thick L - shaped boundary are known and belong
in { £ } , whereas the nodes interior to this boundary are unknown and belong in
{V } . Using equation (2.14) at the eight interior nodes we have eight unknowns
and eight simultaneous equations. Writting these in matrix form we have:
-1
-1

4

-1
-1

- 1

-1

-1

4

-1

<

4 -1
-1
- 1

4
-1

- 1

-1

4
- 1

-1

4

04,1

04,0

03,2

02,2

£
to

4

' % ,! ’

o

- 1

- 1

....

4

►=

i

+

02,!

+

05,1

05,2

U lA

01,2

+

00,3

02,3

02,2

+

02,4

03,3

03,4

+

04,4

k 05,3

+

U l ,4

Note that the boundary conditions change the structure of [A], however it usually
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J

has the following properties:
• [A] is of very large order - since there are usually a large number of internal
nodes,
• [A] is a sparse matrix,
• [A] is sometimes symmetric - this depends on the boundary conditions,
• [A] is diagonally dominant.

2.1.5

Direct solution of [^{V'} = {!?}

The most obvious method of solution is Gaussian elimination. However we may
immediately rule this out because of the size of the array required. Any realistic
problem will involve thousands of internal nodes thus requiring an array with
millions of elements and the number of arithmetic operations is about N 3/ 3 where
N is the number of internal nodes. In comparison an iterative solution requires
about N 2 operations. These requirements make Gaussian elimination impractical
with available computers. Clearly a direct solution would need to make use of the
sparseness of [A]. There are a number of methods for solving block tridiagonal
sparse matrices however the matrix [A] is only block tridiagonal for certain very
simple boundary conditions and we see that even for the very simple problem
illustrated in Figure 2.5 the matrix [A] is not block tridiagonal and therefore it
is obvious that the vastly more complex Top Hat analyser mesh is also not block
tridiagonal (the Top Hat matrix [A] is also not symmetric unlike the simple example
shown in Figure 2.5). Thus the only viable solution is an indirect or “iterative”
solution.

2.1.6

Iterative solution o f

= {B }

We now wish to solve the equation [A]{V} = { B } iteratively. To do this consider
the equation:
{y}("+i) = [G ]{y}(n>+ { C }

(2 .4 5 )

This is a stationary, first degree iteration. The n + 1th estimate of the solution
( y } ( n+1) js calculated from a column vector {C} and an operator [G] which acts
on the estimate from the previous iteration (Vr}(n). If the equation converges to a
unique solution, ie. [A ^V } 00 = {B}, then:
{V }°° = [G]{V}°° + {C }
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(2.46)

The most useful solution would be one which resulted in the unique solution {V-} 00
regardless of the initial conditions (strong convergence). If { V } is the correct
solution then define an error vector

= (Vr}(n) — {V }. From equation (2.45),

the definition of {V } leads to:

m

= [ G ](n + {£7}

(2.47)

Eliminating { C } between equations (2.45 and (2.47) gives:
( e}(n+i) = [G]{e}(n>

(2.48)

Thus...
{e}(1) = [6 ?]{e}<°>

(2.49)

{e }&

= [G]{e}W = [G]2 {e}(0)

(2.50)

{e}<"> = [G]{e}(n) = [G ]"M (0)

(2.51)

Thus if theprocedure is to converge to a unique solution forany initial error vector
{e}°, it issufficientthat lim„_KX)[(j!]n =

0

. This condition occurs

if andonly if all

the eigenvalues of the operator [G] have a magnitude less than one. The spectral
radius p is defined as the maximum absolute eigenvalue. Clearly the smaller the
value of the spectral radius the faster [G]n approaches zero. The method is weakly
convergent if p <

2

.1.6.1

1

and is strongly convergent if p <

1

.

S im u ltan eou s d isp lacem en t

This method, due to Jacobi, calculates the next approximation at a node using
information from the previous iteration. Thus it doesn’t matter what order the
nodes are processed in for a given iteration. The procedure may be written in
matrix form by splitting the matrix [A] into a lower triangular matrix [LT], a
diagonal matrix [D], and an upper triangular matrix [J7T], ie. [A] = [LT] -f [D] +
[VT] so that for the n + 1th iteration [A]{V} = { B } becomes (Lapidus and Pinder
(1982)):
{ V }{n+1 ) = _[£>]-i([jrr] + [U T \){V }W + p ] _1{ £ }

(2.52)

Using the Top Hat finite difference equation as an example equation ( 2 .2 0 ) may
be re-expressed as the point iterative equation:
K(; +l) =

+ «* V i-li +

«0

(2.53)

Because this method does not use the latest information created on the current
iteration it is very inefficient.
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2 .1 .6 .2

S u ccessive disp lacem en t

This method is an improvement on simultaneous displacement because it does use
the latest information available from the current iteration. This method therefore
requires that the nodes are processed in an orderly fashion, for example from left
to right and then from bottom to top. Using the same operator splitting as for
simultaneous displacement we may write the procedure in matrix form as follows
(Lapidus and Pinder (1982)):
{y}("+i) _ _([£)] + [ZTD-^r/TKK}*") + ([£>] + [£T])_ 1 {B }

(2.54)

Again using equation (2 .2 0 ) as an example the point iterative equation is:
V&+1) = - ( a iV & t y + a 2 V $ i + “ s K - u ’ +
OtQ

(2-55)

This method is often referred to as the Gauss-Seidel method. It is about twice as
efficient as the Jacobi scheme.
2 .1 .6 .3

S u ccessive over-relaxation (SO R )

This is a two step method. The first step is the calculation of a provisional value
using the Gauss-seidel method which we call

The second step calculates

the actual value using the equation:
y(n+i) _ y(n) + o>(V^5+1) - v<">)

(2.56)

...wherea; is the relaxation parameter. Using the operator splitting [A] = [D](-[LT]-\[J] — [UT]), the procedure may be written as (Lapidus and Pinder (1982)):
{V}(n+D = ( [/] _ a)[ i r ] ) - 1 ( ( l - w)[/]+ w [a T ]){ y } W + ([/]-a .[iT ])- 1a;{B} (2.57)
Using the matrix equation { Vr}^rl+1^ = [G]{U}(n) + { C } we see that:
[GJsor = ([/] - u»[£T])-1((l - u)[J] + w[UT))

(2.58)

In order that the SOR iteration converge as soon as possible it is necessary to find
the optimum relaxation parameter

ljq

such that p([Cx(u;o)]soft) <

For simple domains u 0 may be found analytically. However for the Top Hat mesh
this is not possible and we must resort to trial and error while executing the
Laplace solver program or determine the eigenvalues of the operator [G] which we
do in Chapter 3.
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2.2

Interpolation of the electric potential - the
bicubic spline

2.2.1

Linear, polynomial or spline interpolation?

Now that the electric potential has been determined for a number of points (al
beit large) within the Top Hat analyser it is necessary to determine the electric
field in this region in order to deflect electrons in subsequent trajectory tracing.
However before this can be accomplished for any desired position in the analyser
at which an electron may be located it is first necessary to know how the electric
potential is changing in that region. To know this we must adopt an interpolation
scheme appropriate for the task. There are a number of possible options available
which include linear, polynomial and spline interpolation. These options axe now
discussed in greater depth.
2 .2 .1 .1

Linear and p olyn om ial in terp olation

Linear interpolation is the most obvious and simplest scheme to implement. It
simply involves fitting a straight fine to two or more adjacent known coordinates
and evaluating the equation representing this line as desired. In the Top Hat
analyser which has two independent variables this straight line becomes a plane.
The obvious advantage for this method is its simplicity, however equally obvious
is the fact that it may not be able to adequately estimate the electric potential
particularly in regions of rapid change such as the re-entrant comer at the Top Hat
entrance aperture where the electrons first pass between the hemispherical plates.
Polynomial interpolation involves fitting an nth order polynomial to n -f

1

or

more points in one dimension or a similar polynomial surface to some nearest
neighbour points in two dimensions. A “patchwork” of such polynomial surfaces
would be required to cover the whole interpolation region just as in the linear
approximation case.
At this point it is appropriate to introduce an important point hitherto not
discussed. Although it is the electric potential for which we are trying to find an
interpolation scheme it must be remembered that it is the electric potentials first
spatial derivative, ie. the electric field, that is our goal. Thus the interpolation
scheme which is adopted must satisfy the electric field behaviour as well as the
electric potential constaints. Of particular significance is that the electric potential
and the electric field are continuous throughout the entire domain or interest. This
point is crucial particularly in regions of high electric field such as the re-entrant
corner mentioned above. This particular region is especially important because it
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is the region where electrons may or may not enter between the two hemispheres
where they could perhaps produce secondary electrons. The two interpolation
schemes discussed so fax are local interpolation schemes using a small number of
local points to determine their behaviour. In general they do not have continuous
low order derivatives (particularly the first derivative) at their boundaries with
other sections of the interpolation region. The reason for this is clear - as the
independent variables cross the known data coordinates the interpolation scheme
changes which known coordinates it uses. Obviously the further apart the known
values are the worse the problem becomes. To accommodate the desired continuity
in the function (electric potential) and its first derivative (electric field) what is
known mathematically as a “stiffer” interpolation scheme is desired. This can take
the form of a spline function, which is now discussed.
2 .2 .1 .2

S p lin e in terp o la tio n

A spline function is a series of adjacent polynomials whose coefficients are deter
mined using “local” and “non-local” data so as to produce a function which is
continuous in its low order derivatives as required. The most common type is the
Cubic spline for one independent variable and the Bicubic spline for two indepen
dent variables. The cubic spline is a series of cubic polynomials whose first and
second derivatives are designed to be continuous when the independent variables
cross from one cubic polynomial to the next. Thus the cubic spline guarantees
that the electric field will be continuous in the region of interest. This is not the
same of course as giving the correct value - it may simply give smooth incorrect
results! - it is also necessary to adequately specify the spline which means supply
ing sufficient fitting data. The amount of data required is mainly dependent on
the rate at which the electric potential is changing in a given region. In regions
of high electric field the individual polynomials must be more closely spaced, ie.
each must cover a shorter distance, than in regions of low electric field. Thus the
size of the mesh used in the solution to the Laplace equation is determined by
the amount of data required to fit the spline in regions of rapid change since each
polynomial requires the same minimum number of data points regardless of its
length. Having decided to use cubic spline interpolation to approximate the elec
tric potential it is necessary to decide on the type of spline to be used. Fortunately
it is not necessary to design a spline scheme from scratch because there are two
admirable, though very different, cubic and bicubic spline packages available on
the MSSL computer network, one from the Numerical Algorithm Group (NAG)
and the other from Numerical Recipes. Both have advantages and disadvantages
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vertical splines
Figure 2.6: Schematic of Numerical Recipes bicubic spline.
specific to the particular problem involved and both are used extensively later on,
not only for electric field calculations. Their different approaches and uses are now
very briefly outlined.

2.2.2
Figure

Num erical Recipes - a “forced” spline
2 .6

shows a schematic diagram of the Numerical Recipes bicubic spline.

The data points lie on a rectangular grid. During the fitting process a cubic spline
is fitted to each column, independent of all the other columns. The cubic splines
are fitted such that they pass through the data points as shown in Figure 2.7. No
horizontal splines are fitted at the fitting stage. When it is required to evaluate
the bicubic spline at a point P each “vertical” cubic spline is evaluated at the “y”
coordinate of P and a “horizontal” cubic spline is fitted to this data. This cubic
spline is then evaluated at the “x” coordinate of P and this value is returned as
the value of the bicubic spline at P.
2 .2 .2 .1

Su m m ary

• Fits data exactly.
• Simple to implement.
• Possible to differentiate the surface.
• Data must be on a regular grid.
• No discontinuities allowed in a given spline.
• Considerable amount of fitting still to do at the evaluation stage.
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mesh node
s '

Figure 2.7: Numerical Recipes spline passes through the data points.

2.2.3

The Numerical Algorithm Group - a “sm oothing”
spline

Figure

2 .8

shows a schematic of the NAG bicubic spline. The region is divided

up into “panels” (indicated by the straight lines) such that many data points
(indicated by dots) lie within each panel. The bicubic spline is marie up of a cubic
polynomial surface in each panel which is smoothed through the data inside that
panel, such that the function and its first two spatial derivatives are continuous
across the panel boundaries. These panel boundary positions in “x” and “y”
are specified by two arrays prior to fitting. Small changes in the positions of
these boundaries does to some extent change the fit of the spline surface to the
data. Of particular use is the fact that by specifying two, three or four consecutive
boundaries as having the same coordinate (in “x” or “y”) the bicubic spline is made
discontinuous in the second derivative, the first and second derivatives, the function
and the first two derivatives, respectively. This feature is very useful when fitting
spline surfaces to complicated domains - eg. the Top Hat analyser. By specifying
four boundaries as being coincident, a panel boundary can be made completely
discontinuous, making the bicubic spline on either side completely independent
of the other. By locating such a panel boundary at the conducting surface of an
analyser the bicubic spline is fitted to the data such that the first derivative, ie.
the electric field, is wholly perpendicular to that boundary as is the case in reality.
2.2.3.1

S um m ary

• Doesn’t fit data exactly but smooths it out.
• More difficult to implement.
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*x” direction

Figure 2.8: Schematic of NAG bicubic spline.
• Possible to differentiate the surface.
• Data doesn’t have to be on a regular grid. For the Top Hat geometry this
makes it more versatile than the Numerical Recipes spline.
• Discontinuities allowed in the function, first and second derivatives.
• Enables region with smooth data to have few panels since all data is used to
fit that panel which makes evaluations of the spline quicker.
• All fitting done before any evaluations. Therefore evaluations are quick.
2.2 .3 .2

S p eed in g N A G up - p recalcu lation o f coefficients

The NAG spline package consists of two main parts, the first is a program to
fit the spline to the data and the second is a program that evaluates the spline
at the desired coordinate. The execution time for the fitting program is easily
within tolerable limits (typically about

20

minutes), however the evaluation pro

gram execution time for one input coordinate evaluation multiplied by the number
of evaluations required in a trajectory tracing run (typically about 4 x 107) is very
large (typically days), thus it is desirable to reduce this as much as possible. Both
programs do many internal checks to determine if the input data is sensible and in
a suitable format. These checks are desirable in the fitting routine, however they
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axe not really necessary, for the experienced user exercising great care, in the eval
uation routine. By removing these checks in the evaluation routine the execution
time is reduced by a small amount. A much larger reduction in execution time may
be made by optimising the way the program evaluates the spline itself. Analysis
of the spline theory in the references quoted by the program documentation (Cox
(1972)) shows that the coefficients in the equations which define the cubic polyno
mials are a function of the knot positions only and since all of these are known at
the spline fitting stage all of the coefficients may be precalculated and stored before
trajectory tracing commences. The result in program performance with these two
changes is an increase in speed for spline evaluation of approximately x40! Thus
the execution time for a typical run is now less than one day and it is possible to
do individual runs overnight. There is however one drawback with this coefficient
pre-calculation method - it can lead to loss of accuracy when some of the knots
are very close together. The original NAG evaluation program gets around this
problem by using a more numerically stable method than the straight forward eval
uation of a cubic equation which is based on a recurrence relation. However this
particular application of this spline package does not have any knots that are very
close unless they are actually coincident which, computationally, is not the same
thing and besides coincident knots raise other problems about derivative continuity
akin to those already discussed for linear and polynomial interpolation. For this
application careful comparison of the results with and without pre-computation
shows no discernable difference between the two methods.
2 .2 .3 .3

D ifferen tiation o f th e N A G bicu bic sp lin e surface

The pre-computation of the cubic spline coefficients to enhance the speed of eval
uation has a second advantage. It means that it is then possible to differentiate
the spline surface simply by differentiating the cubic polynomials. Thus instead
of doing a rather dubious central difference calculation to determine the electric
field component in a given direction from two potential evaluations that straddle
the desired coordinate in that direction, we can now find the electric field in one
evaluation. This approach has three advantages. First the electric field evaluation
is more than twice as quick as a central difference evaluation because we are now
only evaluating one quadratic equation instead of two cubic equations, secondly in
regions of high electric field such as may be found near to a re-entrant comer the
evaluation is likely to be more accurate than a central difference calculation and
thirdly it enables an accurate electric field evaluation to be made as close as desired
to a physical boundary of the analyser which is not possible with a central differ-
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ence calculation. This last point is made all the more desirable by the observation
that the trajectories which define the boundary, in electron input parameter space,
between electrons which reach the detector and those which don’t “graze” one or
both of the hemispheres. The main particle trajectory tracing scheme described
later on which determines the band-pass of the analyser almost entirely uses only
these “limiting” trajectories and so it is extra important to get very good electric
field evaluations dose to the analyser walls.

2.2.4

Polar and Cartesian bicubic splines

An important note to make is that bicubic splines can be fitted to either cartesian
(ie. x,y) data or to polar (ie. r,0 ) data.

2.3

Particle tracing - numerical integration of
ordinary differential equations

Now that we can find the electric field anywhere within the analyser we turn our
attention to steering an electron with sufficient accuracy through the potential field
until it hits a wall of the analyser or hits the detector. Thus we must integrate
the initial value problem given by the ordinary differential equations:
cPx
m — = qEx(x, y, z)

(2.59)

cPv
m — = qEy(x , y, z)

(2.60)

<Pz
m li? = qE*(X' y’
(2, ei )
...where E (x, y, z) is the position dependent dectric fieldand q and m are respec
tively the charge and massof an electron. Equations(2.59 —►2.61)can each be
re-written as two first order equations. Using equation (2.59) as an example we
have:
— = vx(t)

(2.62)

l t = mE‘(X,y,Z')

(2-63)
In so doing the problem is reduced to the solution of two coupled first order
differential equations. Upon integrating equations (2.62) and (2.63) we have:
x = f vx(t) dt
Jti
vx =

f —Ex(x, y, z) dt
Jt\ m
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(2.64)
(2.65)

2.3.1

Euler - first order Runge K utta

The basic principle behind the solution of the coupled equations(2.62) and (2.63)
is to do an iteration of the following form:
„ (» + i) _

„(») + At)x = „(•») + i-£(")(Z) y t Z)A<
m

x (n + i) _

x (n )

_

x (n)

t7( n + 1) ( t ) ^ <

...and then,

(2.66)

;;;repeat for next n

(2.67)

Because the Euler method is a first order method it is not very accurate unless
small timesteps are employed.

2.3.2

M idpoint - second order Runge K utta

This is a second order method and is preferred over the Euler method if at least
twice the step size can be used for the same accuracy. It is a two step method. The
first step involves a trial step of size A t/2 to determine the midpoint derivative.
The second step uses the midpoint derivative across the whole step A t to calculate
the final value. The intermediate step for the coupled equations (2.62) and (2.63)
is:
= t)<"> + At>, = t)<"> + ± E i n\ x , y , z ) ^ 771

Z

+ A s = iW + 4 n+*)( t ) ^

(2.68)
(2.69)

The same procedure is followed for y and z and then the electric field is re
calculated at this intermediate coordinate to give I?in+^ (z (n+y),y(n+5^,z(n+j)).
The final step is:
«(”+') = t,("> + At), =

+ ^-Ei"+ij)(x, y, z )A t

(2.70)

771

x <n+i) _ x<») + Ax = x<") + «(“+*)(<) A i

2.3.3

(2.71)

Fourth order Runge K utta

As the name suggests this is a fourth order method and will be superior to the
Euler method if at least four times the step size A t can be used with the same
accuracy. The method computes three intermediate steps before computing the
actual step. The intermediate steps for the coupled equations (2.62) and (2.63) are:
The first intermediate step uses the electric field at the initial coordinates
(*("), y(n),z<n)):
t)i"+‘ ) = t)<"> + At), = «<"> + —£<">(x, y, z ) ^ 771
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2

(2.72)

X<"+H = X<"> + Ax = x<"> 4- uin+*)( t ) ^

(2.73)

The same procedure is carried out in the y and z directions before the sec
ond intermediate step which uses the electric field at the first intermediate step
(a;(n+£), y(n+4), 2r(n+4l):
= „(»> + A v, = t£“>+ 2 - E f r * t\x , y, z)% m
Z

x<"+4) = X « + Ax = x<"> + t>S”+^ (t) ^

(2.74)
(2.75)

Again the same procedure is carried out in the y and z directions before the third
intermediate step which uses the electric field at the second intermediate step
(x(nH ), y(n+?>, z<n+?)):

ti"+:) = «<") + At;* = «("> + 3 - d n+i\ x , y, z )A t
m

(2.76)

x<"+r) = x<”) + A x = x(n>+ t)i"+*‘)(<)Ai

(2.77)

Once again the same procedure is carried out in the y and z directions. The electric
field is calculated for the third intermediate step (a;(n+4 ), y(n+f), z(n+i)) before the
final step, which is the actual step taken, is finally done:
g. p(n)
p("+i)
p(”+a)
p(n+r)
t,(n+l) = t)(n) + ± ( _ £ _ + ^ _ + ^ L _ + ^ _ ) A<
*
*
mv 6
3
3
6

(2.78)
v
'

.An)
„(»+*)
v (n+lj )
fJ(n+t)
*(»+•> = *<"> + ( ! i l + ^
+ ^
+ i! i_ _ ) A t

(2.79)

...and the same for the y and z directions. The algorithms shown in equations (2.78)
and (2.79) axe only one possible formula. Many others exist but it would obviously
be time consuming to cover others and probably very fit tie point.

2.3.4

Predictor-corrector (Adams-Bashforth-M oulton scheme)

This is a two step method. The first step involves the polynomial extrapolation
from previous points which are all equally spaced in time to predict the next step.
The Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor step is a fourth order equation given by:

xffiff-f = x<»> + ^(55t><") - 59t;(n_1) + 37«;<n- 2> - 9u<"-3>) + OfAt5)

(2.80)

The corrector part is also of fourth order:
= X("> + ^(9t>("+1>+ 19t;<"> - 5vi"-V + «("-2>) + 0 (A f5)
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(2.81)

2.3.5

Bulirsch-Stoer

We briefly mention that it is possible to take very many trial steps before doing
the actual step and extrapolate to an infinitesimal step size. Unfortunately this
is not possible since the processing time required would be formidable. BulirschStoer is such a method, however no details axe given since it could not possibly
be implemented in the particle tracing code. Even if processing time were not
the major limiting factor such a method would probably be a waste of time since
other errors such as the accuracy of the Laplace solution and the bicubic spline
interpolation would eventually dominate.
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C h ap ter 3
T h e Top Hat e le c tr o sta tic
an a ly ser m o d el
3.1

Top Hat geometries available with the present
software

3.1.1

Simulation o f the AREA configuration

Figure 3.1 shows an engineering drawing of the AREA Top Hat analyser. Figure 3.2
shows the configuration of the AREA top hat analyser as represented in the com
puter simulation. The exit grid is always set at +5 volts, the microchannel plate
front surface is always set to +150 volts, and the Top Hat and outer hemispheres
axe always at ground, ie.

0

volts. The only boundary potential which fluctuates is

that marked V, which is the inner hemisphere deflection potential (V > 0 ) .

3.1.2

Simulation o f the PEACE configuration

Figure 3.3 shows a representative configuration of the PEACE top hat. Any di
mensions given are provisional, the rest are unknown.

3.1.3

Other geom etries available

A wide range of geometries are available with the simulation package. The improb
able design shown in Figure 3.4 serves to illustrate the high degree of flexibility
designed into the Top Hat simulation software.
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Figure 3.1: The AREA top hat analyser.
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Figure 3.2: The AREA simulation configuration (not to scale).
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Figure 3.3: The PEACE simulation configuration (not to scale).

Figure 3.4: Possible designs available with software.
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Figure 3.5: The top hat analyser polar mesh.

3.2

Solution to the electric potential

3.2.1

The solution

Chapter 2 covers the details of the finite difference solution to the electric poten
tial represented by the Laplace equation. In order to find the electric potential
inside the top hat a polar mesh is laid over the analyser such that it is concentric
with the hemispheres as shown in Figure 3.5. Obviously the smaller the mesh
lengths, A r and A0, the more accurate is the resulting solution. A perfectly con
structed analyser is azimuthally symmetric about the analyser axis. This fact can
be used to reduce the complexity of the problem from three to two dimensions and
equation (2.20) from Chapter 2 may be applied to the domain iteratively using
the technique of Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) to find the electric potential.
Convergence is assumed when the difference in value of every interior node and
its value on the previous iteration is less than a pre-specified value. For example,
if the inner hemisphere voltage is 100 volts, typically the convergence criterion is
about 0.001 volts. The philosophy behind choosing this value is simply that if
the convergence criterion is set much below 10“5 of the inner hemisphere voltage
rounding errors in the SOR calculations tend to dominate and convergence is never
attained.
The most time consuming part of the iteration is determining how each molecule
interacts with its surroundings, ie. with the other nodes and boundaries. To speed
the execution tim e up all information regarding these interactions is pre-calculated
and stored in four two dimensional arrays of the same dimensions as that which
holds the electric potential solution. Thus the ( i , j ) th elements of these four arrays
contain information about the four bonds of the (i , j ) th five point molecule. This
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Inner hemisphere
Outer hemisphere

Top Hat hemisphere — ^

Figure 3.6: The electric potential solution in the region close to the entrance re-entrant
comer.
procedure, though expensive in memory space, speeds the computations up from
many hours to minutes.
3 .2 .1 .1

Illu stra tio n o f a ty p ica l electric p o ten tia l solu tion

An example of the electric potential solution in a region of the top hat analyser
of particular interest. Figure 3.6 illustrates the electric potential solution near to
the Top Hat entrance region re-entrant comer.
3 .2 .1 .2

A n o te on th e collim ator solu tion

A polar mesh is used for all the top hat simulations even those which have a
collimator as is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The polar mesh is obviously not ideal
for such a “cartesian” geometry. A computer program has been written which
attem pts to solve the Laplace equation in a collimated top hat analyser by using
a spherical polar mesh in the main top hat analyser region and a cylindrical polar
mesh in the collimator as illustrated in Figure 3.7. Thus on each iteration the
potential is modified first in the top hat region and then in the collimator region.
The two solution meshes “communicate” with each other via a rather inelegant
cubic spline interpolation procedure. The program takes slightly longer to execute
than the former solution and the mathematical “correctness” of the procedure is
certainly questionable. However when sufficiently fine meshes are used no differ
ences between the two methods are apparent to within the convergence criterion
and so, for the sake of execution time and mathematical rigor, the solution which
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cubic spline interface

* collimator and its cartesian mesh

Top Hat and its polar mesh

Figure 3.7: The top hat analyser polar mesh and the collimator cartesian mesh.
uses a single polar mesh thoughout the entire region is always used in the results
presented here.
The collimator tends to modify the main top hat entrance region electric fields,
to a much greater degree than the entrance region modifies the collimator field,
which is effectively zero along most of its length. Indeed the effect of the collimator
during particle tracing is sufficiently small that for certain applications it can be
ignored. This fact is used later on during the design of PEACE. The energy elevation angle response for one “pin-hole” at the entrance to the collimator is
shown in Figure 3.8.

One of the distributions is created by an analyser with

an electric field inside the collimator and the other has zero electric field in the
collimator - ie. the collimator is added only at the particle trajectory tracing stage.
This shows that the difference in the analyser response between having an electric
field in the collimator and zero field is negligible.

3.2.2

P roof that Top Hat solution must converge by eigen
value calculation o f [G]

In Chapter 2 it is shown that the finite difference solution will converge if the
absolute value of the spectral radius p of the operator [G] for the SOR iterative
solution of the form {V'}(n+1) = [G]{V'}(n) -f {C } is less than unity. For SOR
the operator [G] is given by [G]^o« = ([^] — W[J^21])-1(( 1 ~

+ u>[UT]). A

computer program has been written which calculates the spectral radius of [G]
for the nodes on a polar mesh which lies over a typical top hat. The top hat
analyser used is shown in Figure 3.9 together with a coarse schematic “top hat”
mesh. The results are shown in Figure 3.10 where the spectral radius is shown as
a function of the relaxation parameter u for different mesh configurations. Thus
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Figure 3.8: Energy - polar angle response for a “pin-hole” in two analysers whose only
difference is the presence or not of an electric field in the collimator region.
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Figure 3.9: The Top Hat analyser configuration and its associated Laplace equation
solution mesh which is used to prove that the spectral radius p is less than unity for a
finite number of interior nodes.
we see that the spectral radius is less than unity and conclude that the iterations
must converge. The optimum relaxation parameter, ie. the one which produces
the fastest convergence, for each mesh configuration occurs at the minimum in the
curves where the spectral radius is smallest as discussed in Chapter 2.

3.3

The Top Hat bicubic spline

3.3.1

W hich bicubic spline and why ?

The bicubic spline used in the Top Hat concentric hemisphere simulation is that
due to NAG. This package has a number of advantages over the Numerical Recipes
spline. These include:
• The discontinuities at the complicated boundaries of the Top Hat analyser
can be much more easily and correctly dealt with satisfying the requirement
that the electric field is perpendicular to a conducting boundary. This is
due to the NAG spline having the facility for discontinuities and not requir
ing that the mesh potential data which is used for the fitting has specific
coordinates.
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Figure 3.10: The spectral radius p as a function of the SOR relaxation parameter u for
different mesh configurations.
© The NAG spline is quicker due to the fact that the whole surface spline is
fitted completely before an evaluations take place. Pre-calculation of the
spline coefficients further increases the speed of an evaluation.

3.3.2

The need for many different combinations o f bicu
bic splines

The ideal bicubic spline would cover the whole of the interior of the Top Hat anal
yser with no discontinuities whatsoever except at the analyser walls. The function
and its first two spatial derivatives would be continuous everywhere. Unfortunately
such a general curvilinear bicubic spline package is not available to the author, if
indeed it even exists. Private communications with the author of the relevent
NAG routines reveal that such a general spline may be possible but it would take
a considerable amount of effort to invent and then program. Thus we must use
the existing package as it is and use different combinations of bicubic splines each
of which covers a specific region of the analyser. This means that there are a num
ber of discontinuities present in the analyser. It is necessary to ascertain if the
discontinuities in the spline affect the results of the particle trajectory tracing in
any way. This can be done to a certain extent by comparing the trajectory tracing
results of different combinations of the bicubic splines described above, particu66

Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of the principle regions of complexity in the concentric
hemisphere Top Hat bicubic spline.
larly the entrance region splines. If a noticable effect is observed then the least
harmful combination of discontinuities must be determined. Extensive analysis of
the impact positions of various trajectories at the detector plane and elsewhere
on the walls of the analyser, and comparison of the energy of these particles on
impact using different spline combinations shows no meaningful difference. From
this we may conclude that the discontinuities have a negligible effect on the tra
jectory tracing. However in all of the Top hat analysis we prudently try to use
bicubic spline combinations which minimise the number of discontinuities which
trajectories must cross. In the next section some of the possible combinations of
splines are illustrated.

3.3.3

Bicubic spline configurations available w ith the soft
ware

There are many different spline configurations available depending to a large ex
tent on the particular geometry involved. There are two regions of variability as
illustrated in Figure 3.11 These two regions may be considered separately. In all
cases the exact position and number of the internal panels is dependent on the
particular geometry in question.
3 .3 .3 .1

T h e co llim a to r region cartesian bicubic splin e

Figure 3.12 shows a typical cartesian bicubic spline used for the collimator.
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Figure 3.12: The collimator bicubic spline.
3 .3 .3 .2

T h e en tran ce region polar bicubic splin e

Figure 3.13 shows typical bicubic spline configurations possible for the entrance
region.
3 .3 .3 .3

T h e e x it region polar and cartesian bicubic sp lin es w ith and
w ith o u t a “sy m m etry m esh ”

Figure 3.14 shows typical polar and cartesian bicubic spline combinations possible
for the Top Hat exit region with and without a mesh in the region between the
hemispheres and the detector plane. The purpose of this mesh is not important
at this stage. It is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

3.4

Trajectory tracing through the Top Hat anal
yser

3.4.1

The Top Hat analyser band-pass distribution

A Top Hat analyser is characterised by the band-pass distribution of the particles
which it allows through to its detector. This can be regarded as volume with as
many dimensions as there are initial input variables for a particle on input into
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Figure 3.13: The possible entrance region polar bicubic splines,
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or

Figure 3.14. The possible combinations of polar and. cartesian exit region bicubic splines.
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the analyser. There are in fact five variables which can be changed on input for
an electron:
• Energy
• Elevation angle - this is defined as the angle which the direction of motion
of an electron makes with respect to a plane which passes through and is
parallel to the symmetry axis of a Top H at Thus an electron which enters the
analyser in a direction which is parallel to the detector plane is perpendicular
to the analyser symmetry axis and has an elevation angle of 90°.
• Input vertical “z” position - the position of an electron on input at the
analyser entrance aperture in the direction parallel to the analyser symmetry
axis.
• Impact parameter - the direction perpendicular to the analyser symmetry
axis and perpendicular to the direction of motion of the electron on input.
• Azimuthal input angle - the angle around the analyser symmetry axis, for
a concentric analyser this parameter is meaningless since the analyser band
pass distribution in the previous four input parameters is (by symmetry)
independent of this azimuthal angle. This is not true however for the nonconcentric analyser of the type condsidered later.
The first four of these electron input parameters are illustrated in Figure 3.15. The
azimuthal input angle is illustrated in Figure 4.21. The azimuthal input angle is
a special input variable and is generally considered separately to the other four.
Because of this the band-pass of the analyser is usually considered as a 4-D “hypervolume” composed of the four remaining input variables. Thus the discussion from
now on is concerned only with this 4-D volume and the input azimuthal angle is
for the time being ignored. It is re-introduced when considering the non-concentric
Top Hat analyser simulations as appropriate later on.

3.4.2

Designing a particle trajectory tracing schem e - the
options

What exactly is required of the data produced by a trajectory tracing scheme?
Basically there are two types of requirements. The most important requirement
is to be able to calculate the geometric factor of the analyser and its associated
input parameter dependent geometric factors such as the input energy dependent
geometric factor G(E) and the input elevation angle dependent geometric factor
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the electron, input parameters.
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G (A). The secondary requirement is to determine the focusing of the analyser in
the detector plane for a non-directional flux of particles on the entrance aperture
of the Top H at This second requirement is not considered until much later on in
Chapter 5.
3 .4 .2 .1

D eterm in a tio n o f th e an aly ser g eo m etric factors

As an example of this requirement consider the energy dependent geometric factor.
At any given energy this is the sum over all the remaining three input variables,
ie. elevation angle, “z” position and “impact parameter”. The most obvious and
easiest method to do this is simply to consider a “3-D coordinate mesh” in elevation
angle, “z” position and “impact parameter” and to fire electrons of a fixed energy
into the analyser whose elevation angle etc. is determined by the nodes of the
mesh. Thus for a given energy three nested loops would be required in the other
variables so that every combination was tried. This procedure is then repeated
for each energy. A similar procedure is then followed for the other types of input
variable dependent geometric factors. In order to determine the total geometric
factor any one of the above distributions can be integrated over the independent
variable. Alternatively the total geometric factor may be determined directly by
summing over all four input variables in the first place. This is the approach
taken by previous researchers on the subject - most notably Sablik in a number of
publications as discussed in the introduction.
A second approach is very similar but would involve sampling the four input
variables randomly over a particular range of values. This will be effectively the
same as sampling the variables at nodal points of a “mesh” as discussed above if
the mesh is sufficiently fine and a large enough number of random coordinates are
tried.
Both of these methods are reasonable approaches to the problem, however
they both have the disadvantage that they are generally rather inaccurate unless
extremely large numbers of particles are input into the simulation. It is not ap
propriate to go further into these methods at this point. This is done much more
informatively when the simulation results of the different methods are compared
during the simulation qualification stage in Chapter 4 where the results and rela
tive merits of the different methods are compared. Instead a new third method of
determining the “band-pass” of the analyser is introduced.
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3.4.3

Qualitative analysis of the trajectory tracing re
sults - obtaining th e required data w ith “intelli
gent” software

Figure 3.16 shows a flow diagram illustrating the logic of the Top Hat trajectory
tracing program which is used to determine the features of the envelope enclosing
the 4-D input parameter band-pass space for a concentric Top Hat analyser and,
for a given azimuthal input angle, the non-concentric inner hemisphere Top Hat.
The program differs for these two analyser types only in the method of electric field
evaluation. Consider a “pin-hole” in the entrance aperture of a Top Hat analyser.
If it is an uncollimated analyser this pin-hole will lie on the surface of the cone
defining the Top Hat aperture, if the analyser is collimated this pin-hole will lie
on the surface of the cylinder defining the collimator entrance aperture. This pin
hole has a particular “z” and “impact parameter” coordinate as is illustrated in
Figure 3.17 which shows a 2-D array of such pin-holes across the input aperture.
For such a fixed “z” and “impact parameter” the input energy - elevation angle
distribution has a typical form as those shown in Figure 3.18. Electrons whose
energy and elevation angle on input into the analyser put them inside of this
enclosed area will make it to the detector, otherwise at some point along their
trajectory they will hit the analyser walls.

Such an energy - elevation angle

distribution exists for all of the nodes on the “z” - “impact parameter” mesh. The
position, precise shape and extent of the distribution changes from one node to the
next but the underlying shape is seen to be the same. The “brute force” method
of determining this distribution is to fire electrons at very many energies and
elevation angles as discribed above. However a more elegant and more importantly
a computationally more efficient method is to actually seek out the boundary
position between the two regions and to trace it around the distribution. This will
obviously be a more efficient approach since most of the energy - elevation angle
“space” both in and outside the band-pass will remain unsampled. This is, in a
nutshell, what the principle trajectory tracing program does, which from now on
will be referred to by its program name of PROBE.
Consider Figures 3.19 h 3.20 which show a schematic representation of the
distributions shown in Figure 3.18. For a given “pin-hole” coordinate in the Top
Hat entrance aperture PROBE functions as follows:
• The input parameter space in energy and elevation angle is made sufficiently
large to encompass the whole of the expected analyser band-pass whose positon and extent may be known only vaguely.
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Figure 3.16: Flow diagram for the trajectory tracing band-pass hunting program
PROBE.
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Figure 3.17: The “pin-hole” input lattice for the program PROBE.
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Figure 3.18: Some typical energy - elevation angle distributions of a “pin-hole” in the
entrance Top Hat aperture.
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Figure 3.19: Schematic of the energy - angle course search for a “pin-hole”.
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Figure 3.20: Schematic of the energy - angle bisection algorithm for a “pin-hole”.
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• First PROBE must determine the approximate position of the band pass. It
can do this by one of two ways. The first method is that by using a “look-up”
table of “typical” elevation angles where the distribution may be expected to
lie it system atically does a very course search in energy to locate an energy
- elevation angle coordinate which lies inside for the distribution, ie. one
which makes it around the analyser to the detector plane. Having found this
coordinate it then abandons the look-up table and “zig-zags” its way “up
and down” the distribution as shown in Figures 3.19 until it has found a pre
specified number of cordinates which lie inside the distribution. If it strays
outside of the distribution it retreats back into the distribution and moves in
the direction indicated in Figure 3.19. Typically this is done until a number
of coordinates have been located interior to the distribution. The reason for
requiring more than a single interior coordinate is that when PROBE deter
mines the location of the boundary it can do so more efficiently if its starting
point is more representative of the distribution, ie. well within it and not out
near one of the limbs which sometimes occurs if only one interior location is
found. Typically it will look for five coordinates. Having located one interior
coordinate the following four coorinates can usually easily be located within
a total of about ten attem pts. If, for whatever reason, PROBE is unable
to locate the “band-pass”, which sometimes happens at very high impact
parameters PROBE can then fire particles randomly in energy and elevation
angle in the hope of hitting the target region. However this requires gener
ally many more particle attem pts and the first method is to be preferred.
Fortunately the second method is required only infrequently. This backup
method has proved to be a method of great reliabilty particularly in difficult
regions of input parameter space.
• Having found the approximate location of the band-pass PROBE now finds
the boundary position. To do this it considers the energy - elevation angle
distribution as divided up into four “quadrants” as illustrated in Figure 3.20.
Then PROBE works its way around each quadrant using two nested bisection
routines in energy and elevation angle homing in on the boundary to the
desired accuracy in energy and angle. After PROBE has located the first
boundary coordinate it steps to the next one and “homes in” on it as for
the first coordinate. The third boundary coordinate is first estim ated by
a linear extrapolation of the first two coordinates followed by homing in on
the boundary to the accuracy specified using bisection. Subsequent boundary
coordinates are first estim ated by a quadratic extrapolation using the most
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recent three boundary coordinates already determined. This extrapolation
procedure reduces the number of trajectory traces which must be attempted.
• The four quadrants are each found separately as shown in the program flow
diagram in Figure 3.16. We now consider the process in more detail. As an
example of the procedure consider the fourth quadrant in Figure 3.20. The
first point to be found is labelled “1” in this diagram. This point is found
by keeping the energy constant (energy is the outer variable in the energy
- elevation angle nested bisection) and the elevation angle homes in on the
boundary using bisection to a pre-specified accuracy. The energy is then
increased by a pre-specified amount and the next point (labelled “2”) is de
termined using elevation angle bisection as before. This procedure is repeated
until the end of the quadrant is found. Consider now the third quadrant.
Here the coordinates of the boundary are determined using energy bisection
at a constant elevation angle. Having found the first boundary coordinate of
the third quadrant the elevation angle is then decreased by a pre-specified
amount and the next coordinate is found by energy bisection again. Thus, as
shown in the flow diagram in Figure 3.16, the type of quadrant determines
whether it is most appropriate to have energy or elevation angle as the inner
most loop of the energy - elevation angle bisection algorithm.
• When the end of a quadrant is encountered the energy and elevation an
gle both perform bisection to locate the “exact” position of the end to a
pre-specified accuracy. Consider the fourth quadrant once again. When the
energy steps beyond the lim its of the distribution the elevation angle bisec
tion will be unable to find a coordinate in the distribution. Thus the energy
steps back by half a step size and the elevation angle bisection routine tries to
find the boundary again. Depending on whether or not a boundary point is
found the energy steps either backwards of forwards by a quarter of the orig
inal step size and the elevation angle then tries to find another coordinate,
etc. When the energy step size is less than the energy accuracy specified by
the user the next quadrant is found, etc.

3.4.4

Determ ining the accuracy o f the trajectory tracing

Whichever method of ODE integration is adopted for the trajectory tracing the
question is posed - how accurate is it? The only practical way to interprete this
question is to ascertain the behaviour of the trajectory tracing when the timestep
is made ridiculously small, that is, so small that it could not possibly be used in
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the actual simulation because the execution time would be vastly too great. If
this solution is seen to converge to a particular answer as the timestep decreases
then it is reasonable to assume that this result is the “correct” answer. It is then
necessary to increase the timestep to the maximum practical size such that the
deviation in the final result is not too large.
3 .4 .4 .1

Infin itesim al tim e ste p s

In the trajectory tracing programs the tim estep used in the integration is deter
mined by the approximate number of timesteps required for a particle which makes
it to the detector plane. The criterion for determining when adequate integration
accuracy has been acheived is simply that there is no point integrating to an ac
curacy greater than that required by the trajectory tracing programs energy and
elevation angle bisection procedures. For example if the program is told to find
the band-pass of the analyser to an energy accuracy of leV - there is no point tra
jectory tracing to an accuracy of O.leV. Thus the integration is assumed to have
converged when the difference in (for example) energy of the band-pass distribu
tion is less than the convergence lim it of the input energy requirements. Typically
the principle trajectory tracing program which determines the band-pass of the
analyser in the four dimensional electron input parameter space (ie. energy, eleva
tion angle, “z positon” and “impact parameter”) is asked to find the “surface” of
this 4-D space to an energy accuracy of 0.25eV. The trajectory tracing is observed
to converge below this lim it when ~ 10,000 timesteps are specified for a particle
which makes it to the detector plane using the Euler ODE algorithm. This is
many more timesteps than is practical and is considered to be the “infinitesimal”
tim estep. When the number of tim esteps is reduced, ie. the timestep is increased,
it is found that ~ 300 timesteps will still produce the required accuracy.
3 .4 .4 .2

T h e h am ilton ian and en ergy conservation

A complimentary method of checking the trajectory tracing precision is to com
pare the electron energy on firing into the analyser with that when it reaches the
detector plane since the final energy of the particle should differ from the initial
energy only by the net potential difference it has moved through. The entrance
aperture in these simulations is always assumed to be at ground potential, thus an
electron impinging on the detector at a potential V with respect to ground should
have gained or lost V electron volts according to the polarity of V. Figure 3.21
shows the % change in energy of electrons hitting the detector plane compared to
their initial energy after correction for the net change in potential which the elec-
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Figure 3.21: Data showing the % change in energy of electrons hitting the detector
plane after correction for the net change in potential experienced by the electrons.
trons have experienced. As can be seen the distribution is very narrow indicating
that good accuracy is being achieved.

3.4.5

Higher order does not necessarily mean higher ac
curacy - comparison of Euler ODE integration w ith
higher order m ethods

The Euler ODE integration method has been compared with Predictor-Corrector,
Modified Midpoint and fourth order Runge Kutta as described in Chapter 2. Be
cause the electric field for most of an electrons path changes only slowly and
smoothly it might be expected that higher order methods would be well suited to
the problem at hand because they could cover more ground quickly over a region
where the electric field changed little. This is seen to be true - for example fourth
order Runge Kutta is seen to be capable of achieving similar accuracy as the Euler
algorithm using timesteps at least four times as large. However the problem in this
application with higher order methods lies in the fact that most of the trajectories
used in the trajectory tracing software, by the very design for the software, at
some point or other “graze” the boundaries of the Top Hat, particularly the inner
and outer hemispheres. The reason for this is of course that in determining the
“surface” of the 4-D input parameter band-pass of the analyser the only trajecto
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ries of interest axe those which for whatever reason only just manage to reach the
detector. This fact creates considerable problems for large timesteps extremely
close to the analyser since the trial steps in an integration step may lie outside
of the analyser whereas the actual step lies inside the analyser. This fact then
necessitates an adaptive step size routine to control this phenomenon. Because
the execution tim e for the Euler algorithm is reasonable, that is approximately 15
hours for a given Top Hat analyser,these more complicated higher order methods
have been abandoned as unnecessary and too complicated. Besides they did not
give significanly better results over Euler (eg. fourth order Runge Kutta must use
at least four times the tim estep of Euler before it becomes computationally more
efficient) particularly after the adaptive timestep logic had coped with the analyser
boundary problem at the end of every trajectory trace.
The Top Hat analyser results results desdbed in this thesis use the Euler ODE
integration method throughout.

3.5

The effect of singularities at re-entrant cor
ners on electron trajectories

3.5.1

The principal Top Hat re-entrant corner

The region shown circled in Figure 3.22 is called a “re-entrant comer”. The nu
merical solution of the Laplace equation is of concern in the region very close to
the comer, ie. within a few mesh lengths, since it is known that finite difference
solutions can be erroneous in regions of this type. This region is of particular inter
est because of two reasons, the first is that this region is a “make-or-break” region
for high energy electrons which may or may not enter between the hemispheres
and possibly create secondary electrons, and the second reason is that electrons
may get “scattered” in this region by an incorrect solution and in so doing distort
the energy-angle response curves.

3.5.2

Simplification o f the Top Hat re-entrant corner

In order to ascertain if the solution discussed so far is adequate the region is
simplified to that shown in Figure 3.23. A cartesian mesh is used together with
equation (2.13) to solve the electric potential in this region. A NAG bicubic spline
of the type illustrated in Figure 3.24 is then fitted to this solution for the electric
potential.
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Figure 3.22: The principle Top Hat re-entrant comer.

Figure 3.23: Simplification of the Top Hat re-entrant comer.
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Figure 3.24: A schematic of the re-entrant comer electric potential solution mesh and
NAG bicubic spline panels.

3.5.3

A lternative procedure for solving th e Laplace equa
tion in a re-entrant corner region

There are a number of alternate methods which can be used to solve the electric
potential in a re-entrant comer region. One of the easiest to implement is due to
the coordinate transformation w = z 2/3 where z = z(x,y) and w = u?(u,v). Under
this transformation the coordinates (x, y) are mapped to the coordinates (u, v)
where, setting r = (x2 -f y 2) J, u and v are given by:
u = r * cos |0

and,

v = r* sin 2 Q
—

(3.1)

•

Figure 3.25 illustrates the transformation given by Equation (3.1). Thus the re
entrant comer has been mapped to a straight line where the behaviour of the
finite difference solution is better behaved. A cartesian mesh is used to solve the
Laplace equation inside this mapped region whose boundaries in the vicinity of
the mapped re-entrant comer coincide with the mesh, however, in the regions
“far-away” from this comer the boundaries interact with the mesh in a rather
more complicated fashion as illustrated in Figure 3.26. A NAG bicubic spline is
then fitted to this data in the mapped region. The fit of the spline is poor along
the curved boundaries, however near to the re-entrant comer it is very good.
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Figure 3.25: The re-entrant comer w = z2/3 coordinate transformation.

Figure 3.26: The w = z2/3 re-entrant comer electric potential solution mesh and the
NAG bicubic spline
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3.5.4

Comparison of Top Hat analyser solution w ith the
w = jz2/3 solution

The acid test for a comparison of the two solutions now available is to compare
the results of tracing particle trajectories through the two solutions. In order to
minimise the effect of the poor fit of the spline to the curved boundaries of the
mapped comer the starting coordinate of the particle is chosen well away from
these boundaries.
3 .5 .4 .1

C alcu lation o f th e electric field using th e “norm al (z) sp ace”

The electric field components can be found directly by differentiation of the NAG
bicubic spline.
3 .5 .4 .2

C alcu lation o f th e electric field u sin g th e “m apped (w ) space”

The electric field in “z” space is calculated by a transformation of the electric
field found in the mapped space which was in turn found by differentiation of the
mapped space bicubic spline.
3 .5 .4 .3

S om e sp ecim en exam p les

Figure 3.27 shows the results of some specimen trajectory traces for different start
ing conditions (position, velocity etc). The two types of trajectories are so very
similar that to the resolution of the plotting device used (the diagram is a hard
copy from a tektronix emulation) they are coincident and appear to be effectively
indistinguishable. The Euler method of integration was used in all of the trajectory
tracing using timesteps similar to the main Top Hat trajectory tracing programs,
and then going to “infinitesimal” timesteps as a final check.

3.5.5

Re-entrant corner conclusion

The existing Top Hat solution appears quite adequate for the task. There does not
appear to be a requirement to use a more complicated solution such as tv = z2/3.

3.6

Simulation post processing

3.6.1

Extraction o f the Geometric Factor - G

The Geometric factor is computed from the four dimensional “volume” associated
with the Top Hat input parameters:
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of the two re-entrant comer solution particle trajectory tracing
results.

• energy (E),

• elevation angle (P),

• vertical entrance position (Z) and

• entrance aperture “impact parameter” (B):

The boundary defining this 4-D “hyper volume” w ill henceforth be referred to as
the “band pass” of the analyser. The Top Hat particle tracing software produces
results in the form of energy - elevation angle data where the elevation angle is
given by:
Pupptr = Pu„*r(E, Z, B )

(3.2)

P lo w e r =

( 3 .3 )

P lo w e r { B 1Z y B ')

The “area” integral over energy and elevation angle at constant Z and B is:
E P (Z , B) = f B‘ P ^ e r(E ) - PioverW
JEi

dE

(3.4)

...where Puppcr(E) and P/OUH5r(E ) define the boundaries of the familiar energy - el
evation angle band-pass for a fixed vertical position (Z) and impact parameter (B).
Integrating over

the vertical input position and constant B givesthe “volume”

integral:
E P Z (B ) = j E P ( Z ) dZ = j f Z' J B> Pupper(E , Z ) - Plow„ {E , Z) dE dZ (3.5)

This integration (3.5), over the two independent variables energy and vertical input
position, is the first integration performed by the post processing software. Finally,
integrating over the impact parameter gives the “hyper-volume”integral:
EPZB = f

JBi

E P Z (B ) dB

(3.6)

Equation (3.5) is evaluated for a number of impact parameters and yields the im
pact parameter geometric factor. The results of (3.5) are used to determine (3.6).
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Thus the total 4-D space enclosed by the band pass is:
[ B , ,Z, ,E , p ^
J J Z i

E ' ^ B ) _ p W r(jE i 2 , B ) dE d Z dB

(3.7)

J Ei

This integral will typically be evaluated within the following ranges:
Emin < E < Enas
Eouter hemisphere ^ ^
—RTopHat sin(6TopH at) <

B

EropHat

<

RTopHat sitl(0TopH at)

Using the azimuthal symmetry of the analyser (3.7) maybe rewritten as:
2 f B‘ f Z/ f E‘
JO

JZ%

P

u p p e r ( E ,

Z, B ) -

P lo v e r

(E , Z, B ) dE d Z dB

(3.8)

J E%

...where the lim its for the impact parameter are now in the range:
0 < B < RTopHat sin(0TopH at)
The units of this space are eVcm 2rad. There is one further geometrical consider
ation to take into account. The Top Hat detector consists of a series of discrete
anodes distributed azimuthally around the detector annulus. In order to take ac
count of the finite width of these anode sectors it is necessary to multiply equation
(3.8) by the azimuthal angular width 0 an«fc of the particular sector in question.
Thus the final equation for the total geometric factor for the instrument is:
G

= 2

J B‘ J Z' J E‘

P u p p e r ( E

,

Z, B ) -

P

l o v e r ( E

,

Z, B ) d E dZ d B

(3.9)

The units of this space are eVcm 2sr. Typically the geometric factor is quoted
as cm2sreV /eV . This is obtained by dividing equation (3.9) by the mean energy
of the analyser band pass. It is sometimes useful to define some other types of
geometric factors, namely those which are a function of one of the input variables.
Thus we can define the following four input parameter dependent geometric factors
all of which can be calculated from the results of the main trajectory tracing
software.
3.6 .1 .1

E x tra ctio n o f th e en erg y d ep en d en t G eom etric Factor - G (E ).

G( E) = 2 Qoooie

[ B‘ JfZiZ'

P„pper(E, Z, B ) - P,over(E, Z, B ) dZ dB

Jo
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(3.10)

3 .6 .1 .2

E x tra ctio n o f th e elevation an gle d ep en d en t G eom etric Factor

- G (P).
The Top Hat particle tracing software produces results which can also be expressed
in the form:

E upper

=

Elowcr =

=

G ( P )

2 Qanodc[ B‘ ( Z> E
JO

3 .6 .1 .3

E u ppcr( P j Z 1 B )

(3 * H )

E lo w e r ( P ,Z ,B )

(3.12)

u pper( P , Z , B )

-

E lo m r ( P , Z , B )

d Z

d B

(3.13)

JZi

E x tra ctio n o f th e vertical in p u t p o sitio n d ep en d en t G eom etric
Factor - G (Z ).
= 2

G { Z )

3 .6 .1 .4

f B'

Jo

f E'

P u p p cr(E , Z , B )

JE{

-

P io v tr (E , Z , B )

d E

d B

(3.14)

E x tra ctio n o f th e im p act p aram eter d ep en d en t G eom etric Fac
to r - G (B ).

G ( B )

=

2 e ano*

f Z>fJ EEi’

P u p p o r iE , Z , B )

-

P le v e r iE , Z , B )

d E

d Z

(3.15)

JZi

3.6.2

Other results

There are a number of other results pertinent to the design of Top Hat analysers
such as the focusing ability of the detector in the detector plane. However since
these axe very simple to extract they will be described at the necessary tim e.

3.7

Simulation of secondary electron produc
tion and electron backscattering

3.7.1

Emission o f electrons from m etal surfaces due to
electron impact

When an electron beam is incident on a metal surface electrons will be “em itted”
from that surface. These electrons are called secondary electrons and fall into four
main types as axe illustrated in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: The four main types of electron emission from a metal surface.
3 .7 .1 .1

True secon d ary electron s

These are electrons that are freed from their bonds in the m etal lattice and after
many collisions within the metal lose some of their energy, climb the potential
barrier at the metal surface and are em itted from the metal. Generally 85% of
secondaries are thought to be created below an energy of 20eV.
3 .7 .1 .2

E la stica lly reflected prim ary electron s

When a beam of charged particles pass through a change in potential, quantum
mechanics predicts that some of the particles in the beam will be reflected. There
is a change in potential of a few eV across a metal surface and this reflects some
of the incident primary electrons elastically.
3 .7 .1 .3

“R ed iffu sed ” prim ary electron s

When a primary electron enters a metal it interacts with the nuclei and electrons
which constitute the metal. The primaries are scattered many times and in the
process lose some of their energy. Some of these primaries make it back to the
metal surface, climb the potential barrier at the surface and are re-emitted from
the metal but with a reduced energy and are therefore regarded as inelastically
reflected primary electrons. The small peaks often seen in spectra of such inelastic
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primaries are caused by the electronic band structure of the material. The char
acteristic energy losses of rediffused electrons may be used to study properties for
the scattering material.
Elastically reflected primary and rediffused primary electrons are collectively
referred to as backscattered electrons.
3 .7 .1 .4

A u ger electro n s

These electrons have an energy characteristic of the surface material in question
depending on the electronic structure of the atoms. Typically the true secondary
electron yield is ~ 104 tim es as large as the Auger yield and so Auger electrons
can be ignored in this simulation.
Figure 3.28 shows that it is only possible to isolate the yield of the elastically
reflected primary electrons with certainty. Elsewhere in the energy spectrum there
are probably always some secondary and primary electrons. However if the pri
mary electron beam is sufficiently energetic the electrons observed at the lowest
energies will be predominantly secondaries. Generally electrons over 50eV are re
garded as primary electrons (elastically or inelastically scattered). Close to the
elastic primary peak the spectrum is mainly populated by inelastically scattered
primaries. Somewhere in between the very low energies and this point all that can
really be said is that there is a good mix of secondaries and inelastic primaries!
3 .7 .1 .5

T h e role o f secon d ary electron s in th is sim u lation

It is not the intention of this work to simulate the production process of secondary
electron emission. Much work has been done on this subject, however a satis
factory theory of secondary electron emission has still not been ascertained. The
information required for this simulation is concerned only with the characteris
tics of secondary electrons and backscattered primary electrons well away from
the influence of the metal surface. This information preferrably takes the form of
experimental data where available and N O T theory since, without intending any
disrespect to workers in the field, the “correct” information is required and not a
theoretical approximation to it. Where experimental data is inadequate such as
for the secondary electron energy spectrum, formulae are used.
3 .7 .1 .6

S econ d ary electro n y ield

There are two types of secondary electron yields. The true secondary yield 8trw is
the average number of external electrons originating from the metal itself produced
per incident primary electron. The energy range of these secondary electrons is
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Material
Aluminium

fimax
0.9-1.0

Emax (eV)
1250-300

Beryllium

0.5-0.9

200-300

Lithium

0.5-0.6

100-1200

Titanium

0.7-0.9

300

Carbon

0.9-1.0

300-1000

Table 3.1: Experimental secondary electron emission parameters for theoretical yield.
tradionally taken as those with an energy less than 50eV. The total secondary
yield 8 is the number of external electrons produced per incident primary electron
irrespective of their origin and so includes elastically reflected and rediffused pri
maries. The backscattering coefficient rj is the difference between these two yields,
ie.
= 8

8true

(3.16)

Stemglass (1950) has found the following yield function for the true secondary
electron emission of a metal:
Str^ ( E ) = 7.4Sm„ - ^ - e - 2^

) i

(3.17)

...where Emax is the primary electron energy which gives the maximum yield 8max.
However, more recently Seiler (1983) using the same parameters as Stemglass
presents the formula:
6,rue (E) = 1.11 £m«

0JS ( l -

“)

(3.18)

Table 3.1 gives some values of Emax and 8max for some possible hemisphere mate
rials. Figure 3.29 illustrates these two theoretical yield functions. Experimentally
it is found that the yield is virtually independent of temperature except at the
Curie and transition points and so the yield should not change over the tempera
ture range that the instrument will be exposed to during its mission. This can be
explained by the fact that the energy of a secondary electron is

kT. If this were

not true and it were not possible to design secondary electron emission out of the
analyser the signal to noise ratio might be spacecraft temperature dependent!
3 .7 .1 .7

D ep en d en ce o f th e secon dary electro n yield on th e prim ary
electro n im p a ct angle

The production of secondary electrons is principally a two part process. The yield
is firstly dependent on the number of electrons in the metal “energized” by the
primary electron and secondly by the distance the would-be secondary electron is
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Figure 3.29: Theoretical secondary electron yield curves for Aluminium due to Stem
glass (1950) and Seiler (1983).
created from the surface since the probability that an electron will escape from
the metal surface decreases approximately exponentially with this distance, that
is, exp(-x/A) where A is the mean escape depth of an electron and x is the distance
from the m etal surface. Typically for metals A ~ 0.5 — 1.5nm. The more oblique
the angle of incidence, the closer the “would-be” secondary electrons are to the
surface to begin with and therefore they must suffer fewer collisons in order to
escape which in turn means they don’t lose as much energy and so are more easily
able to overcome the work function of the metal surface. Thus the larger the angle
of incidence the larger the probability of escape. Figure 3.30 illustrates the impact
of a primary electron at an angle 0 to the surface normal of the metal. For 0 < 80°
the secondary electron yield S is found to increase according to the relation (Seiler
(1983)):
Str^{9)=

^ 7 )"

(3'19^

The value of n generally decreases as the atomic number of a metal increases.
According to Seiler (1983) n usually lies in the range 0.8 - 1.5 for most elements,
with a value of unity for z ~ 30. The author has not been able to find some
specific values for elements such as Aluminium. Ohya et al (1990) while discussing
the secondary electron emission of Copper make the interesting observation that
although generally the deviation from (cos 0)-1 increases with larger angles of in96
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Figure 3.30: Oblique incidence of a primary electron.
cidence, at very large angles ( ~ 88°) the deviation of the yield decreases. This can
be explained by the fact that the primary electrons at grazing incidence angles
backscatter just after incidence without producing many electrons. Note, a “lim
iting” situation has been found by Shatas et al (1956) who have found that for very
high energies (1.3MeV in their experiment) the yield is proportional to (cos 0)-1 , ie
n = 1. Figure 3.31 is taken from Muller (1936) and illustrates the secondary elec
tron yield verses the angle of incidence of the primary electron for several elements
including Aluminium. Figure 3.32 shows Bronshtein and Dolinin (1968) results for
the angular dependence of yield for different elements using 500eV primaries.
A second observation of the secondary electron yield as a function of primary
impact angle is the increase of Emax as the angle of primary electron incidence
increases. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3.33 which is taken from Bruining
(1954) which also illustrates that the angular dependence for rough surfaces is very
small. Kanaya and Kawakatsu (1972) give an approximate relationship between
the energy of maximum yield due to a primary electron incident at an angle 6 and
the energy at maximum yield for a normal incidence primary as being similar to
that for the yield itself, ie.
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The primary energy dependence of the yield for different angles of incidence
for different Z is shown dramatically in Figure 3.34 due to Bronshtein and Dolinin
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Figure 3.31: Secondary electron yield verses the angle of incidence of 0 of primary
electrons relative to the metal surface normal due to Muller (1936).
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Figure 3.32: Experimental results showing the dependence of the secondary electron
yield on the primary electron incidence angle with respect to the surface normal. Bron
shtein and Dolinin (1968). The numbers shown are for the following elements: 1 = Be;
2 = Ti; 3 = Ba; 4 = Al; 5 = Ge; 6 = Ni; 7 = Pb; 8 = Ag.
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Figure 3.33: Diagram illustrating how the secondary electron yield changes as a function
of primary electron impact angle due to Braining (1954).
(1968) for Beryllium and Lead. The data shows that there is only a slight depen
dence for Lead but a strong dependence for Beryllium.
3 .7 .1 .8

T h e effect o f surface roughness on th e angular d ep en d en ce of
th e seco n d a ry electro n y ield

The angular dependence of the secondary electron yield discussed in the preceding
section only applies to a “smooth” surface such as polished Aluminium. A similar
angular dependence is not observed for a “rough” surface, indeed the yield is seen
to be nearly independent of the angle of incidence of the primary electron. This
can easily be explained by the fact that a “rough” surface has many microscopic
“crevasses” in which a secondary electron may undergo multiple collisions with
the rough m etal surface before it has the opportunity to escape “proper” and be
detected by the observer as is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.35. This effect
is possibly useful in the design of PEACE since it may be possible to deposit a
“rough” surface onto the analyser hemispheres, however this surface would need
to be chemically and mechanically stable.
3 .7 .1 .9

T h e seco n d a ry electro n en ergy sp e ctru m

What is the energy spectrum of the secondary electrons em itted from a metal
surface? Figure 3.36 shows Hachenberg and Brauers (1959) results for the energy
spectrum of ten materials showing the remarkable similarity.
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Figure 3.34: Diagram illustrating how the secondary electron yield changes as a function
of primary electron impact angle for Beryllium and Lead due to Bronshtein and Dolinin
(1968). The primary electron impact angles are given by: 1 = 0°; 2 = 60°; 3 = 70°; 4 =
80°; 5 = 85°; 6 = 89°.

Figure 3.35: The effect of surface “roughness” on the secondary electron yield depen
dence on primary electron impact angle as seen for “smooth” surfaces.
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Figure 3.36: Experimental results for the secondary electron energy spectrum due to
Hachenberg and Brauers (1959).
McDaniel (1964) states that the energy spectrum of secondaries is almost in
dependent of the primary electron input energy when the latter is in the range
20-1000eV, and that the peak usually lies in the range 1.4-2.2eV. More recently
Seiler(1983) reports that the energy spectrum due to primary electrons with en
ergies greater than lOOeV is virtually independent of the primary energy. In his
paper he reports that Kollath (1956) determines that the peak usually lies in the
range 1.3-2.5eV with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 4-7eV whereas
Schafer and Holzl (1972), obtaining their results from “clean metal surfaces”, state
that the peak typically lies in the range l-5eV with a FWHM of 3-15eV. Chung
and Everhart (1974) have formulated a relation to determine the spectrum:

/(£ ) - k % % ~ ,Y

( s ' 21)

...where k is a constant of the material, Ep is the Fermi energy and $ is the work
function. The Fermi energy is the energy of the topmost filled level in the ground
state of an atom. The work function of a metal is the difference in potential energy
of an electron between being in a vacuum (ie. well away from the metal) and the
Fermi energy. Figure 3.37 shows a schematic diagram of the two parameters in
a metal. Table 3.2 lists some values of E p and $ for some possible hemisphere
materials. Differentiating equation (3.21) to obtain the value of the energy at the
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Figure 3.37: Ulustation of the Fermi energy and the Work function of a metal.
Fermi energy E p(eV)

Work function $ (eV)

Aluminium

11.7

4.25

Beryllium

14.3

3.92

Lithium

4.74

2.38

Material

Table 3.2: The Fermi energy and Work function of some materials,
maximum in the distribution yields:
= Ef + ^ $

(3.22)

Chung and Everhart report that their model shows good agreement with experi
mental results. In formularising their distribution they take the novel approach of
having an energy dependent electron mean free path which gives very much closer
results to experiment, ie the peak in the distribution and the full width at half
maximum. In particular for Aluminium they give the results shown in Table 3.3.
The theoretical energy spectra for aluminium is shown in Figure 3.38.
3 .7 .1 .1 0

T h e d irectio n sp ectru m

One of the few areas of secondary electron emission on which there is almost
universal agreement is the angular distribution of secondary electrons em itted by
Theory due to Chung et al

Experimental due to Hachenberg et al

Emax (eV)

FWHM (eV)

E max (eV)

FWHM (eV)

1.33

4.43

1.3-2.5

4.0-5.5

Table 3.3: Comparison of experimental data for the secondary electron energy 6pectra
for Aluminium and the theoretical predictions of Chung and Everhart (1974).
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Figure 3.38: Chung et al theoretical secondary electron energy spectra for aluminium:
a surface. If 6 is the angle with respect to the metal surface normal and 6$-o is
the yield in the direction of the surface normal then the yield at an angle theta is
a simple cosine dependence:
6 (0) = 8q- o cos 9

(3.23)

W hats more, this distribution is observed to be largely independent of the direc
tion and energy of the incident primary electron. This can easily be understood
since the secondary electrons created “deep” inside the metal by the primary elec
tron are scattered many times before they reach the metal surface and so lose all
“information” about the primaries direction. This distribution is illustrated in
Figure 3.39.
3 .7 .1 .1 1

E lectron b ack scatterin g

The backscattering coefficient as a function of primary energy for Aluminium for
a thin film and the bulk material is shown in Figure 3.40 which is due to Kanter
(1961). It is seen that the backscattering yield rj (ie. for the bulk material) is
nearly constant over the energy range shown. Above about 2keV, ij varies accord
ing to the atomic number Z - as Z increases i; increases. For Z < 30 rj is nearly
independent of the primary energy. For Z > 30 rj decreases with primary energy
particularly below ~ 2keV as illustrated in Figure 3.41 which is due to Dekker
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Figure 3.39: Angular distribution of secondary electrons emitted from a metal surface.The distrubution is axially symmetric about the surface normal.
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Figure 3.40: Experimental backscattering coefficient for Aluminium due to Kanter
(1961).
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Figure 3.41: Experimental backscattering coefficient for different materials due to
Dekker (1958).
(1958). The results for Aluminium axe in good agreement with those by Kanter
(1961) shown in Figure 3.40. These experimental results are for normally inci
dent primary electrons. However it would be expected as the angle of incidence
increases the backscattering yield increases. Bronshtein and Dolinin (1968) show
that for Beryllium, 2kev primaries rj increases from 0.06 at primary normal inci
dence through 0.21 at 60° to 0.68 at 89°. Bronshtein and Denisov (1967) show
that for 2keV primaries Aluminium rj increases from 0.2 for normal incidence to
0.38 for primaries incident at 60°. This yield is greater than that for Beryllium
at 60° and one might predict that the yield for Aluminium at grazing angles is
greater than 0.68. Thus at grazing angles of incidence backscattered electrons are
a very significant fraction of the total “secondary yield”. Figure 3.42 (Bronshtein
and Dolinin (1968)) shows the angular dependence of the energy-“total yield” dis
tributions for Beryllium and Lead. Total yield means everything that leaves the
metal surface, ie. true secondaries, secondaries true to backscattered primaries,
backscattered primaries and elastically reflected primaries. There is only a small
angular dependence for Lead but a large one for Beryllium. Comparison of these
distributions with Figure 3.34 (also from Bronshtein and Dolinin’s paper) show
that the distributions for the total yield are quite similar to those for the true
secondary yields. The peak in the Beryllium distribution for the total yield is
broader than for the true yield because, according to Bronhstein and Dolinin, as
the primary energy increases the coefficient for inelastic scattering for primaries
rj increases faster than the coefficient for true secondary electron production StrUe
for Beryllium.
The large angle scattering theory and experimental data from Darlington and
Cosslett (1972) show that the backscattering yield t) as a function of the primary
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Figure 3.42: Thedependenceof the total yield on the angle of incidence of the primary
electron due to Bronshteinand Dolinin (1968).The primary electronimpact angle is
given by: 1 = 0°; 2 = 60°; 3 = 70°; 4 = 80°; 5 = 85°; 6 = 89°.
electron direction 0 can be approximated by the relation:
fl(») = v (0) ex(1- “ *l,)

(3.24)

The value of A is determined by assuming total backscattering at glancing inci
dence of the primary, ie. ij (90°) = 1. Then:
A = —In i/(0)

(3.25)

The angular distribution of "Rediffused electrons” is similar to that for true
secondaries, ie. a cosine dependence which is nearly independent of the primary
electron energy and angle of incidence. However elastically reflected primary elec
trons show a distinct maximum in their direction distribution orientated along the
direction of incidence of the primary. This is illustrated in Figure 3.43 which is
due to Jonker (1951).
Figure 3.44 illustrates the energy spectra of backscattered electrons for some
materials using primary electrons with an energy of 32keV and is due to Kanaya
and Kawakatsu (1972). The peak is close to the primary electron energy and
the “relative mean energy” k of backscattering roughly obeys the relation due to
Stemglass (1954):
k = 0.45 + 2 X 10- 3Z

(3.26)

...where Z is the atomic number for the material. Thus for Aluminium the bulk of
the backscattered electrons have energies about half the incident primary electron
energy.
As a final note on backscattered electrons, there is very little reliable experi
mental data and theory on this phenomenon, much less than for true secondary
electrons which themselves are poorly understood.
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Figure 3.43: Angular distribution of elastically reflected electrons due to Jonker (1951);
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Figure 3.44: The energy spectra of backscattered electrons for some materials using
primary electrons with an energy of 32keV due to Kanaya and Kawakatsu (1972).
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3.7.2

The secondary electron simulation

The computer simulation of secondary electrons created interior to the analyser is
represented by the flow-diagrams in Figures 3.45, 3.46 and 3.47. The usual con
centric Top Hat analyser model is first acquired by the program, ie. information
concerning the analyser configuration and the electric potential bicubic spline co
efficients and panel coordinates as show in Figure 3.45. Next the primary electron
input information is obtained including the energy and elevation angle range of the
electrons to be fired into the analyser and the uz” and “impact parameter” range
over which they start. The “z” and “impact parameter” ranges used in Chapter
5 are always over the maximum possible range for the PEACE analysers. Next
the primary electron scattering probability is entered. This is not used at all in
the simulations in Chapter 5 due to the very lim ited information available on the
subject of electron backscattering and elastic reflection. At the tim e of this writing
the only type of scattering process implemented is specular reflection, ie. similar to
light reflecting from a smooth highly reflecting surface. It is generally thought that
this is not the correct method of scattering, rather primaries tend to reflect back
the way they came due to microscopic surface structure. If sufficient information
becomes available this can easily be incorporated into the present software.
There are two types of secondary electron yield function available one due
to a combination of Seiler (1983) and Bronshtein (1968) and the other due to a
combination of Sternglass (1950) and Bronshtein (1968). The two methods work in
a very similar way. When a primary electron hits a wall of the analyser the energy
and angle of incidence of the primary with respect to the local analyser surface
normal are computed. The energy is then used to obtain the secondary electron
yield for a normal incident primary using the formulae due to Seiler (1983) or
Sternglass (1850). Because the secondary yield increases as the angle of incidence
increases the angle of incidence is then used to scale this normal incidence yield
according to experimental data due to Bronshtein (1968). It is important to note
here that experimental data is used since theoretical formulae descibing the angular
dependence are poor. A cubic spline is fitted to the Bronshtein data to allow
the scaling factor to be obtained for any angle of incidence. There is some data
available which would allow a surface spline to be fitted to the secondary electron
yield whose independent variables are energy and the primary angle of incidence.
Thus the yield could be obtained in one ste* instead of two. This would be a
superior method to the one used, perhaps giving more accurate results, if only
this data were more plentiful and of a higher quality. Unfortunately it isn’t.
The secondary electron simulations performed in Chapter 5 are only done over a
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prim a ry

energy range of 0 - 500eV. From Figure 3.29 we see that over this range the

distributions for aluminium due to Seiler and Sternglass are almost identical and
so it does not actually matter which of the two distributions is used to determine
the secondary yield. However just “for the record” it is the Seiler (1983) yield
which is used in Chapter 5.
The emission direction of each secondary electron in 3-D is the next parameter
to be determined by the software using the cosine probability distribution with
respect to the local surface normal, which many investigators in the field have
observed.
Next the energy of the secondary electron on emission may be determined
from one of two types of distributions. The first distribution is created at the
start of the program by fitting a cubic spline to actual published experimental
data entered by the user. The second distribution is given by the formula due to
Chung and Everhart (1974) with the appropriate fermi energy and work function
for material in question. Either of these distributions is a probability distribution
of the energies em itted by the surface. The PEACE analysers are to be made
from aluminium. Due to the lack of satisfactory experimental information for
aluminium the theoretical distribution due to Chung and Everhart must be used
in Chapter 5 during the design of the PEA CE analysers using the fermi energy and
work function for a lu m i n iu m . Finally the probability that a secondary electron
will scatter is entered. The same comments apply to this as for the primary
electron scattering. In the PEACE simulations this probability is always zero,
ie. the secondaries never scatter due to an inadequate understanding and lack of
experimental data for this phenomenon.
The primary electron trajectory tracing and secondary electron production
logic is shown in Figure 3.46. The primary electron is fired randomly into the
analyser (collimated or not) and trajectory traced until one of a number of things
happen to it. Either it leaves the analyser out the opposite side of the entrance
aperture, or it hits the analyser walls or it hits the detector. If the primary elec
tron hits any part of the Top Cap hemisphere, the outer hemisphere, the inner
hemisphere or any part of the entrance aperture which has been “stopped down”
secondary electrons are produced with emission characteristics according to the dis
tributions and functions described above. Each secondary electron is then traced
through the analyser until it leaves the analyser or hits a wall or the detector be
fore the next secondary electron (if the yield is sufficiently large) is em itted by the
surface, at the coordinate of the original primary electron impact, with a different
random energy and direction (in 3-D) to the previous secondaries according to the
appropriate probability distributions described. When all the secondary electrons
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have been traced to completion the initial primary electron is scattered according
to the primary electron scattering probability or, if there is no scattering, the next
random primary electron is fired into the analyser.
The secondary electron trajectory tracing logic is shown in Figure 3.47. This
logic is very similar to that for the primaries except that the secondary electrons
cannot themselves produce secondaries. Once they hit an analyser wall they have
no further role in the simulation.
Figure 3.48 shows a schematic example of primary electrons hitting the “stopped
down” entrance aperture and outer hemisphere of an analyser and the resulting
emission of a secondary electron created by the computer according to the charac
teristics of the incident primary. Unfortunately the 2-D diagram cannot adequately
illustrate the 3-D nature of the primary electron incidence angle and the secondary
electron emission direction. The coordinate transformations required in this sim
ulation to calculate the angle of incidence of primary electrons with respect to the
local surface normal of the analyser and the transformations required to convert
the secondary electron emission direction from the local surface coordinates to the
trajectory tracing coordinates of the analyser are given in the appendix.
All relevent information concerning primary and secondary electrons which hit
the detector plane is stored for subsequent analysis.

3.8

Simulation of a Top Hat analyser with nonconcentric hemispheres

3.8.1

T he misalignment, non-concentricity and non-sphericity
o f a real Top Eat analyser

The Top Hat model described so far has assumed that the analyser can be made
perfectly, ie. to infinite accuracy. This of course is not so. There are a number of
ways errors occur during fabrication, which include:
1. non-concentric hemispheres,
2. non-concentric top cap,
3. non-sphericity of the hemispheres and top cap,
4. error and/or azimuthal periodicity of the Top Hat Angle,
5. misalignment of the microchannel plate “stack”,
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Figure 3.45: The secondary electron simulation input parameters flow diagram.
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Figure 3.46: The secondary electron simulation primary electron flow diagram.
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6. misalignment of the u field symmetry” mesh,
7. misalignment of the collimator.
Numbers 4,5,6 and 7 in the list above can be investigated by the model discussed so
far by changing the various parameters associated with these components. However
numbers 1,2 and 3 are more difficult to assess: Misalignment of one hemisphere
with respect to another and non-sphericity will have different effects around the
analyser, ie. in polar and azimuthal angles. Also there will exist an azimuthal
electric field not previously present in the concentric (ie. azimuthally symmetric)
scenario. These effects are important in a flight instrument because the very strin
gent mass constraints commonly imposed on analysers, and which are certainly
present on the CLUSTER mission, mean that high manufacturing accuracy must
be achieved using a very small amount of material and have sufficient mechanical
strength and stability to withstand the large vibrations and accelerations sustained
during launch - high accuracy and low mass are conflicting requirements. Later
on when the AREA laboratory analyser is examined it is found that the errors
itemised above make the total error anywhere in the inter-hemisphere gap in ex
cess of dbl7% of the inter-hemisphere gap and this analyser is made from a huge
quantity of aluminium. This is because originally AREA was to be launched on
a sounding rocket where mass constraints are much less stringent. AREA could,
given its very large mass, have been made more accurate, but at some effort and
expense. The PEACE analysers must be much more accurate than AREA and
very much less massive, indeed the PEACE analysers will be so light that the
structure will not have mechanical rigidity until its various components are put
together and stressed.

3.8.2

Specifying the desired Top Hat error - how far is it
possible to go w ith simulations?

While it would be nice to do a com pletely general simulation encompassing all
types of misalignment and irregularities, this is not feasible at this tim e for the
reasons explained below:
3 .8 .2 .1

N o n -sp h ericity o f th e h em isp h eres and Top Cap

In principle there is no problem solving the electric potential for non-spherical
hemispheres and/or top cap providing the non-sphericity can be specified at any
given point on the analyser surface. The problem arises however at the electric
field interpolation stage since the spline routines available can only be used to
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fit regions which have “cartesian” or “polar” boundaries. Since this would now
clearly not be the case splines could only be used in a fashion which would “fudge”
the boundary. Such “fudging” would almost certainly act most in the regions un
der scrutiny and possibly render the exercise useless even if the objective were to
only to approximate a non-concentric hemisphere. It is possible that spline “pack
ages” will one day be available which are able to fit more generalised curvilinear
boundaries at which point non-spherical calculations could become feasible.
3 .8 .2 .2

N o n -co n cen tricity o f th e Top Cap

The non-concentricity of the Top Hat part of the analyser is of minor importance in
comparison to the main deflection/analysing part of the analyser - the gap between
the inner and outer hemispheres because:
• the turn angle is much greater - ~63° c./. ~17°,
• the electric field is ~tw ice as strong,
• the plates are much closer, ie. half the gap:
Thus the Top Hat is assumed always to be concentric with the outer hemisphere
in the simulations. This has the additional advantage of making the electric field
spline interpolation that much simpler for another reason outlined later on in
relation to the non-concentric inner hemisphere.
3 .8 .2 .3

So w h at kind o f sim u la tio n is it sen sib le to do?

As a result of the preceding arguments the simulation of a “real” Top Hat ananlyser
will be restricted to a non-concentric inner hemisphere.
3 .8 .2 .4

A n o te on th e co llim a to r

The simulation (as discussed later on) uses a very large amount of array space
during its execution and storage space on disk after program completion. The
electric potential is solved in the most appropriate coordinate space, ie. spherical
polar coordinates. If a collimator is included in the electric potential solution this
will vastly increase the array space etc. required or decrease the accuracy of the
solution and the scope for experimentation with different mesh sizes, because of the
huge number of mesh nodes required which are external (and therefore useless) to
the analyser but are required to extend the mesh out to the collimator extremes. It
has been found by experimentation with a concentric Top Hat analyser simulation,
using the standard concentric, azimuthally symmetric model, that because the
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electric field penetration into the collimator is very small, it is not necessary to
include the collimator in the electric potential solution. Comparison of the results
between identical analysers, one with a collimator, and the other with a collimator
put into the simulation only at the particle trajectory tracing stage with no field
in it, shows no meaningful difference.
Thus it is acceptable to exclude the collimator from the 3-D electric potential
solution and to add it as required at the trajectory tracing stage.

3.8.3

The non-concentric simulation

This section describes the simulation package itself. The model is described in “re
verse order”, with the “expected” results discussed first and the electric potential
solution last for reasons obvious in the following text.
3 .8 .3 .1

A n ticip a tio n o f e x p e c te d resu lts and tra jecto ry tracing

Consider a typical energy-elevation angle distribution for a particular “pin-hole”
in a Top Hat entrance aperture (collimated or not) for a concentric analyser as
shown in Figure 3.49. For small perturbations of the inner hemisphere position,
this shape will change only slightly in shape, size and position. In particular,
the shape of this distribution changes very little for relatively large perturbations
of the inner hemisphere such as ~ 10% of the inter-hemisphere spacing. This
means that the existing particle trajectory tracing software can be used with few
alterations. All that must be changed is the calculation of the electric field at a
particular point and the analyser boundary position information.
3 .8 .3 .2

A n in terp o la tio n sch em e to d eterm in e th e electric field at any
p oin t

It is next necessary to evaluate the electric field in three directions at any given
point in 3-D space. One method of doing this is to extend the NAG bicubic spline
solution for a surface to a tricubic spline for a volume. This approach would enable
each electric field component to be calculated by one evaluation of the equation of
the derivative of the tricubic spline in the appropriate direction as in the bicubic
spline scenario.
The bicubic spline used for the concentric hemisphere Top Hat requires a large
work array to find the spline coefficient at the fitting stage. In going from 2-D to 3D this work array increases dramatically - as is usually the case when the number of
dimensions of a problem is increased - and in fact even using the facility of memory
mapping to disk, a sufficiently large amount of memory cannot be obtained on the
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Figure 3.49: A “typical” energy-elevation angle distribution of a “pin-hole” in the
entrance aperture of a concentric analyser.
MSSL computer network. Thus unfortunately, even though this is an elegant and
relatively easy to implement solution to the problem^ it is not currently viable.
The non-concentric simulation uses a “composite” tricubic spline formulated
from both the NAG cubic and bicubic splines and the Numerical Recipes cubic
splines. This approach splits the tricubic spline into two parts which are now
outlined.
3 .8 .3 .3

In terp o la tio n S tage I

The first stage involves the fitting of a bicubic spline to the electric potential, whose
independent variables are radius and polar angle, to each azimuthal “sector” of
the spherical polar mesh as shown in Figure 3.50. This is the only “fitting” which
is done before an electric field evaluation is required.
3 .8 .3 .4

In terp o la tio n S tage II

This stage is executed every time an electric field evaluation is required. It involves
the evaluation of a number of consecutive bicubic spline surfaces from stage I at
the desired radius and polar angle and then fitting these values to a cubic spline
whose independent variable is the azimuthal angle as illustrated in Figure 3.51:
Evaluation of this cubic spline then yields the function for that particular spherical
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Figure 3.50: NAG bicubic splines axe first fitted in radios and polar angle at each
azimuthal node coordinate.
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polar coordinate.
3 .8 .3 .5

C alcu lation o f th e radial and p olar electric fields

The radial and polar electric fields are each evaluated by surface differentiation at a
series of consecutive azimuthal bicubic splines which were fitted in stage I and the
results are fitted to the azimuthal cubic spline in stage U. This cubic spline is then
evaluated only once for either field component io give the radial or polar electric
field. The Numerical Recipes cubic spline is iised in this case for the azimuthal
spline because it is quicker to fit the function in one independent variable and then
evaluate the function than to fit and evaluate the NAG cubic spline.
3 .8 .3 .6

C alcu lation o f th e azim uth al electric field

The electric potential is evaluated at a series of consecutive azimuthal bicubic
splines and the results fitted to a Numerical Recipes cubic spline. The first deriva
tive of this spline is then evaluated by analytical differentiation of the cubic spline
yielding the azimuthal electric field.
3 .8 .3 .7

T h e n eed for tw o tricu b ic sp lin es in “d ifferent” coord in ate sys
tem s

Consider the schematic diagram in Figure 3.52: This shows two non-concentric
semicircles and a polar bicubic spline laid over the region between the two semicir
cles which is concentric with the outer semi-circle. The bicubic spline will fit the
data well in the region “far-away” from the inner semicircle and poorly close to
it. A similar problem arises with the non-concentric hemispheres of the Top Hat
analyser. Most of the particle trajectories which define the analyser band-pass in
“input parameter space”, ie. energy, angle, etc., at some point graze one or both
hemispheres. Clearly an erroneous field close to either hemisphere will adversely
affect the results. A second, more fundamental, problem arises from the simple
fact that there simply will not exist any solution mesh nodes whose position co
incides with the radius-polar angle bicubic splines which are concentric with the
other hemisphere. This second problem would not have arisen if the originally
intended extension of the NAG bicubic spline into three dimensions had been im
plemented since the data points would not have to lie at specific points , however
the first problem would still exist. Thus it is necessary to have two tricubic spline
volumes, one whose construction, ie. knots, panels, etc., is concentric with the
outer hemisphere (and hence the Top Cap, etc.) and the other which is concentric
with the inner hemisphere. The tricubic splines can be compared with each other,
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Figure 3.51: A cubic spline is then fitted in azimuthal angle at the desired radius and
polar angle using evaluations from the radius-polar angle bicubic splines.
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Figure 3.52: Analogy of non-concentric tricubic spline to non-concentric semicircles.
as a check, in regions away from the analyser boundaries. The cross-over point be
tween using the “inner hemisphere” spline and the “outer hemisphere” spline can
be achieved in regions where there is good agreement between the two fits. This
location is naturally dependent on the degree of non-concentricity of the analyser.
The greater the displacement of one hemisphere with respect to the other the more
difficult this becomes. However the model is intended only to be used for “small”
relative displacements ~ < one tenth of the inter-hemisphere separation.
Having established a desire for two tricubic splines, it is necessary for each
spline to have its own concentric Laplace equation solution mesh. Thus it is
necessary to solve the Laplace equation twice in different coordinate systems.
3 .8 .3 .8

S o lvin g th e electric p o ten tia l in spherical polar coord in ates us
in g fin ite differences

The seven point molecule given by equation (2.41) in Chapter 2 will solve the
electric potential in the non-concentric analyser to at least order 0 (A R , A0, A <f>).
The procedure is much the same as for the 2-D solution, however the scale of
the problem for the 3-D scenario in terms of computer storage requirements and
the execution tim e is dramatically different. Now, more than ever, it is necessary
to pre-compute as much information as possible and store it in arrays. Seven three
dimensional arrays are now required - the (i,y , k)th element of the first six arrays
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contain information about the six bonds of the (t,j, k)th seven point molecule and
the seventh array holds the latest computed potential for the current iteration;
Typically each array will have mesh dimensions ~ radial « 90 x polar « 260 x
azimuthal « 30. When multiplied by the seven 3-D arrays of this size the total
number of mesh nodes is ~ 5 x 106. It is only possible to get ~ 2 x 106 array
elements in virtual memory on the MSSL VAX computers and it is necessary to
memory map the remaining array space to disk: This involves creating a region on
one of the disks (typically ~ 40,000 blocks) which the computer uses to increase
its memory space. W ithout this capability a 3-D simulation would be less feasible.
Each iterative solution is performed in two parts:
3 .8 .3 .9

F in ite difference so lu tion tfC old sta rt”

Each azimuthal “sector” is solved independently of the other azimuthal sectors
assuming there is azimuthal symmetry, using the five point molecule in radius and
polar angle as for the concentric hemisphere solution.
3 .8 .3 .1 0

F in ite difference solu tion “W arm sta rt”

The full seven point molecule is used in radius, polar angle and azimuthal angle
with no azimuthal symmetry but using the solution from the “cold start” solution
as an initial approximation instead of zero's.
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C h ap ter 4
C om p arison o f sim u lation resu lts
w ith la b o ra to ry d a ta
4.1
4.1.1

The A R E A instrument
General

The AREA instrument is a collimated 360° field of view Top Hat analyser with
a microchannel plate/discrete anode detector. The AREA analyser was built at
MSSL as a laboratory model and test-bed in preparation for future Top Hat anal
yser research such as for CLUSTER and CASSINI. Photographs of AREA are
displayed in Figure 4.1. These were taken after the calibration experiment. Also
evident in some of the pictures is some of the mountain of aluminium foil which
was used to eliminate an chance of any exposed surface in the vacuum chamber
charging up due to the electron beam. Being a laboratory model there was no
requirement to keep the mass of the analyser down as for a spacecraft instrument
- so it is rather large!
The individual components of the laboratory instrument which are pertinent
to the simulation and laboratory calibration are now discussed in greater depth.

4.1.2

Top cap, hemisphere and collimator specification

An engineering diagram of the AREA laboratory model is shown in Figure 4.1.
The Top Hat physical parameters are as follows:
4.1.2.1

Top cap and h em isp h eres

• Top Hat angle OropHat = 17.0°,
• Inner hemisphere = 31.25 mm,
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Figure 4.1:

The MSSL AREA Top H a t a n a l y s e r
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“Most likely casen

Worst case

Direction
of error

actual (mm)

% of A R

actual (mm)

% of A R

Lateral

1.11

44.4

0.343

13.7

Vertical

0.65

26.0

0.269

10.8

Total

1.286

51.5

0.436

17.4

Table 4.1: AREA manufacturing tolerances showing the worst case and “most likely”
case scenarios expressed in millimetres and as a percentage of AR, the inter-hemisphere
gap.
• Outer hemisphere = 33.75 mm,
• Top Hat hemisphere = 36.25 mm,
• Inner/outer hemisphere turn angle = 73.75°.
4 .1 .2 .2

C ollim ator

• Length (from analyser pole) = 40.0 mm,
• W idth = 2.39 mm.
The internal surface of the collimator is serrated to reduce photoelectron emis
sion, secondary electron emission and electron backscattering.

4.1.3

AREA manufacturing tolerances

Although a complete list of tolerances for each individual component exists (due
to the kind assistance of the Engineering drawing office at MSSL), it is not appro
priate to present it here. Instead Table 4.1 shows a more useful interpretation of
this information. The worst case tolerances are those obtained by simply adding
all of the tolerances in a given axis together to come up with a maximum value
for the position error in that axis. This however is not the most likely outcome
since statistically not all tolerances will occur in the same direction. The “most
likely scenario” is taken as being the square root of the sum of the squares of each
tolerance in a particular direction. Both of these errors are given in Table 4.1. In
addition to these position errors the hemispheres are manufactured to a sphericity
tolerance of ±0.1mm . This corresponds to ±4% of A R for each hemisphere, ie. a
worst case error of ±8% of A R at any given position in the analyser.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of AREA detector assembly.

4*1.4

The detector head

4 .1.4.1

B asic d esign

A schematic diagram of the AREA detector assembly is shown in Figure 4.2. Elec
trons which get around the analyser hemispheres pass through the grid which is at
5V. This is effectively the detector plane of the analyser. All electrons which reach
this plane cease to be “analysed” and are simply accelerated through a potential
of about 150V to the top surface of the microchannel plates. By a mechanism
described in the next section the individual electrons are amplified by the mi
crochannel plates and a cloud of electrons emerges from the back plate centred
on the original single electron coordinate. This cloud of electrons is accelerated
onto the azimuthally position sensitive anode where the charge is conducted to the
A ll IF amplifier associated with that discrete anode sector. The signal from each
amplifier is then sent to other processing electronics, which in this experiment is
the counting electronics external to the chamber. Ideally the grid which is effec
tively the “detector plane” of the Top Hat analyser should be at zero or perhaps
set equal to the potential midway between the hemispheres to minimise (or at
least reduce) the fringe fields in the region the electrons exit from the hemispheres
particularly at very low energies. Unfortunately however in AREA this grid is used
to transport the 5V power (needed by the A ll IF amplifiers) around the analyser.
This is a somewhat arbitrary potential for such an exit grid whose main function is
to improve the focusing characteristics of the analyser by application of a suitable
potential and it can be considered a design flaw. However it should not affect the
aim of the experiment since such a 5V grid can be incorporated in the computer
simulation of the AREA analyser.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of a microchannel plate (MCP).
4 .1 .4 .2

M icroChannel p lates

A microchannel plate (MCP) is a thin (typically about 1 mm) piece of glass with
a very large number of regularly spaced holes (pores) that pass from one side to
the other as shown in Figure 4.3. When an electron is incident on the MCP it
creates many secondary electrons. If the MCP is in vacuum and a high voltage is
applied to either side of it (about 1.5kV) these secondary electrons are accelerated
down the pores where they impact with the walls with sufficient energy to create
many more electrons. If the pores are inclined away from the MCP surface normal
this amplification process is increased. This process is repeated many times down
the pores, the initial primary electron impact resulting in about 10s secondary
electrons on exit from the other side of the pore. If a second MCP is placed in
close proximity behind the first with its pore inclination opposite to the first then
each secondary electron from the first MCP will result in a further 103 secondaries
from the second. Thus the overall signal amplification from primary electron in to
secondaries out is about 106. Such a pair of MCP’s is called a “chevron pair” and
is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.4.
4 .1 .4 .3

A n o d e d esign

The AREA position sensitive anode consists of a fibreglass annulus coated in a thin
layer of copper. The copper surface is divided into twenty two angular segments
extent. Each section collects the charge deposited on it by the MCP immediately
above it and it is this charge which is the signal input for that particular sections
associated A ll IF amplifier which is located immediately below the position sen
sitive anode on a printed circuit board (PCB). Unfortunately it was not possible
to put all twenty two amplifiers on the PCB without having considerable crosstalk
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of a microchannel plate chevron pair.
between them. The final circuit board (which was designed and made by the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory) only had eight amplifiers on it which allowed
each to be suitably screened from the rest. These eight amplifiers axe distributed
roughly evenly around the circuit board and so it is only possible to use eight of
the twenty two available anode sectors. This considerably lim its the use of this
position sensitive anode because no two usable anode sectors are adjacent to each
other. This feature has two drawbacks. The first and most important is that it
is not possible to easily obtain a sufficiently large anode azimuthal angular range
to be sure of collecting all of the charge that falls onto the anode from the MCP
when one takes into account the rather clumsy apparatus available to align the
analyser (azimuthally) on its mounting bracket etc. The second drawback is that
it is not possible to determine anything about the azimuthal focusing properties of
the analyser by “scanning” the boundary of two adjacent anode sectors across the
electron beam footprint incident on the detector. It later became apparent that a
new anode had to be made to get around the problems that this presented. This
new anode was made by sputter coating a fibreglass annulus similar to the original
anode with copper under vacuum and then photo-etching a new anode pattern
consisting of four discrete sections each covering an azimuthal angle of 90 degrees
and each connected to one amplifier (thus four of the available eight amplifiers
remain unused). A schematic of the new anode design is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The new AREA discrete anode design.
The shaded region in the hatched zone is the intended impact site of the electrons
which reach the detector plane, ie. well away from the other sectors so that all of
the charge is collected.

4.2

Laboratory calibration of the A R E A instru
ment

4.2.1

The high vacuum chamber

The MSSL high vacuum chamber consists of a stainless steel cylinder 0.6m in
diameter and 1.0m long. The operating pressure of the chamber is of the order of
1 x 10“6mbar. This pressure is maintained by a cryopump.

4.2.2

The electron gun

4 .2 .2 .1

C on stru ction

The laboratory calibration of the AREA instrument was carried out using an
electron gun supplied by V.G. Scientific in July 1969 called the LEGS. A schematic
diagram is shown in Figure 4.6. The gun is designed to deliver a focused electron
beam up to an energy of 2.5 KeV with a beam current of about 1 microamp. The
front of the gun is grounded to the vacuum chamber wall so that the emergent
beam is not deflected by the strong electric fields present in the gun assembly.
The electrons are created by a filament (thoriated iridium) mounted on a ceramic
disc at the rear of the gun. This filament is biased negatively with respect to
the front of the gun at the required beam energy. The operating current of the
filament is about 3-5A. After emission the electrons are contained in the canister
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G l emerging only through the small aperture at the front. This aperture can be
electrostatically opened or closed by applying a voltage in the range of 0-100 V
more negative than the filament bias. This is the principal means of regulating
the beam current. The other less satisfactory method is to change the current
flowing through the filament however this is impactical since the filament takes
about two hours to reach equilibrium. After emerging from the G l aperture the
electrons are accelerated and focused by the electrostatic lenses A l, A2, A3 and
A4. These lenses are fabricated from non-magnetic stainless steel except for A l
which is made of cupro-nickel.
4.2 .2 .2

E lectro n b eam sta b ility

The electron gun is designed to be operated in “space charge lim ited” mode. This
mode is illustrated by Figure 4.7. Initially the emission current increases exponen
tially with increasing filament current, however at some point a “plateau” region
is reached where the emission current increases very slowly with filament current this is the region of “space charge lim ited” electron emission. The early part of the
curve is a poor region in which to operate the electron gun since a small fluctuation
in filament current due, for example, to poor filament supply regulation, leads to
a large variation in filament emission current and a corresponding fluctuation in
the beam current which naturally incurs large errors in any measurements being
made during analyser calibration. In the “space charge lim ited” mode however a
change in current through the filament results in a much reduced fluctuation in
filament emission current and consequently is the preferred mode of operation.
4 .2 .2 .3

B ea m focu sin g

There are two configurations normally used to focus the beam according to the
energy of the beam. At high beam energies (greater than 300eV) the electrode A2
is set to near earth potential with A l and A3 both at lkV . As the beam energy is
increased A2 need be changed only slightly to focus the beam. At beam energies
below 300eV A l is fixed at lkV , A2 is fixed at 400V and A3 is set close to the
beam energy and adjusted to focus.
4 .2 .2 .4

M o d e o f o p era tio n in th e exp erim en t

Unfortunately the existing filament power supply at the beginning of the cali
bration experiment was inadequate for the task. It suffered severely from poor
filament current regulation and was unable to supply sufficient current to power
the appropriate filaments for the LEG2 gun as specified by the gun manufacturer.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the LEG2 electron gun.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of filament emission current verses current flowing through the
filament showing “space charge limited” mode.
It had previously been used to power filaments made “in house” which were inca
pable of supplying a large enough emission current to achieve the “space charge
lim ited” mode desired for beam stability. Consequently a new filament supply had
to be designed from scratch capable of supplying 5A to a filament biased up to
2.5kV negative with respect to ground. At this point the experiment suffered a set
back. The count rates in the “space charged limited” domain are much too large
for the available electronics to cope with and saturation of the electronics occured
well before this region was reached. There are two possible solutions to this - firstly
not to operate in the “space charge lim ited” region, or second, to electrostatically
restrict the G l aperture by biasing it negative with respect to the filament. The
second solution is to be preferred. Two separate HV supplies were used to bias
the filament and the G l aperture. Unfortunately such a configuration results in a
wildly fluctuating count rate - ie. beam current. This is because the HV supplies
available were each only capable of maintaining a voltage of the order of ~ few kV
to within about 2 volts. Because the voltage range over which the G l aperture can
significantly regulate the beam current is of the same order, the resulting noise is
of the order of the signal and so this configuration is clearly not viable. To get
around this problem it would be necessary to use one HV supply to bias both the
filament and G l with a further low voltage supply built into the filament supply
unit to bias G l up to about 100V more negative. Such a low voltage supply could
be made sufficiently stable for the G l bias and would “float” up and down with
the main HV accelerating supply producing a stable beam current. Unfortunately
due to time constraints on the experimental work it was not possible to have such
a filament supply unit designed and built for this experiment and it was necessary
to resort to the least favourable option of operating the electron gun away from the
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“space charged limited” domain on the exponential part of the emission current
curve.

4.2.3

Equipment and experim ental setup

4 .2 .3 .1

P o sitio n in g o f analyser relative to in cid en t electron beam

The AREA analyser could be positioned relative to the electron beam by using
an “X -Y -0 table” system. The electron gun is mounted on an “X-Y table” which
allows the electron gun to move up, down and sideways relative to the analyser.
The analyser is mounted on a rotary table which allows the angle of incidence of
the electron beam to the analyser entrance aperture to be adjusted. These three
degrees of freedom can be controlled externally to the chamber when it is pumped
down by micro computer. The resolution in movement is 144 steps per millimetre
in the X and Y directions and 36 steps per degree about the rotation axis.
4 .2 .3 .2

A ch an n eltron as an electron b eam sensor

A schematic diagram of a channel electron multiplier or “channeltron” is shown
in Figure 4.8. The horn at the front of the channeltron is set at ground potential
and the end of the coil is biased to about -f2750V. If an electron is incident on
the horn it produces secondary electrons which are accelerated down the coil by
the very large potential difference. These secondary electrons impact with the coil
surface at high energy and create more secondaries which are in turn accelerated
further down the coil and so on. Thus the signal which reaches the end of the coil
is many orders of magnitude larger than the incident initial electron. Thus the
channeltron works in exactly the same way as a microchannel plate but has only
one pore - the horn. Because it does not need an anode etc. it is a very useful
simple diagnostic tool to have present in the vacuum chamber - the signal can be
taken straight out through a feed-through in the chamber wall and amplified and
“counted”. In this particular experiment it is very useful in determining various
things about the electron beam - such as where the beam is, is the electron beam
deflected by stray electric fields that were hitherto overlooked, determining the
fluctuation in beam current over tim e, the beam cross-sectional profile, etc. When
the AREA analyser is in the chamber this channeltron sits next to the Top Hat
entrance aperture ready as a diagnostic tool as required.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic diagram of the channel electron multiplier or “channeltron”.

4.2.4

Experim ental design

The AREA laboratory calibration experiments performed consist of three phases.
Phase /involves analysis and verification of the electron gun stability and beam
cross-sectional distribution using the channel electron multiplier discussed earlier.
Phase II involves verification of the AREA Top Hat analyser, that is, the anal
yser electron optics, the MCP and anode assembly, and the associated analyser
electronics including the A111F amplifiers, ie. to confirm that an electron beam in
cident in the analyser aperture produces measurable and appropriate counts (that
is, signal = /(electron beam characteristics)) outside of the vacuum chamber wall
which can be displayed by electronics outside of the vacuum chamber - a so-called
“end-to-end test”. This must be done very slowly and carefully because incor
rectly adjusted high voltage supplies or high voltage breakdown in the analyser
could irrevocably damage the microchannel plates or the sensitive electronics. The
danger is particularly acute in the initial stages of analyser testing for at least two
reasons. One reason is that the MCP’s have not been baked (since this was deemed
too tim e consuming given the narrow time window available for the experiments)
and so must be given ample time to outgas. (The colour coded moisture indicator
inside of the MCP sealed packaging was, at the time of opening, not the correct
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colour indicating that the MCP’s had not been hept properly dry during storage
- about 1 year - due to either failure of the MCP packaging, or the drying agent
- perhaps silica gel - becoming saturated. Thus extra care must be exercised.) A
second reason is that the great many solder joints on the printed circuit board, the
high voltage and output signal connections and the analyser exit grid mesh which
carries the 5 V amplifier power supply have very many sharp edges and burrs which
could be a major source of high voltage break down. High voltage axes across the
printed circuit broad and MCP breakdown must be avoided at all cost.
Phase / / / o f the experiment is to obtain meaningful data which can be related
to the analyser computer simulation.

4.2.5

Phase I: Electron beam profile and stability

In order to compare the AREA experimental results with the simulation it is nec
essary to determine the distribution of the electron beam at the Top Hat aperture,
and to verify that this distribution is sufficiently stable in time. The distribution
is dependent on the beam energy and the distance of the electron gun from the
entrance aperture.
The AREA calibration is to be performed with a fixed electron beam energy
of lOOOeV and sweeping the inner hemisphere potential appropriately, so that
re-calibration of the beam is not required for each new energy (this would be im
practical since it takes ~ 2 hours for the beam to reach equilibrium). To calibrate
the electron beam the channeltron is situated next to the AREA entrance aperture
“by eye” straddling the centre of the input slit as shown in Figure 4.9. Only a
“pin-hole” in the entrance aperture of the channeltron is exposed to the electron
beam. Because AREA can only rotate and not move laterally it is the electron
gun which must be scanned across the channeltron.
Two scans axe shown in Figure 4.10 - one scanning the electron gun vertically
and, after repositioning the gun vertically to the maximum count rate position,
the electron gun is scanned horizontally. After the gun is repositioned at the point
of maximum count rate horizontally the vertical scan (not shown) is repeated.
Because only a small adjustment was required horizontally no significant difference
is detected between the second vertical scan and the first. The electron gun is
now considered centred on the channeltron. Figure 4.10 shows the horizontal and
vertical scans superimposed on each other after electron gun repositioning. The
two scans match up extremely well as would be expected indicating very good
azimuthal symmetry about the axis parallel to the electron beam direction. The
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Figure 4.9: Experimental setup for the electron beam calibration using the channel
electron multiplier.
tim e delay between the two scans is about 20 minutes indicating that the beam
has good temporal stability.

4.2.6

Phase II: Analyser verification

4.2 .6 .1

E lectron b eam in = am plifier signal o u t o f cham ber - th e end
to end te s t

Having very carefully installed AREA into the vacuum chamber and performed a
comprehensive high voltage breakdown test the add test for the analyser is to be
able to get meaningful data out of the analyser when it is looking at an electron
beam. W ith this in mind the electron gun beam is set at an energy of lOOOeV. The
optimum MCP operating voltage has yet to be determined but 5500V is put across
the MCP voltage divider as a first “guess”. The inner hemisphere voltage is swept
over the voltage range 80-175V. Figure 4.11 shows the very first results returned
by the AREA analyser. No change in count rate was observed on any of the other
three amplifiers indicating that the 90° sector anode idea worked with all of the
“analysed” electrons falling on one anode. The peak in the distribution occurs at
an inner hemisphere voltage of 155V. This gives a value of 6.45 for the ratio of
electron beam energy to deflection voltage. Thus the AREA analyser performs as
it should.
4 .2 .6 .2

W h a t is th e op tim u m p o ten tia l difference across th e M C P
chevron pair?

In order to determine the answer to this question the inner hemisphere is set to
155V in order to analyse the lOOOev electron beam used in the previous section.
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Figure 4.10: Horizontal and vertical electron beam distributions measured using a “pin
hole” in a channel electron multiplier after appropriate repositioning of the electron gun.
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Figure 4.11: The first ever results returned by the AREA Top Hat analyser at MSSL.
The count rate is then measured as a function of the voltage across the MCP
voltage divider. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.12. The curve shows
the characteristic features of an MCP, a sharp rise as the high voltage begins
to accelerate secondaries at the front surface down its pores to produce more
secondaries followed by a plateau region after which the count rate increase sharply
again at the onset of breakdown. The optimum MCP voltage is generally regarded
as being in the middle of the plateau since the gain (ie. input signal amplification)
is good but there is no breakdown. From these results 5700V is selected as the
MCP voltage divider optimum operating voltage. All the following results axe
taken using this voltage. Note: 5700V corresponds to ~ 2150V across the MCP,
slightly lower than expected.

4.2.7

Phase III: The experim ent and th e format o f the
results

Ideally the AREA calibration experiment would consist of a series of scans in
electron beam energy at different elevation polar angles with the same energy
(potential difference) on the Top Hat inner hemisphere. This data would then
relate directly to the information created by the simulation programs, which for a
given analyser physical configuration solves the electric potential problem once and
then fires electrons through this solution. Unfortunately this is not possible for
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Figure 4.12: Counts verses “MCP” voltage while analysing the peak for a lOOOeV input
electron beam.
a practical Top Hat calibration because the many different electron gun energies
required would each need ~ 2 hours to reach equilibrium and the electron beam
angular distribution would change and therefore need to be recalibrated each time.
In order to make the calibration as easy to perform and as accurate as possible
the electron beam energy is fixed and the inner hemisphere potential is “scanned”.
If there was not a constant potential exit grid in AREA above the MCP front
surface the simulation would be exactly comparable because the electric field in
AREA would scale proportionally to the inner hemisphere potential. However
AREA has a grid at 5V. This could perhaps create problems if the electron energies
used in the calibration were of the order 5eV since there would be significant electric
field distortion in the region between the hemispheres just before the electrons exit
these hemispheres. However if the electron energies axe much larger than this, as
in this experiment, the differences between the simulation and the experiment
should be very small and not noticable for two reasons. The first is that the
field penetration due to the grid is much less owing to the greater potential on
the

in n er

hemisphere, and the second is that the grid potential is a much smaller

fraction of the electron energy and has a correspondingly smaller effect on its
trajectory. The effect of the field might be noticable if the azimuthal distribution
of the electrons around the detector could be measured to sufficient accuracy. A
wedge and strip position sensitive anode which might be capable of detecting this
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Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of the AREA calibration
experiment.
has been developed by the author. However at the tim e of the experiment the
electronics necessary to operate it was not ready and so such measurements axe
beyond the scope of this experiment.
Figure 4.13 shows a schematic diagram of the calibration experiment showing
the direction of the electron beam and the axis of “elevation angle” rotation of the
AREA instrument on the rotary platform relative to this beam.

4.2.8

AREA calibration results

Eight elevation angle scans are shown in Figure 4.14. The scans are made over
eight consecutive elevation angle scans approximately 1° apart and roughly centred
about the mean elevation angle which reaches the detector plane of the analyser,
ie. the front surface of the microchannel plate. The results shown in Figure 4.14
axe after the MCP background noise has been subtracted. This noise was measured
before, during and after the experiment and was found to be the same to within
poisson statistics.

4.2.9

Calibration results post processing

The raw data from the experiment cannot meaningfully be compared with the
simulation as it stands. One of the most important characteristics of a Top Hat
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Figure 4.14: AREA calibration results showing counts verses inner hemisphere deflec
tion voltage over eight different elevation angles for a constant electron beam energy of

lOOOeV.
analyser is the value of ^

for this is the energy resolution of the analyser. Each

scan shown in Figure 4.14 is the results of integrating over the full area of the Top
Hat entrance aperture (ie. “z” and “impact parameter”) for a fixed input elevation
angle. In order to determine the value of ^ it is necessary to integrate over the full
entrance aperture and all possible elevation angles. In particular it is the profile of
the resulting distribution in energy which determines ^

and this is independent

of the scaling factor which would yield the energy dependent geometric factor.
Extracting this profile from the raw data is quite easy. Consider the contour map
in Figure 4.15. To create this contour map the raw data scans from Figure 4.14
have been laid side by side in elevation angle which is the ordinate in this figure.
The abscissa is just the energy. The scan directions are represented by the dashed
lines and the actual value of the elevation angle for each scan is not important.
The volume under the surface represented by this contour map represents the
total geometric factor of the AREA instrument. In particular consecutive crosssectional areas of this volume at consecutive fixed energies yield the profile of the
energy response of the analyser. To obtain this data a bicubic spline is fitted
to the data as represented in Figure 4.15 with energy and elevation angle the
independent variables. The area under the resulting surface is then integrated at
fixed energies, the normalised results for which are shown in Figure 4.16. This is
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Figure 4.15: Energy - elevation angle contour map of AREA calibration results showing
the scan directions.
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Figure 4.16: Normalised energy distribution of AREA Top Hat electron througbtput.
^ is 17.83%.
the energy response profile of the analyser. The full width at half maximum of this
distribution, ie. A 25, is 30.68 volts and the peak, which by convention is taken to
be UE ” is 172.07 volts. This yields a ^

of 17.83%.

Top Hat simulation results for the A R E A in

4.3

strument
4.3.1

The “perfect” analyser - the concentric analyser
simulation

4 .3 .1 .1

T h e electric p o ten tia l solu tion

The Laplace equation solution mesh used to solve the electric potential in the
AREA analyser consists of a 200 node (in radius) by 300 (in polar angle) array.
The potential on the inner hemisphere is set to +170 volts. The SOR solution
is then applied iteratively until a convergence criterion of 0.001 volts has been
achieved.
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Figure 4.17: The AREA simulation energy dependent geometric factor.
4 .3 .1 .2

D eterm in in g th e AREA ban d -p ass

Electrons are fired into the analyser using the program PROBE and the energy
- elevation angle responses are determined for an 11 x 9 grid in “z” and “impact
parameter” respectively across the analyser entrance. The energy and elevation
angle bisection routines determine the position of the band pass for each of these
99 “pin-holes” in energy and elevation angle to 0.25eV and 0.01° respectively.
Approximately 300 steps are used in the Euler trajectory tracing integration for
electrons which make it around the hemispheres to the detector plane.
4 .3 .1 .3

T h e en erg y d ep en d en t g eo m etric factor

Figure 4.17 shows the geometric factor as a function of the input energy. The
peak occurs at 1035.44 eV with a FWHM of 157.69eV. This yields a band-pass
^

of 15.23%. Integrating this distribution over energy yields a total geometric

factor across the full aperture of 0.01316 m2 deg eV using the units in Figure 4.17.
Converting this into the conventional units yields 2.2194 x 10“3 cm2 sr eV /eV per
radian of azimuth in the detector plane.
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Figure 4.18: The AREA simulation elevation angle dependent geometric factor.
4 .3 .1 .4

T h e elev a tio n an gle d ep en d en t g eom etric factor

Figure 4.18 shows the geometric factor as a function of the input elevation angle.
The peak occurs at 90.07° with a FWHM of 3.49°.

Integrating this distribu

tion over elevation angle yields a total geometric factor across the full aperture of
0.01310 m2 deg eV using the units in Figure 4.18, ie. 2.2082 x 10-3 cm2 sr eV /eV
per radian of azimuth in the detector plane. Comparison of the two values for the
geometric determined from the energy and elevation angle dependent geometric
factors shows that the two values agree to within ~0.5%! This is an extremely en
couraging result because the nature and complexity of the integrations performed
(both to obtain the data coordinates in Figures 4.17 & 4.18 and to find the area
beneath these two distributions) in their respective calculations begs the question
- does this method cause loss of accuracy? - particularly after the energy-elevation
angle response curves have been obtained to such high precison? This result shows
that accuracy is maintained. In fact these two geometric factor calculations have
each been performed using a variety of integration techniques available from the
Numerical Algorithm Group quadrature library. The results from all the methods
yield answers which lie to within ~ 0.5% when sufficient accuracy is requested
from them in the calling argument lists, though admittedly the execution tim e to
obtain this accuracy, though small in all cases, varies considerably.
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Figure 4.19: The AREA simulation “impact parameter” dependent geometric factor.
4 .3 .1 .5

T h e “im p a ct p aram eter” d ep en d en t g eo m etric factor

Figure 4.19 shows the geometric factor as a function of the “impact parameter”.
Note how the peak in the distribution lies at an impact parameter of zero, ie. for
trajectories which move in a plane which passes through and is parallel to the
analyser pole. This result is for an AREA analyser which is collimated and is in
marked contrast to the distribution which one obtains for an uncollimated AREA
type analyser which is illustrated in Figure 4.20. For the uncollimated version the
peak in the particle flux which reaches the detector is well away from the analyser
pole.
4 .3 .1 .6

E x tra p o la tio n o f th e geom etric factor calcu lation to th e m axi
m um im p a ct p aram eter

It is observered that no particles reach the analyser at impact parameters greater
than those corresponding to the perimeter of the Top Cap, ie. Bmax = R TopCap X
sin 6 TopHah this is taken as being the maximum theoretical impact parameter. The
trajectory tracing program PROBE is generally unable to adequately determine
energy - elevation angle responses at the most extreme impact parameters. Typi
cally it is defeated at impact parameters greater than about ^ of Bmax using the
program input parameters generally used. PROBE is able to determine energy
- elevation angle responses closer than this, however the search procedure built
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Figure 4.20: The uncollimated AREA simulation “impact parameter” dependent geo
metric factor.
into the program to locate the response function necessarily takes a much greater
tim e. Analysis of the distribution in Figures 4.19 & 4.20 show that the area under
the curve at impact parameters greater than the maximum typically analysed by
PROBE is small compared to that below this “cutt-off” impact parameter. This
is particularly true of the collimated analyser. Because no electrons have ever
been observered beyond B max it is reasonable to assume that at B max the con
tribution to the geometric factor is zero. It is then possible to extrapolate the
distributions in Figures 4.19 & 4.20, as illustrated in these diagrams, to estimate
the total geometric factor. For the collimated AREA instrument this yields a value
of 2.2551 x 10“3 cm2 sr eV /eV per radian of azimuth in the detector plane, less
than 2% larger than the unextrapolated geometric factor. Unfortunately it is not
possible to do the same extrapolation for the energy and elevation angle dependent
geometric factors because at high impact parameters there is insufficient data to
obtain an adequate fit in the distributions used to determine the data points illus
trated in Figures 4.17 & 4.18. Rapid changes of the gradient in regions containing
few data points used to determine the data in the wings of these two distribu
tions causes the cubic splines used for fitting to oscillate or “ring” uncontrollably
rendering the procedure ineffective.
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4.3.2

The “im perfect” analyser - the nonconcentric anal
yser simulation

The mechanical tolerances of the AREA analyser have been discussed earlier on
in this chapter where it was ascertained that the “most likely” scenario was a
total lateral error of 13.7% and a total vertical error of 10.8% relative to the in
terhemisphere gap A/2. Because the non-concentric simulation is only capable of
displacing the inner hemisphere the assumption is made that these total displace
ments which are the combined results of tolerances on many individual components
can be approximated by a single displacement in the relevant direction of the inner
hemisphere. In fact this assumption is probably a good one because the inner and
outer hemispheres are connected together via a chain of a large number of the
components which contribute to these tolerances.
The nature of the tricubic spline interpolation means that the trajectory tracing
execution tim e is considerably greater than the regular concentric simulation. In
deed it scales approximately linearly with the number of azimuthal bicubic splines.
Because of this it was necessary to lim it the number of bicubic splines in radius
and polar angle to three either side of the coordinate where an electric field eval
uation is required. This is not ideal however the azimuthal electric field is very
small compared to the radial field and changes slowly and smoothly around the
analyser and so this does not invalidate the results. Thus the trajectory tracing
execution tim e is approximately six times that for the regular concentric analyser
model.
As a final note before the simulation is discussed in detail - computer time
is a lim ited resource and the non-concentric simulation uses a huge amount of
tim e. Typically on a 3MIP computer at MSSL it will take about three days
and one a 1MIP machine more than one week of actual execution time. The
elapsed tim e between beginning the program run and program completion can be
considerably longer because these are multi-user machines. In order to find the
azimuthal dependence of various parameters of a non-concentric inner hemisphere
it is obviously necessary to do several runs at different azimuthal angles thus the
total execution time for a given analyser configuration is huge, ie. ~ weeks. It
is therefore necessary to lim it the number of configurations tried and in fact only
seven different configurations have so far been carried out, and then with some
difficulty. Fortunately these runs prove to be adequate to extract the desired
information.
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4 .3 .2 .1

T h e electric p o ten tia l solu tion

The Laplace equation solution mesh for use with the seven point irregular spherical
polar molecule is a three dimensional array whose dimensions are: 90 radial nodes,
260 polar nodes, and 30 azimuthal nodes. Seven of these arrays are required as
described in Chapter 3 to allow as much pre-calculation as possible. Thus the total
array space required is almost 5 million array elements. This space is obtained
by memory mapping to disk. The mesh lengths in radius and polar angle axe
comparable to those for the concentric simulation. The large difference in the
azimuthal mesh length to the former two lengths is necessary to limit the array
space required for the SOR solution and justified since the azimuthal electric field
is expected to vary only slowly with azimuthal angle compared to the radial and
polar fields. The convergence criterion is set at 0.01 volt which is an order of
magnitude greater than the concentric hemisphere case since rounding errors are
larger in this much more complex solution. However this criterion is still very
small compared to the potential differences encountered in this configuration - it
is seventeen thousand times smaller than the inner hemisphere deflection voltage
which is set at 170 volts just as in the concentric configuration so that the two are
directly comparable. Note that the Laplace solution extends in the hemisphere
plate exit region only as far as the mesh which is present in AREA and not as
far as the detector plane, ie. the microchannel plate chevron pair. This mesh is
set at 5 volts as it is in the concentric analyser. All trajectory tracing terminates
at this point. This simplification is acceptable since the region between the mesh
and the MCP does not effect the band-pass and geometric factor of the analyser,
but serves only to change the focusing characteristics of the analyser particularly
at low energies.
4.3 .2 .2

T h e tricu b ic sp lin e in terp olation schem e

It is found that the azimuthal electric field is typically only about

Gf the radial

field component. It is therefore expected that the azimuthal electric field has a
negligible effect on the particle deflection characteristics of the analyser both in
polar angle which principally determines the band-pass of the analyser and in
azimuthal angle where the azimuthal electric field might effect the focusing and
position of the spot in the detector plane for a mono-directional incident flux of
electrons on the entrance aperture.
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Figure 4.21: Azimuthal input angles for the non-concentric analyser of 0°, 45°, 90°,
135° and 180° relative to the lateral inner hemisphere displacement vector when viewed
looking down the analyser “pole” onto the Top Cap.
4 .3 .2 .3

D eterm in in g th e a zim u th ally d ep en d en t AREA band-pass

The particle trajectory tracing program PROBE is used in exactly the same way as
for the concentric analyser scenario with the obvious differences in the procedures
used for the electric field evaluation. However this time the band pass is determined
for up to five different azimuthal input angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° and 180° instead of
the one position for the concentric situation. These input positions area shown in
Figure 4.21 and are relative to the inner hemisphere lateral displacement vector.
The input parameters are essentially the same as for the concentric simulation.
The energy - elevation angle distributions are determined for an 11 x 9 grid in “z”
position and impact parameter respectively across the entrance aperture. Each
distribution is found using the bisection routines to an accuracy of 0.25eV and
0.01° in energy and elevation angle respectively. The Euler integration method
is again employed for the particle trajectory tracing however the number of steps
calculated for an electron which reaches the detector plane (or rather the mesh in
this application) is reduced from 300 to 200 solely to reduce the program execution
time. It is hoped that this will not effect the results.
The results for the various configurations are given in the following sections
and the results are summarised in Table 4.2. Note that not all of the tabulated
results are plotted in the figures so that the figures remain clear to understand. For
comparison the appropriate distribution for the non-concentric AREA analyser is
given in all of the diagrams. The collimation that is done in creating these distri
butions is done assuming there is zero electric field in the collimator as discussed
in Chapter 3. The physical dimensions of the collimator axe those of the AREA
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Figure 4.22: Energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for a collimated AREA analyser
with an inner hemisphere lateral displacement of 10% of AR.
instrument and are unaffected by the inner hemisphere displacement.
4 .3 .2 .4

L ateral d isp la cem en t b y 10% o f A R

Figure 4.22 shows the energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for azimuthal input
angles of 0° and 180° for a collimated AREA analyser with an inner hemisphere
lateral displacement of 10% of the inter-hemisphere gap. Figure 4.23 shows the
same distributions but for an uncollimated AREA analyser. This uncollimated
configuration displays the intuitive result that as the azimuthal input angle in
creases from zero to 180° the peak energy dependent geometric factor increases
because the gap between the inner and outer hemispheres increases. The reason
for the collimated analyser not displaying this behaviour is due to the influence
the collimator has on modifying the input distribution of electrons. Figure 4.24
shows the elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for azimuthal input
angles of 0° and 180° for the same collimated AREA analyser.
4 .3 .2 .5

L ateral d isp lacem en t b y 5% o f A R

Figure 4.25 shows the energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for azimuthal input
angles of 0°, 90°, 180° for a collimated AREA analyser with an inner hemisphere
lateral displacement of 5% of the inter-hemisphere gap. Figure 4.26 shows the
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Figure 4.23: Energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for an uncollimated AREA anal
yser with an inner hemisphere lateral displacement of 10% of AjR.
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Figure 4.24: Elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for a collimated AREA
analyser with an inner hemisphere lateral displacement of 10% of AR.
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Figure 4.25: Energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for a collimated AREA analyser
with an inner hemisphere lateral displacement of 5% of AR.
elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for azimuthal input angles of 0°,
90°, 180° for the same collimated AREA analyser.
4 .3 .2 .6

V ertical d isp lacem en t b y 5% o f A R

Because a single vertical displacement (ie. with no lateral displacement) produces
an azimuthally symmetric analyser (albeit still non-concentric) the analyser re
sponse is independent of the azimuthal input angle and so Figure 4.27 shows only
one energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for a collimated AREA analyser with
an inner hemisphere vertical displacement of 5% of the inter-hemisphere gap, to
gether with the usual concentric analyser distribution for comparison. Figure 4.28
shows the elevation angle dependent geometric factor G( A) for the same collimated
AREA analyser.
4 .3 .2 .7

Lateral and v ertica l d isp lacem en t each b y 5% o f A R

Figure 4.29 shows the energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for azimuthal in
put angles of 0°, 90°, 180° for a collimated AREA analyser with an inner hemi
sphere lateral and vertical displacement each of 5% of the inter-hemisphere gap.
Figure 4.30 shows the elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for az
imuthal input angles of 0°, 90°, 180° for the same collimated AREA analyser.
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Figure 4.26: Elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for a collimated AREA
analyser with an inner hemisphere lateral displacement of 5% of AR.
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Figure 4.27: Energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for a collimated AREA analyser
with an inner hemisphere vertical displacement of 5% of AR.
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Figure 4.28: Elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for a collimated AREA
analyser with, an inner hemisphere vertical displacement of 5% of AR.
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Figure 4.29: Energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for a collimated AREA analyser
with an inner hemisphere lateral and vertical displacement each of 5% of AR.
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Figure 4.30: Elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for a collimated AREA
analyser with an inner hemisphere lateral and vertical displacement each of 5% of AR.

4 .3 .2 .8

L ateral d isp lacem en t o f 13.7% and v ertical d isp lacem en t o f 10.8%
of AR

Figure 4.31 shows the energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for azimuthal input
angles of 0° and 180° for a collimated AREA analyser with an inner hemisphere
lateral of 13.7% and a vertical displacement of 10.8% of the inter-hemisphere gap.
Figure 4.32 shows the elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for az
imuthal input angles of 0° and 180° for the same collimated AREA analyser.
4 .3 .2 .9

L ateral d isp lacem en t o f 13.7% and v ertical d isp lacem en t o f minus(<
) 10.8% o f A R

Figure 4.33 shows the energy dependent geometric factor G(E) for azimuthal input
angles of 0° and 180° for a collimated AREA analyser with an inner hemisphere
lateral of 13.7% and a vertical displacement of -10.8% of the inter-hemisphere
gap. Figure 4.34 shows the elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for
azimuthal input angles of 0° and 180° for the same collimated AREA analyser.
Table 4.2 shows the surprising result that the energy response for an analyser
whose inner hemisphere is displaced by 5% of the inter-hemisphere gap A R in the
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Figure 4.32: Elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for a collimated AREA
analyser with an inner hemisphere lateral displacement of 13.7% and a vertical displace
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Figure 4.34: Elevation angle dependent geometric factor G(A) for a collimated AREA
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Collimated non-concentric AREA Top Hat analyser
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X

io -3

1009.6

17.35

3.44

0

5

symmetric

1.9757

X

10"3

1076.9

16.11

3.31

5

5

0

1.8592

X

10"3

1108.1

15.83

3.33

5

5

45

1.9068

X

10"3

1095.5

15.87

3.34

5

5

90

2.0057

X

IO"3

1073.3

16.12

3.37

5

5

135

2.0800

X

10"3

1053.5

16.62

3.42

5

5

180

2.1207

X

IO"3

1048.1

16.90

3.36

13.7

10.8

0

1.4503

X

IO"3

1229.1

14.37

3.30

13.7

10.8

180

2.1342

X

IO"3

1050.5

17.24

3.39

13.7

-10.8

0

1.8385

X

IO"3

1030.0

16.67

3.54

13.7

-10.8

180

2.6881

X

IO"3

895.7

18.83

3.67

(°)

Table 4.2: Summary of the collimated non-concentric AREA results.
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direction of this displacement, ie. at an azimuthal angle of 0° is actually greater
than that for a concentric analyser. This is a surprising result because intuitively
one might expect that as the gap is reduced the relative range of transmitted
energies becomes less. However this is a very “two-dimensional” line of thought.
Figure 4.35 shows the “impact parameter” dependent geometric factor for three
collimated AREA analysers. The highest curve is that due to a concentric analyser,
the second distribution is due to an analyser whose inner hemisphere is displaced
laterally by 5% of A R and the bottom distribution is that due to a 10% lateral
displacement. Both of the non-concentric distributions are for an azimuthal input
angle of 0°. It is seen from this diagram that as the inner hemisphere is displaced
by 5% there is a large decrease in the geometric factor, ie. the throughput of
electrons, at small impact parameters. However at large “impact parameters” this
reduction is very small. This means that in displacing the inner hemisphere by 5%
laterally the relative contribution of high “impact parameters” to the total response
of the analyser is increased. It is already known that high “impact parameters”
tend to transmit higher energies and so the range of particle energies transmitted
increases. Therefore the FWHM tends to increase. Note that the total number of
particles transmitted, ie. the total geometric factor, always decreases as the inner
hemisphere is displaced as one would expect since the total “volume” through
which particles may be transmitted is always reduced.

4.4

Comparison of the A R E A simulation with
the laboratory experimental results

The AREA calibration experiment yielded an energy resolution

of 17.83%. It is

not possible to compare this result directly with those in Table 4.2 because it must
be remembered that Table 4.2 was obtained using a flat input distribution of elec
trons whereas the experiment, by necessity, had an input distribution determined
by the characteristics of the electron gun. This distribution was at least constant
however because the electron beam energy was fixed at lOOOeV throughout the cal
ibration. It was not possible to determine the energy spread of the electron beam,
however it is probably very small and of the order of ± 2 eV since the potential
across the electron gun filament is ~ 4 eV and approximately distributed equally
either side of the accelerating voltage. The AREA analyser was deliberately sit
uated as far from the electron gun as possible to minimise any electron beam
divergence. The actual distance was ~ 450 mm. Using this distance and the fact
that the FWHM radius of the electron beam distribution at the AREA aperture
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Figure 4.35: Comparison of the “impact parameter” dependent geometric factor for
some non-concentric analysers with the concentric case.
as measured by the channeltron is aproximately 5mm leads one to the conclusion
that the angular spread was ~ 0.6°. Because the energy spread and beam angular
width are so small it is thought they can be safely ignored and the simplification is
made that the electron beam is mono-energetic and mono-directional. This then
simply leaves the distribution of the electron input across the entrance aperture.
This has an important effect on the intepretation of the results.

4.4.1

Comparison o f the calibration w ith the concentric
analyser simulation

The concentric analyser simulation yields an energy resolution of 15.23% which
does not compare at all well with the calibration value of 17.83%. The former
is for a flat input distribution. A more realistic comparison is made by folding
the electron beam distribution as measured by the channeltron into the simulation
band-pass. To simplify this procedure the electron beam is assumed to be flat
across the short axis of the Top Hat entrance aperture. The electron beam profile
across the long axis is folded into the distribution simply by normalising the distri
bution shown in Figure 4.10 and weighting the simulation band-pass appropriately
in the “impact parameter” dimension during the post-simulation processing. This
procedure yields a value of 15.67% for the simulation energy resolution which is
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Figure 4.36: Energy dependent geometric factor for a flat input distribution for AREA
and after the electron beam is folded into the response.
still not very close to the calibration. Thus the concentric analyser simulation does
not adequately describe the real analyser. Figure 4.36 shows the energy depen
dent geometric factor for a flat input distribution across the full aperture and the
considerably reduced energy dependent geometric factor after the input electron
beam from the calibration has been folded into the response.
So far no account has been taken of the fact that AREA almost certainly is
not concentric, quite apart from any other inaccuracies in its construction.

4.4.2

Comparison o f the calibration w ith the non-concentric
analyser simulation

Table 4.3 shows the results of the non-concentric simulations after the experimental
electron beam distribution has been folded into the analyser band-pass. It can be
seen that the electron gun input distribution affects the energy resolution only
slightly.
The non-concentric configurations tabulated are only some of those possible.
Yet it can be seen from these results that there is enormous variation in the
energy resolution

and geometric factor in particular. The concentric analyser

energy resolution adjusted for the input electron beam in the experiment is 15.67%.
Displacing the inner hemisphere tends to make the energy resolution ^
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larger in

Collimated non-concentric AREA Top Hat analyser
Non-concentric

Azimuthal

Energy

displacement

input

peak

AE
E

(% of A R )

angle

(eV)

(%)

1031.45

15.67

1090.67

15.80

lateral

vertical

(•)

0

0

concentric

10

0

10

0

180

978.04

17.59

5

0

0

1059.32

16.14

5

0

45

1048.87

16.22

5

0

90

1027.97

16.57

5

0

135

1009.39

16.80

5

0

180

1003.58

17.02

0

5

symmetric

1070.27

15.91

5

5

0

1101.12

15.52

5

5

45

1090.69

15.58

5

5

90

1067.27

15.99

5

5

135

1048.65

16.22

5

5

180

1041.44

16.36

13.7

10.8

0

1220.0

14.08

13.7

10.8

180

1042.6

16.83

13.7

-10.8

0

1026.4

16.92

13.7

-10.8

180

891.5

19.16

Table 4.3: Summary of the input distribution adjusted c o llim a te d non-concentric A R E A
results.
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most cases rather than more symmetrically distributed either side of the concentric
analyser simulation results. The values for

in Table 4.3 vary from 14.08% to

19.16% - a change of more than 30% of the nominal concentric analyser value!
Comparing the non-concentric simulation with the experimental calibration of
the AREA instrument we see that the experimental value of 17.83% easily lies
within the range of the simulation data when the non-concentric inner hemisphere
is displaced by a range of lateral and vertical distances within the manufacturing
tolerance range of the AREA analyser as given in Table 4.1, ie. a probable lateral
displacement of 13.7% and a probable vertical displacement of 10.8%.

4.4.3

AREA calibration conclusion

The non-concentric Top Hat analyser simulation of the AREA instrument has
proved that the misalignment of the hemispheres plays an important role in the
band-pass characteristics of the analyser and that in comparing experimental data
with computer simulation this non-concentricity must be taken into account for a
meaningful comparison.
In a mission such as CLUSTER it is vital that the manufacturing tolerances
are kept to an absolute minimum if the required accuracy in the data is to be
obtained. Failure to do so could have serious consequences. If the AREA analyser
had been flown on CLUSTER as it is, the energy resolution ^r- of the analysers on
the four spacecraft could vary by 30% of the nominal concentric analyser resolution
according to Table 4.2. The situation for the geometric factor is even worse. Once
again using Table 4.2 the geometric factor is seen to vary by 55% of the concentric
analyser geometric factor! This situation would be very serious on the CLUSTER
mission were it to occur.
Figure 4.37 shows the azimuthal variation around the detector plane of the
geometric factor for the non-concentric analyser with a 5% lateral and vertical dis
placement. Although the non-concentric simulations are only done for azimuthal
input angles of 0° to 180° the symmetry about the lateral displacement direction
means that we can show the full 360° response.

4.5

Comparison with the recent SwRI simula
tion results

The simulation hitherto discussed has been compared with recent simulations by
Marty Sablik at the South west Research Institute (SwRI) obtained through pri
vate communications . These latter simulations use the method of an electron
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Figure 4.37: The geometric factor azimuthal variation around the detector plane for a
non-concentric AREA analyser with a lateral and vertical displacement of 5%.
input paramter 4-D mesh as discussed briefly in Chapter 3. The author has also
made similar particle tracing simulations to compare the results. An example of
these comparisons is the CENTA UR analyser.

4.5.1

The CENTAUR analyser configuration

The CENTA UR analyser is exactly the same as the AREA analyser except that the
collimator is much shorter thereby admitting a larger elevation angular range with
a consequent increase in the geometric factor. The collimator is designed to accept
particles with an elevation angular range of ±8.5° and is illustrated schematically
in Figure 4.38.

4.5.2

The CENTA UR analyser results

The results of the simulation due to PROBE are shown in Figures 4.39 & 4.40.
Figure 4.39 shows the energy dependent geometric factor and Figure 4.40 shows
the elevation angle dependent geometric factor. The simulation was performed
with an inner hemisphere deflection potential of 200V and the energy - elevation
angle distributions for the 11 (in “z”) x 9 (in “impact parameter) input “pin-holes”
in the collimator entrance were determined to 0.25eV and 0.01° respectively. The
Euler ODE integration method was used for the trajectory tracing. The energy
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Figure 4.38: Schematic diagram of the CENTAUR analyser.
resolution ^

is found to be 18.14% and the elevation angle FWHM is 5.04° with

the peak at 90.27°. The asymmetrical response of the analyser in elevation angle
seen in Figure 4.40 is due to the fact that the Top Hat angle of this analyser (ie.
17°) does not give an elevation angle response of the uncollimated analyser centred
on the 90° “straight through” position, ie. 17° is not the appropriate Top Hat
angle for this analyser.
The SwRI simulation yields an energy response

of 17.97% and an elevation

angle FWHM of 5° centred on 90.5°. However the SwRI simulation only extended
over half of the available impact parameter range, whereas the energy and elevation
dependent geometric factors due to PROBE extend over approximately 90% of
the available range and the “impact parameter” dependent geometric factor after
extrapolation extends over the full range. If the results from PROBE are only
integrated over 50% of the available “impact parameter” ^

becomes 18.03%. This

puts the PR OBE results and the SwRI result within |% of each other. Considering
the two simulations are quite different this is very encouraging. It is not known
why the SwRI simulation only extends over only half of the available aperture.
Certainly the change in ^

is very small in going from 50% to 90%. This behaviour

is unusual since normally the change can be expected to be considerably larger even
for a collimated Top H at However the same is not true of the geometric factor.
Figure 4.41 shows the very different energy responses of the analyser when 50%
and 90% of the available aperture is illuminated proving that the fraction of the
geometric factor above 50% is quite large.
The exact number of particles attemped for the SwRI simulation is not known
due to incomplete knowledge of the input parameters however from what is known
the author estimates that about 2,000,000 trajectories were attemped, or approxi
mately an order of magnitude more than those attempted by the program PROBE.
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Figure 4.39: The CENTA UR energy dependent geometric factor.
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Figure 4.41: The energy dependent geometric factor for CENTAUR when integrated
over 50% and 90% of the available aperture.
An “SwRI type” simulation has been performed by the author using a similar num
ber of particles as are attempted by the program PROBE which is usually in the
range 200,000 to 300,000 and typically takes about 15 hours on the MSSL com
puters. The 4-D input parameter mesh used was as follows: 55 equally space
energies from 900 to 2000 eV, 41 equally spaced elevation angles from 80 to 100°,
11 equally spaced “z” positions across the full range of the collimator aperture
and 11 equally spaced “impact parameters” from zero to that defined by the edge
of the Top Cap mesh. The results of this simulation is a ^

of 18.03% and an

elevation angle FWHM of 4.97° centred on 90.57°. This is in good agreement with
the results due to PROBE (which gave 18.14%) and takes a similar length of time
for the program to execute. However another simulation was then performed using
the “SwRI type” approach. The same overall parameter range for the 4-D input
mesh is used but with a finer sampling, ie. 75 energies x 61 elevation angles X
17 “z” positions

X

17 “impact parameters”. One might expect that this would

give increased accuracy however the simulation yielded a ^

of 17.65% and an

elevation angle FWHM of 4.14° centred at 89.38°. The difference in the elevation
angle responses is particularly marked. The 55:41:11:11 elevation angle response
is shown in Figure 4.42 where it is immediately evident that the data is very noisy.
Compare this data with that shown in Figure 4.40 which is very smooth and il
lustrates the elevation angle skewing that must be present in any analyser whose
uncollimated response is not centred on 90°.
The data for the 77:61:17:17 4-D input parameter mesh involves 1,322,175
particles (ie. 7 7 x 6 1 x l 7 x l 7 ) o r approximately four times the number required
by PROBE and still yielded incorrect data. What conclusions can been drawn
from these results? The 4-D input parameter mesh approach is very noisy and
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Figure 4.42: CENTA UR elevation angular response using 4-D input parameter mesh
55:41:11:11 (see text).
unreliable. It can only yield reliable results when a very large number of particles
are tried. A very large throughtput of particles is the approach currently adopted
by SwRI. Two million particles is not enough. It is known (private communication)
that SwRI have experimented with 15 million particle attempts in an effort to
reduce the noise. This approach is not feasible at MSSL due to its more modest
computing power where a large number of simulations requiring many millions of
particles would simply not be possible. This is acutely so for the non-concentric
inner hemisphere simulation which takes many times longer than the concentric
simulation due to the increased computation required to evaluate the tricubic
spline. Such simulations would simply not be possible without PROBE even to
obtain relatively poor data. The differences in the responses for different azimuthal
input positions in a non-concentric analyser while very real are sufficiently small
that a huge number of particles would be required to reliably resolve them. PROBE
offers an order of magnitude improvement on the conventional approach.
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C h ap ter 5
D esig n in g th e CLUSTER/PEACE
Top Hat an alysers b y com p u ter
sim u la tio n
The PEACE Top Hat analysers required for the CLUSTER program consist of two
distinct Top Hats. The first is called the LOW ENERGY ELECTRON ANAL
YSER {LEEA) which is required to cover electron energies from 0.7eV to 30keV.
The second analyser is called the HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON ANALYSER
(HEEA) which is required to cover the higher end of this range. The energy
range of the latter is deliberately vague since it is intended to try and make HEEA
cover the whole range just like LEE A so that the responses of the two analysers
can be checked against each other and to provide a degree of redundancy on each
of the four spacecraft. Also because the two analysers are mounted on opposite
sides of the spacecraft spin axis the time resolution of the data can by doubled if
the analysers are configured to measure the same energy range.
To facilitate an understanding of how the present PEACE Top Hat analyser
design was formulated it is necessary to trace the development of the analyser from
the initial design concept so as to appreciate the trade-off between what is desired
and what the mission constraints will allow.

5.1

The initial P E A C E configuration

The original design for the PEA CE analysers had a 360° field of view around the
collimator and were to be mounted on the spacecraft such that the collimator was
tangential to the spacecraft surface. However this would mean that the analyser
might be contaminated by secondary electrons emitted by the spacecraft surface
and so now the analyser is mounted such that the plane of the collimator points
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Figure 5.1: The initial PEACE design.
radially out from the spacecraft surface so that it hopefully does not “see” these
secondaries. This means that the analysers now have only a 180° field of view
around the detector plane. This means that the complete 4w steradians field of view
of the analyser is only obtained every complete spacecraft spin instead of every half
spin. This reduction in the field of view does not however affect the electrostatic
design of the analyser because the complete analyser is still required to ensure the
correct field configuration around the analyser even though effectively only half
of it will be used to analyse electrons. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.2.
Positional information around the anode is returned by a combination of discrete
anodes arranged azimuthally around the anode. The radii of the hemispheres are
40, 43 and 46 for the inner, outer and Top Cap hemispheres and the Top Hat angle
is at a provisional 17°. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of this analyser.

5.2

A problem with the high voltage supply

Figure 5.3 shows the energy dependent geometric factor for the initial PEACE
design when the inner hemisphere deflection potential is 200 volts. This distri
bution yields a peak at an energy of approximately 1300eV. This yields a ratio
between the peak of the analyser band-pass and the deflection voltage of approx
imately 6.5. Unfortunately this parameter was previously erroneously estimated
at approximately 7. The high voltage supplies have been designed around this
value to that the peak of their voltage range is about 4280 volts. This potential
is only capable of enabling the analyser configuration described above to anal
yse electrons up to an energy of approximately 28keV, ie. less than the required
30keV. It is not possible to change the design of the high voltage supplies. The al
ternative possibility is to decrease the hemisphere spacing A R so that the electric
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Figure 5.2: The orientation of the PEAC E analysers on the CLUSTER spacecraft.
field betw een the hem ispheres is increased by the appropriate am ount to deflect
the 30keV electrons - about 9%. In order th a t th e m axim um geom etric factor
is obtained the outer hem isphere m ust be as large as possible, however it is not
possible to change the size of the m icrochannel plates at this stage and they are
not sufficiently large to allow an increase in th e o uter hem isphere radius. Thus the
o uter hem isphere m ust be a constant and the Top Cap and the inner hem isphere
are adjusted to 45.73 and 40.27 mm respectively to reduce the inter-hem isphere
spacing A R by 9%. T he Top Hat angle is m aintained a t 17°. Figure 5.4 shows th e
resulting energy dependent geometric factor. T he original geom etric factor is p lo t
ted for com parison. U nfortunately the geom etric factor for this new configuration
is 5.618 x 10-3 cm 2 sr eV /eV per radian of azim uth, which represents a reduction
of 39% of the original value. Also plo tted on Figure 5.4 is the energy dependent
geom etric factor for an 18% reduction in A R . The to tal geom etric factor of this
analyser is 3.995 x 10~3 cm 2 sr eV /eV per radian of azim uth - a decrease of 56%.
From these results it is clear th a t the geom etric factor decreases very quickly as the
inter-hem isphere gap decreases - much faster th an linearly. The geom etric factor
for th e original configuration, ie 40:43:46, is already sm aller th an would be desired
since it would be nice to have a theoretical geom etric factor som ewhat larger th an
required and then to “trim ” it down using (for exam ple) a low transparency exit
m esh betw een the end of the deflection hem ispheres and the m icrochannel plate.
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Figure 5.3: The energy dependent geometric factor for the initial PEACE design.
Thus it is decided that the decrease in geometric factor is not worth the increase
in energy range. It is just possible that the high voltage supplies will be able to
deliver the required voltage however this would put them at the extreme of their
tolerance range and leave nothing “in hand” for any other situation which may
arise. Thus the hemisphere radii must be fixed to 40:43:46 mm.

5.3

Optimization of the Top Hat angle to obtain
a symmetrical response function and max
imise the geometric factor

There are many ways to “optimize” a Top Hat analyser depending on what is
required of it. Two of the criterion for a “good” analyser axe to have a large
intrinsic geometric factor and to have an elevation angle response symmetrically
centred on the “straight through” angle of 90° with respect to the analyser axis.
These two criterion are actually linked. If the analyser elevation angle response is
not centred about 90° for the uncollimated analyser then upon collimation (which
by its very nature only admits particles centred on 90°) the part of the elevation
angular throughput distribution (ie. geometric factor) which is accepted by the
analyser may be considerably asymmetric causing a reduction in geometric factor.
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Figure 5.4: The energy dependent geometric factor for the initial design and after
decreasing AR by 9% and 18% from 40:43:46.
Figure 5.5 illustrates this phenomenon with a schematic elevation angle dependent
geometric factor. The sides of the distribution Figure 5.5 axe very steep and it is
easy to see how a large amount of geometric factor can be lost in this way. The
collimation of such an analyser always produces a peak dose to 90° due to the
very nature of the collimation so the resulting elevation angle response will always
be roughly centred on 90° for a collimated Top Hat however it will always be
asymmetrical as illustrated by the AREA simulations which show that, 17° is not
the appropriate Top Hat angle for this analyser. Should the geometric factor finally
prove too large it can always be reduced be using a low transparency mesh near
to the microchannel plates or lengthening the collimator (hitherto not discussed)
since this reduces the elevation angular range accepted by the analyser. However
it is not thought that a large geometric factor will be a problem. The reverse may
well be true.
Figure 5.6 shows the elevation angle dependent geometric factor for the Top
Hat angles 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20° with the radii set at 40:43:46 mm. Table 5.1
lists various results for each of these Top Had angles. The important parameter is
the position of the elevation angle peak. It can be seen from these results that a
Top Hat angle of 19° offers the most centred response and it is this angle which is
chosen for PEACE.
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Figure 5.5: A schematic diagram of the elevation angle dependent geometric factor
illustrating the cause of elevation angle response asymmetry.
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Uncollimated concentric PEACE Top Hat analysers
Top Hat
angle
o

Geometric

Elevation

Energy

factor

peak

AE
E

(cm2sr eV/eV)

(eV)

(%)

angle (°)
peak

FWHM

15

8.1567 x 10"3

1344.8

26.14

92.77

9.45

16

8.6867 x 10"3

1327.9

25.64

92.14

9.50

17

9.1415 x lO"3

1314.9

25.24

91.30

9.55

18

9.5335 x 10"3

1296.7

25.03

90.49

9.68

19

9.8382 x 10-3

1281.1

24.81

89.74

9.93

20

10.0607 x 10"3

1264.2

24.76

89.14

10.32

Table 5.1: Comparison of some principal properties of the PEACE Top Hat analyser
with different Top Hat angles.

5.4
5.4.1

The GEOS secondary electron experiment
The purpose behind th e GEOS experim ent

The aim of the GEOS experiment was to determinine if a significant number of
secondary and scattered electrons can be detected when a spherical type electron
analyser is “looking” at low energies ( ~ 2eV) and there is also a large flux of high
energy electrons. Ideally a Top Hat analyser would be used such as AREA to make
the experiment as close to the situation for PEACE as possible. However due to
the availability of laboratory time etc. these measurements had to be done before
the AREA analyser was constructed. The next best analyser available was GEOS.
This doesn’t affect the principle of the experiment.

5.4.2

W hat is GEOS ?

The GEOS electron analyser is a 180° spherical electrostatic analyser and is il
lustrated schematically in Figure 5.7. A positive potential is applied to the inner
hemisphere and a negative potential to the outer hemisphere such that the mid
point between the hemispheres is approximately at ground potential. Electrons
enter the analyser and those whose velocity lies within a certain narrow energy and
angle range are deflected through 180° and enter the channel electron multiplier
detector.
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Figure 5.7: A schematic diagram of the GEOS electrostatic electron analyser.

5.4.3

The experim ent in brief

The experimental techniques axe quite similar to those for the AREA calibration
experiment and it is not necessary to discuss them again here.
An electron beam created by the same electron gun that is used for AREA is
directed into the entrance aperture at a fixed energy. The hemisphere potentials
axe scanned over a range that will allow electrons with energies from a few tenths
of an electronvolt to those of the incident electron beam to reach the detector.
The experiment is repeated for a variety of incident electron beam energies. Fig
ures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show the results for 20, 80 and 425eV primary electron beam
energies respectively. The abscissa is the total potential difference across the hemi
sphere deflection plates. The relationship between this potential difference and the
incident primary electrons is almost 1:1 when the inner and outer hemispheres axe
maintained at a ratio of 58:42.

5.4.4

Interpretation of the GEOS results

5 .4 .4 .1

20eV and 80 eV prim ary electron s

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the primary electron energy peaks at the 20 and 80eV
respectively as expected. However they also both show a peak at much lower
energies which peaks at approximately 4eV for the 20eV primaries and 20 eV
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Figure 5.8: GEOS secondary electron results using 20eV primary electrons.
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Figure 5.10: GEOS s e c o n d a r y electron results using 425eV primary electrons.
for the 80eV primaries.

This behaviour is also seen for intermediate energies

though the exact shape and position of this second peak does vary somewhat. It
is not thought that these secondary peaks are due to secondary electrons since
for the most part they appear at energies much too large - the literature suggest
that any secondary electron distributions observed should be seen to peak around
2eV. Instead these peaks are almost certainly scattered and “re-diffused” primary
electrons from the walls of the analyser.
5 .4 .4 .2

4 2 5 eV prim ary electro n s

The distribution shown in Figure 5.10 shows a very marked difference to those
in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. This distribution is seen to display classical secondary
electron emission characteristics. The peak at very low energies, ie. ~ few eV is
that due to secondary electron emission and is a considerable fraction of the peak
due to the primary electrons seen at 425 volts. Beyond about 20eV no counts
are observered however at approximately 150eV a very shallow plateau emerges
and remains very small but constant in magnitude all the way up to the primary
electron peak. This is probably due to backscattered electrons however its general
shape and appearance is totally different to the backscattered electrons seen at
20 and 80eV. This is probably due to an energy dependence of backscattering for
electrons, though data regarding this in the literature is scarce.
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5.4.5

Discussion o f GEOS results

The GEOS experiments have shown that a significant flux of secondary electrons
are detected by spherical type analysers in the presence of a significant flux of
higher energy electrons (few hundred electronvolts or more). This was the pri
mary purpose of the experiment. However a second important observation is that
backscattered electrons play an important role in the spectrum detected by such
analysers particularly at low primary energies.
Secondary electron measurements are notoriously difficult to reliably obtain.
Many investigators have found apparently conflicting results regarding the sec
ondary electron emission characteristics of various types of material. However all
of their experiments are very simple idealised situations involving a flat target and
usually normal incidence primary electrons. It is also apparant that the secondary
yield characteristics of a surface depend to a very large extent on the nature of the
surface preparation and its history before the experiment. For example the sec
ondary electron emisssion yield for Aluminium is approximately 0.95 per normal
incidence primary however this increases to almost 5 if the surface oxidizes prior
to the experiment. Extreme care is usually taken in such measurements to use
carefully prepared surfaces immediately after preparation. The GEOS analyser is
in comparison a very complicated system whose fifteen year old surfaces have an
unknown history. For these reasons it is not realistic to use the GEOS data too
quantitively but rather use it to draw a more qualitative conclusion.

5.4.6

GEOS Conclusion

At all primary energies the secondary and/or backscattered flux of electrons is
observered to be less than the primary flux. At high primary energies the flux is
a large fraction of the primary flux (integrating under the distribution yields ~ \
the primary flux).
The conclusion which must be drawn from this data is that secondary and
backscattered electron emission pose a serious problem to low energy measure
ments. Backscattered electrons may pose a problem for high energy measurements
but the experimental results such as illustrated in Figure 5.10 are inconclusive.
These results are not entirely unexpected and the following sections are concerned
with minimising the effect of secondary electrons. Backscattered electrons are
much more difficult to eliminate since they can one would suppose be “created”
anywhere in the analyser.
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5.4.7

Applying GEOS to PEACE

The results obtained for GEOS are applicable to spherical electrostatic electron
analysers in general. However it is worth making a few additional comments:
• The GEOS analyser has a solid inner hemisphere but its outer hemisphere
consists of a spherical mesh. Thus most of the primary electrons which
“hit” the mesh will pass straight through the mesh without creating any
secondary electrons. Both of the PEA CE hemispheres will be solid and all of
the aforementioned primary electrons will hit the hemisphere creating more
secondaries. However those which hit the GEOS mesh may hit the surface
of the mesh wires inclined at many angles with respect to the normal to
the hemisphere surface. It is known that secondary electrons tend to be
emitted approximately normally to the surface (ie. cos 6). Thus many more
electrons will be emitted in directions beneficial to their reaching the detector
plane compared to PEACE whose solid outer hemisphere will tend to eject
electrons radially towards the inner hemisphere.
• The PEACE analyser has approximately half the “turn angle” of the 180°
hemispherical analyser which means that it is easier for secondary electrons
to reach the detector plane from a given location, ie. the band-pass ^

is

broader for a Top Hat than for a hemispherical plate analyser.
• The GEOS experiment only involved a mono-energtic and mono-directional
primary electron flux. If a broad range of energies were used incident from
all angles on a Top Hai many more secondary electrons would be expected
to be detected than these experiments have shown relative to the flux of low
energy primaries which should reach the detector plane.

5.5

Determining which particles get between
the plates and “stopping down” the entrance
aperture

When PEACE is configured to detect very low energy electrons from the surround
ing plasma ( ~ few eV) many of the high energy electrons (above 50eV say) will
exit the analyser “cleanly” by travelling down the aperture on the opposite side
to the one they entered. However it is expected that many electrons will impact
with the outer hemisphere perhaps creating secondary electrons which will reach
the detector plane. Thus it is desired to prevent such high energy primaries from
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reaching the outer hemisphere. A crude way to do this is to randomly fire (over
4-D input parameter space) electrons into the analyser and determine if it is pos
sible to determine a relationship between those electrons which enter between the
plates (and therefore perhaps hit the outer hemisphere and create secondaries)
and “an analyser parameter”. In order to reduce the secondary emission from the
outer hemisphere it is necessary to reduce the number of high energy electrons
that hit the outer hemisphere when the analyser is set to detect energies of a few
electronvolts. To do this it is necessary to reduce the number of high energy elec
trons which enter the region between the inner and outer hemispheres. The GEOS
data shows us that we wish to keep out as many energies higher than those we are
interested in detecting as possible not only to deduce the secondary emission but
also to reduce the risk of contamination from backscattered electrons a significant
number of which have been seen at primary energies as low as 20eV. Thus when
detecting low energies of the order of 2eV we wish to keep out energies a few times
larger than this, possibly less than 20eV which is as low as the GEOS experiments
went. Cautiously the criterion is set that we wish to keep out energies greater
than a factor of about 2.5 that of those desired. Ideally a data set is required con
sisting of random particle attempts into the analyser whose energies range from
a fraction of an electronvolt to a few hundred electronvolts so that a relationship
may be found. However it is possible to make use of data already created when
the analyser is set to detect electrons with energies of approximately 1200eV and
to try and eliminate those electrons with an energy 2.5 times greater than this.
This is exactly the same as the considering the actual energy range except for a
scaling factor. Figure 5.11 shows a plot of primary electron energy which enters
the plates verses the “z” position from which the primary electron originates in the
entrance aperture for an uncollimated 19° “PEACE7* analyser. Figure 5.12 shows
a plot similar to figure Figure 5.11 however only energies creater than 2.5 times
that of the analyser band-pass at about 1200eV are shown. It can be seen that
the lower half of the uncollimated entrance aperture is responsible for the vast ma
jority of the primary electron trajectories which create secondary electrons which
reach the detector. From Figure 5.12 it is apparent that if a collimator is used
which restricts the input elevation angle range to about ±2.5° either side of the
90° straight through angle then the energies which get between the inner and outer
hemispheres with an energy greater than or equal to 2.5 times the band-pass are
those inside the hatched region in Figure 5.12, ie. there are very few. Thus as a
first attempt it would seem sensible to “stop down” the entrance aperture so that
only the top half of the collimator is used. Of course this considerably reduces the
analyser geometric factor.
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5.6

Different collimator lengths for a stopped
down LEEA

Table 5.2 summarises the geometric factor, ^r- and elevation angle full width at
half maximum for different collimator lengths of a “stopped down” LEEA. Their
are two main factors which influence the length of the collimator both of which
axe a direct result of the elevation angle acceptance range of the analyser which
different collimators create. One is the required geometric factor since the longer
the collimator the smaller the elevation angle acceptance range of the analyser and
the smaller the geometric factor. The other is the resulting secondary electron
characteristics of the analyser for this particular elevation angle acceptance range.
These two factors are conflicting requirements since in order to get the geometric
factor up the collimator should be short, however the shorter the collimator the
worst the secondary electron response of the analyser and vice versa.
There is no exact solution to this problem. The geometric factor dependence
of the collimator is well understood and some values for different collimators are
shown in Table 5.2. However the modification of the secondary electron response by
changing the collimator length, indeed the whole analyser in general is very poorly
understood. The method adopted in the previous section which determines which
“high energy” electrons make it between the plates is very crude and extremely
limited and it seems very difficult to make an informed decision based on this
crude method. Having said this it would seem obvious from the results in that
section that stopping down the collimator to the top half of the aperture will be
beneficial. In order that a more informed decision can be made and the trade-off
between geometric factor and secondary electrons is better understood there is
no alternative but to do a full 3-D simulation of secondary electron production
in Top Hat analysers. This simulation has been described in detail in Chapter 3.
Unfortunately it is necessary to try a huge number of primary electron trajectories
to get reasonable statistics with the consequent large overhead in computer time.
This simulation has yielded some very interesting and important results. The
collimator which has been chosen has a length of 24.75 mm from the analyser
axis which as Table 5.2 shows gives the analyser an elevation angle FWHM of
approiximately 5°. This angle is chosen because it is the angle which the spacecraft,
and therefore the analyser, rotates through during one complete energy sweep of
the analyser.
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Collimated concentric PE AC E/LEE A Top Hat analysers
Collimator

Geometric

Energy

Elevation

length

factor

AE
E

angle (°)

from axis

( cm2sr eV/eV)

(%)

FWHM

22.25

2.7623 x 10-3

17.99

5.69

23.50

2.5766 x 10-3

17.28

5.24

24.75

2.4162 x 10~3

16.77

4.95

26.00

2.2771 x 10"3

16.18

4.82

27.25

2.1520 x 10“3

15.70

4.45

43.00

1.2243 x 10"3

12.50

2.49

(mm)

Table 5.2: Summary of properties for different collimator designs for PEACE/LEEA
with a 50% “stopped down” aperture.

5.7

Secondary electron simulation for LEEA case study N o.l

This section is concerned with the computer simulation of the secondary electron
response for an Aluminium 19° LEEA analyser with a collimator 24.75 mm long
from the analyser axis and stopped down to the top half of the full entrance
aperture. The input electron energies are a flat distribution from O.leV to 500eV.
The inner hemisphere is set at a potential of 0.3V. This sets the band-pass of the
analyser at approximately 2eV which is the approximate position of the secondary
electron yield function. The simulation involves firing one million primary electrons
into the analyser randomly in energy from 0.1 to 500eV, in elevation angle from 80
to 100° and over the whole “z” and “impact parameter” range for the collimator.
Figure 5.13 shows a plot of the radial and polar position around the analyser
where primary electrons have impacted with the wall of the analyser and produced
one or more secondary electrons which have managed to reach the detector plane.
This is perhaps the most useful information produced by the secondary electron
simulation because it shows the specific areas of the analyser design which are
the cause of the vast majority of secondary electrons hopefully enabling most of
the secondary electron emission to be “designed out” of the analyser. As can be
seen from Figure 5.13 the secondary electron emission problem originates from a
very localised region of the analyser which may be classified into three regions
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SEE response of LEEA with FW HM =4.9F
Electron type

Origin

No. detected

% of total

primary

input

73

13.1

secondary

inner hemisphere

0

0

secondary

outer hemisphere

144

25.9

secondary

Top Cap hemisphere

197

35.4

secondary

“stopped down” aperture

142

25.5

secondary

total

483

86.9

Table 5.3: Secondary electron simulation for a LEEA collimator with an elevation angle
FWHMof 4.95°.
namely: the top most part of the outer hemispher (as was expected), the Top
Cap hemisphere and the stopped down part of the Top Hat entrance aperture.
Figure 5.14 shows an energy - elevation angle diagram illustrating the input en
ergy and elevation angles of primary electrons which hit the analyser walls and
produce secondary electrons which make it to the detector plane. Figures 5.15,
5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 show the azimuthal distribution of the detected secondary elec
trons in the detector plane for a primary electrons input as shown in the Figures.
Figure 5.15 shows the total secondary electrons originating from all parts of the
analyser walls. Figure 5.16 shows those secondary electrons which originate from
the outer hemisphere. Figure 5.17 shows those which originate from the Top Cap
hemisphere. Figure 5.18 shows those which originate from the lower half of the
“stopped down” entrance aperture. Those which originate from the inner hemi
sphere are not shown in a separate figure due to their very small number but are
included in the total distribution in Figure 5.15.
Table 5.3 summarises the secondary electron response of the analyser as de
termined by the simulation according to the origin of the electron. The resulting
signal to noise ratio (ie. primary : secondary) for the flat input primary electron
spectrum used in this simulation is ~ 1 : 7.
The conclusion which must be drawn from these results is that when the detec
tor is looking at very low energies ( ~ 2eV) this flux of electrons will be swamped
by secondary electrons if there is a large flux of high energy ( ~ few lOOeV) incident
on the analyser.
It is seen from this simulation that a large flux of secondary electrons orig-
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Figure 5.15: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of all the secondary electrons
which reach the detector plane irrespective of their point of origin.
Note: the asymmetrical distribution of the secondaries about the primary electron
input direction is due to the asymmetric primary “impact parameter” range. This range
is chosen to take advantage of the symmetry of the analyser to save computer time.
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Figure 5.16: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of the secondary electrons
which originate from the outer hemisphere and reach the detector plane.
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Figure 5.17: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of the secondary electrons
which originate from the Top Cap hemisphere and reach the detector plane.
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Figure 5.18: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of the secondary electrons
which originate from the lower half of the “stopped down” entrance aperture and reach
the detector plane.
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inate from the outer and Top Cap hemispheres. One method of reducing these
is to restrict the elevation angle acceptance range of the collimator by increasing
its length. If the collimator is increased to a length of 43mm from the analyser
axis there is no longer a direct line of sight from the collimator entrance aperture
to the outer hemisphere. This has the additional advantage of not allowing elec
tromagnetic radiation to hit the outer hemisphere without first scattering in the
collimator of from the Top Cap hemisphere.

5.8

Secondary electron simulation for LEEA case study No.2

This section is concerned with the computer simulation of the secondary electron
response for an aluminium 19° LEEA analyser with a collimator 43 mm long
from the analyser axis and stopped down to the top half of the full entrance
aperture. This secondary electron simulation involves the same input parameters
as the previous one for the 24.75 mm collimator except that the input elevation
angle range is now only 85 to 95° due to the reduced acceptance angle range of
this longer collimator. The simulation again involves firing one million primary
electrons into the analyser.
Figure 5.19 shows a plot of the radial and polar position around the analyser
where primary electrons have impacted with the wall of the analyser and produced
one or more secondary electrons which have managed to reach the detector plane.
Figure 5.20 shows an energy - elevation angle diagram illustrating the input energy
and elevation angles of primary electrons which hit the analyser walls and produce
secondary electrons which make it to the detector plane. Figure 5.21 shows the
azimuthal distribution of all of the secondary electrons in the detector plane.
Table 5.4 summarises the secondary electron response of the analyser as de
termined by the simulation according to the origin of the electron. The resulting
signal to noise ratio (ie. primary : secondary) for the flat input primary electron
spectrum used in this simulation is ~ 1:3.
It can be seen from Figure 5.19 and Table 5.4 that the secondary electron
response of this configuration is much improved from the previous configuration
though the contribution from the “stopped down” aperture and the Top Cap is still
considerable. However there are no secondaries detected from the outer hemisphere
as expected.
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which cause secondary electron emission.
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LEEA design.
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Figure 5.21: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of all the secondary electrons
which reach the detector plane irrespective of their point of origin.
Note: the asymmetrical distribution of the secondaries about the primary electron
input direction is due to the asymmetric primary “impact parameter” range. This range
is chosen to take advantage of the symmetry of the analyser to save computer time.
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SEE response of 43 mm collimated LEEA with FWHM—2.49°
Electron type

Origin

No. detected

% of total

primary

input

58

24.8

secondary

inner hemisphere

0

0

secondary

outer hemisphere

0

0

secondary

Top Cap hemisphere

74

31.6

secondary

“stopped down” aperture

102

43.6

secondary

total

176

75.2

Table 5.4: Secondary electron simulation for a LEEA 43 mm collimator with an elevation
angle FWHM of 2.49°.

5.9

A new design for LEEA

The secondary electron response of the 43mm collimator is much improved over the
24.75mm collimator. This analyser returns a geometric factor of 1.224 x 10-3 cm2
sr eV /eV per radian of azimuth, which is very close, indeed slightly greater than
that specified at analyser conception. Figure 5.22 shows the energy dependent
geometric factor for LEEA with a 43mm collimator. Figure 5.23 shows the eleva
tion angle dependent geometric factor. Figure 5.24 shows the impact parameter
geometric factor for this analyser.
The fact that the geometric factor is greater than required is very good be
cause the microchannel plates do not have an efficiency of 100% which effectively
will decrease the geometric factor. Also any exit region mesh will not be 100%
transparant. The design of this mesh can be tailored to a large degree to reduce
the geometric factor to the desired value if desired. However the secondary elec
tron response of the analyser is such that a few modifications are required which
are now outlined.
Based on the results of the full secondary electron simulation a design for
LEEA is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.25. In order to reduce the number
of secondary electrons originating from the Top Cap hemisphere this hemisphere
is now flat and ends in the “electron bin” above the collimator. There is another
“electron bin” below the collimator and a “knife edge” between this bin and the
top of the outer hemisphere. The flat Top Cap will be made from a honeycombe
surface to reduce further the possibility of secondary electron production. These
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Figure 5.22: The energy dependent geometric factor for LEEA with a 43mm collimator.
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modifications to the traditional Top Hat analyser design will to some extent modify
the band-pass and other analyser performance features. These and the secondary
electron response of these modifications will be analysed in the near future after
appropriate modifications to the analyser models. However it is thought that the
differences will affect the analyser performance in only a minor way. It can be seen
that the top part of the outer hemisphere has been cut away and some concentric
discs inserted in its place. This is actually for the new HEEA design and will be
discussed later on. These discs are present on LEEA as well simply to make the
two analysers as alike as possible and axe not actually required by LEEA.

5.10

Different collimator lengths for a full aper
ture HEEA

We now turn our attention to the High Energy Electron Analyser HEEA. For the
reasons outlined at the beginning of this chapter it is desired to make HEEA very
similar in construction to LEEA. Thus the same hemisphere radii and Top Hat
angle axe to be used.
Table 5.5 summarises the geometric factor, ^

and elevation angle full width

at half maximum for different collimator lengths for a full apertweHEEA.
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Figure 5.25: A new design for the Low Energy Electron Analyser LEEA.
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Figure 5.26: The energy dependent geometric factor for HEEA with a 32.5mm collima
tor.
The collimator which has been chosen has a length of 32.5 mm from the analyser
axis which as Table 5.5 shows gives the analyser an elevation angle FWHM of
approximately 5.15° and a geometric factor of 4.7470 x 10-3 cm2 sr eV/eV per
radian of azimuth which is approximately what is required for HEEA. Once again
this value is slightly larger than that specified at the analyser conception. The
same arguments concerning the exit screen transparency and the microchannel
plate efficiency apply for HEEA as for LEEA.
Figure 5.26 shows the energy dependent geometric factor for HEEA with a
43mm collimator.

Figure 5.27 shows the elevation angle dependent geometric

factor. Figure 5.28 shows the impact parameter geometric factor for this analyser.
Because it is desirable to take HEEA over the full energy range from 0.7eV to
30keV it is necessary to do a secondary electron simulation for HEEA to see if this
is feasible.
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Collimated concentric PEACE/HEEA Top Hat analysers
Collimator

Geometric

Energy

Elevation

length

factor

AE
E

angle (°)

from axis

(cm2sr eV/eV)

(%)

FWHM

(mm)

Table 5.5:

30.0

5.1098

X

10"3

18.04

5.49

32.5

4.7470

X

10~3

17.53

5.15

35.0

4.4406 x 10-3

17.03

4.78

37.5

4.1558 x 10-3

16.58

4.48

40.0

3.9147 x 10"3

16.19

4.22

Su m m ary

of properties for different collimator designs for PEACE/HEEA

with a full aperture.

5.11

Secondary electron simulation for HEEA
with a 32.5mm collimator

This section is concerned with the computer simulation of the secondary electron
response for an Aluminium 19° HEEA analyser with a collimator 32.5 mm long
from the analyser axis and which extends across the full entrance aperture. The
input electron energies are a flat distribution from O.leV to 500eV. The inner
hemisphere is set at a potential of 0.3V. This sets the band-pass of the analyser
at approximately 2eV which is the approximate position of the secondary electron
yield function. The simulation involves firing one million primary electrons into
the analyser randomly in energy from 0.1 to 500eV, in elevation angle from 80 to
100° and over the whole “z” and “impact parameter” range for the collimator.
Figure 5.29 shows a plot of the radial and polar position around the analyser
where primary electrons have impacted with the wall of the analyser and produced
one or more secondary electrons which have managed to reach the detector plane.
As can be seen from Figure 5.29 the secondary electron emission problem once
again originates from a very localised region, ie. the top most part of the outer
hemisphere, the Top Cap hemisphere. Figure 5.30 shows an energy - elevation an
gle diagram illustrating the input energy and elevation angles of primary electrons
which hit the analyser walls and produce secondary electrons which make it to the
detector plane. Figures 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33 show the azimuthal distribution of the
detected secondary electrons in the detector plane. Figure 5.31 shows the total
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HEEA design.
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SEE response of HEEA with F WHM=5.15°
Electron type

Origin

No. detected

% of total

primary

input

47

7.1

secondary

inner hemisphere

4

1

secondary

outer hemisphere

403

60.9

secondary

Top Cap hemisphere

208

31.4

secondary

total

615

92.9

Table 5.6: Secondary electron simulation for a HEEA collimator with an elevation angle
FWHM of 5.15°.
secondary electrons originating from all parts of the analyser walls. Figure 5.32
shows those secondary electrons which originate from the outer hemisphere. Fig
ure 5.33 shows those which originate from the Top Cap hemisphere. Those which
originate from the inner hemisphere are not shown in a separate figure due to their
very small number but are included in the total distribution in Figure 5.31.
Table 5.6 summaries the secondary electron response of the analyser as deter
mined by the simulation according to the origin of the electron. The resulting
signal to noise ratio (ie. primary : secondary) for the flat input primary electron
spectrum used in this simulation is ~ 1 : 13.
The conclusion which must be drawn from these results is that when the de
tector is looking at very low energies ( ~ 2eV) this flux of electrons will probably
be swamped by secondary electrons if there is a large flux of high energy ( ~ few
lOOeV) incident on the analyser.

5.12

A new design for HEEA

Based on the results of the full secondary electron simulation a new design for
HEEA is currently under investigation. This new design is illustrated schematically
in Figure 5.34. The first design modification is the same as for the LEEA analyser.
This design has a flat rather than spherical Top Cap the boundary of which is set
back as shown with the intention of “collecting” the primary electrons which enter
this region. Hopefully this will make it much more difficult for secondaries to
enter the analyser “proper” in this region. The Top Cap itself may be made from
a honeycombe type material which has good secondary emission characteristics.
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Figure 5.31: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of all the secondary electrons
which reach the detector plane irrespective of their point of origin.
Note: the asymmetrical distribution of the secondaries about the primary electron
input direction is due to the asymmetric primary “impact parameter” range. This range
is chosen to take advantage of the symmetry of the analyser to save computer time.
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Figure 5.32: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of the secondary electrons
which originate from the outer hemisphere and reach the detector plane.
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Figure 5.33: Azimuthal distribution in the detector plane of the secondary electrons
which originate from the Top Cap hemisphere and reach the detector plane.
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The major design change to the analyser is the outer hemisphere. The first 15° or
so of the outer hemisphere will be made from a series of concentric annular disks
instead of a solid hemisphere. The anticipated trajectories of primary electrons
which enter these modified regions together with some expected typical secondary
emission directions are shown schematically in Figure 5.35. This new design is
very much more complicated than the original. The new outer hemisphere design
will be very difficult to manufacture in the remaining time and within the mass
constraints imposed by the mission planners. These modifications may significantly
effect the electric field configurations and there is much work to do simulating these
modifications not to mention modifications to the secondary electron simulation
software to do a rigorous analysis of its secondary emission characteristics.

5.13

The primary electron input spectrum de
pendency of the secondary electron emis
sion

All of the secondary electron simulations described have used a flat primary elec
tron input distribution from 0.1 - 500eV. Obviously this is an idealised distribution.
There are many possible distributions encountered in space plasmas. Some of these
may be incorporated in future simulations. However the count rates of primaries
and secondaries which reach the detector in these simulations are very small com
pared to the primary electron input flux at the analyser entrance aperture and
the noise in the results may overshadow any differences due to the primary input
distribution for some types of primary input spectra.

5.14

Obtaining good accuracy of results between
the four spacecraft - how accurate must
the analysers be made?

It has been proved in Chapter 4 that the inevitable non-concentricity of a real
Top Hat analyser can pose a serious problem, particularly to a mission such as
CLUSTER. We now use the simulation to determine the accuracy to which the
analysers LEEA and HEEA must be fabricated so that the relative accuracy be
tween spacecraft measurements is sufficient to enable plasma electron data to be
gathered of the required quality.
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Figure 5.34: A new design for HEEA.
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Figure 5.35: Schematic of expected secondary electron production in HEEA.
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The non-concentric inner hemisphere simulation uses a huge quantity of com
puter time. The non-concentric AREA simulations unfortunately “monopolised”
many of the computers of the Vax cluster at MSSL for a considerable period of
time. Unfortunately the design of LEEA and HEEA came, naturally enough, at
the very end of this Top Hat analyser analysis and there has not been time to do
any non-concentric simulations - and certainly not any on the scale and intensity of
the AREA analysis. It could perhaps be argued that had there been time it would
be better to simulate the non-concentricity of the PEACE instruments instead
of AREA. However this is not true. The A RE A analysis was very necessary in
the non-concentric Top Hat analysis because it proved the effect is a serious prob
lem both in comparing one simulation result with another and most importantly
with experiment data which was not adequately explained by the concentric anal
yser simulation. This important observation would not have been possible with
PEACE.
In fact it is not necessary or indeed feasible to completely characterise the effect
of non-concentricity on the PEACE analyser responses. This is because their are
a huge number of combinations which the manufacturing tolerances can interact
both in each analyser and between analysers. It is also not sensible to simulate one
or two different configurations since these would probably not be representitative
of the full spectrum of possibilities. Instead a more sensible approach is not take
a more qualitative approach and it is possible to use the AREA data in formu
lating an answer to the problem of how accurately the PEA CE analysers must be
manufactured.
The inner-hemisphere radius of AREA is 31.25mm and its inter-hemisphere
spacing is 2.5mm. This yields a value for the ratio of this gap to this radius of
0.08. Similarly for the PEACE analyser whose inner hemisphere radius is 40mm
and hemisphere spacing is 3mm we obtain a ratio of 0.075. We see that these two
values are almost the same and we may conclude that the two analysers responses
to a certain percentage change in the hemisphere spacing would be very similar.
Therefore we expect a similar response to non-concentricity.
The following analysis is concerned only with the analyser geometric factor
however a similar argument can be applied to other analyser parameters such as
the energy resolution
In the introduction we state that the relative accuracy of measurements be
tween spacecraft should be of the order of 1%. This is because the anticipated
difference in count rates between spacecraft is expected to be of the order of 10%
of the actual values measured. The 1% relative accuracy then yields a 10% accu
racy in the value of the gradient. In order to achieve the relative accuracy of 1%
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the geometric factor between spacecraft must also be 1% since geometric factor
and count rate are directly proportional to each other. It has been stated in chap
ter 4 that the maximum posssible change in geometric factor between two AREA
analysers is 55% of the nominal perfectly concentric analyser. Thus if the PEACE
analyser were made to the same accuracy one would expect them to have a similar
possible total range of geometric factors. Thus we must reduce the relative error
by a factor of 55!
One question which must be answer is how does the relative accuracy of the
geometric factor between spacecraft scale with increasing non-concentricity of the
hemispheres. There is little relevent data to answer this question however consider
Figure 5.36. This shows the geometric factor as a function of the percentage change
in the inter-hemisphere spacing in the lateral direction. We can see that the change
is not linear. The geometric factor changes faster at small non-concentricities than
at larger non-concentricities. However to first order we shall make the assumption
that it is a linear dependence. The total estimated tolerance for AREA is 17.4%
of the hemisphere spacing. Thus to reduce the geometric factor by 55 we may
estimate that this tolerance must also be reduced by a factor of 55. This yields a
hemisphere spacing tolerance of ~ 0.3% of the nominal concentric spacing.
Thus to first order we can estimate that it is necessary for the PEACE anal
ysers to be made concentric to within 0.3% of the inter-hemisphere spacing if the
maximum possible relative range of geometric factor between spacecraft is to be
kept to 1%.
Unfortunately it is not possible to make the hemisphere concentric to this
tolerance using present manufacturing techniques within the mass budget of the
analyser. The best tolerance which can be achieved is 1.5%. The only way the
analysers can be manufactured to greater precision is to use steel instead of alu
minium. This is not possible due to the stringent mass constraints present on the
CLUSTER mission. Thus we have no choice but to settle for 1.5% as the best that
can be achieved.
A tolerance of 1.5% corresponds to a factor of approximately 12 reduction in
the total geometric factor relative accuracy, ie. 1.5% will enable the analysers to
measure count rates to an accuracy of approximately 5% relative to each other.
If the actual difference in densities in the plasma at two spacecraft is of the order
of the expected value of 10% then this means that the gradients measurements
will only be accurate to 50%! However it must be remebered that this qualitative
analysis of the PEACE analysers is a worst case scenario. Most of the time this
worst case will not occur and the accuracy of the gradient calculations will be better
than 50%. It is hoped that pre-flight calibration of the analysers will enable much
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Figure 5.36: Dependence of the geometric factor on the lateral % change in the hemi
sphere separation.
of the tolerances to be noted before launch. Also it will be possible to perform
inflight calibrations of the analysers when observing uniform plasmas providing
their is considerable overlap of the responses.
We conclude that the gradient measurements on CLUSTER will not be accurate
to the desired 10% due to the inability to manufacture the analysers accurately
enough using conventional manufacturing techniques and within the mass budget
of the analyser. It is important to not that LEEA and HEEA will not be alone with
this problem. Other analysers on the CLUSTER mission which use hemispherical
plates will be affected likewise.
Now that the design for PEACE has been finalised it will be possible to use
the non-concentric simulations to do a more comprehensive analysis of the effect
of the 1.5% tolerance on the gradients calculations. However this analysis must be
done “post-thesis”.

5.15

Focusing properties of the Top Hat analyser
in the hemisphere exit region

Figure 5.37 shows a schematic diagram of some parameters used in the following
discussion.
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Figure 5.37: Schematic of some hemisphere exit region parameters.
Until now no mention has been made of the focusing charactistics of the PEA CE
analysers. Top Hat analysers exhibit good azimuthal focusing characteristics in
the exit region of the deflection plates. The exact position of this focus is mainly
determined by the Top Hat angle and by the hemisphere truncation angle.The
optimum focus position lies above the 90° turn angle position and the optimum
truncation angle of the hemispheres which produces it is very approximately given
by 90° — ?T<yHot (Carlson (1983) and Sablik (1988)). Using this criterion with at
Top Hat angle of 19° yields an approximate truncation angle of about 80°. After
experimentation with different truncation angles for PEACE it is found that the fo
cusing of the PEA CE analysers does not changed appreciably when the truncation
angle changes by ~ ±5° of this value.
In order to analyse low energy electrons it is necessary to accelerate these elec
trons onto the microchannel plate front surface to make them produce secondary
electrons which will be accelerated down the MCP pores. Typically the front
MCP bias is ~ +150 V. However the resulting electric field distorts the electric
field close to and just inside the hemisphere plates in the exit region apprecia
bly when measuring low energies because the MCP potential vastly exceeds the
inner hemisphere deflection potential. These fringing fields distort the focusing
characteristics of the analyser at these low energies. To reduce this problem it
is customary to insert a mesh in the exit region at or near to the point of best
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focus which will be at a potential close to ground instead of ~ 150 volts as for
the MCP. This greatly reduces the effect of the fringing fields on the low energy
focusing. However the point of best focus for the PEA CE analysers is found to be
approximately at a position which corresponds to a truncation angle of 80° - ie.
in the immediate vicinity of the edge of the hemispherical deflection plates. Now,
when the analyser is detecting high energy electrons there exists the possibility of
high voltage breakdown if the exit mesh and the end of the plates are very close
together. To get around this problem it is possible to cut the deflection plates
back by a few degrees to increase the spacing between the mesh and the deflec
tion plates. For this reason the hemisphere truncation angle was set at 75° for
the PEACE analysis. This is acceptable because as stated earlier such a change
affects the focusing very little.
The resulting focusing charcateristics for the two analysers are know discussed
in more detail. In order to analyse the focusing properties of the analysers particle
are fired into the analyser with random energy, elevation angle, “z” position and
“impact parameter”. The azimuthal distribution of the particles which make it
to the detector plane are determined for a series of twenty parallel planes above
the detector plane in the region between the end of the deflection plates and the
detector plane. These “focus planes” are parallel to the detector plane.

5.15.1

A zim u th a l focu sin g p rop erties o f th e LEEA d esign

Figure 5.38 shows the dependence of the azimuthal focusing of LEEA as a function
of the distance above the 90° turn angle position. The focusing “figure of merit”
shown in this diagram is the azimuthal angular width within which half of the
trajectories which reach the focus plane lie. The trajectories tried in the analyser
are fired randomly into the analyser in energy, elevation angle, “z” position and
“impact parameter”. This distribution is a result of 10,000 electrons hitting the
detector plane. The point of best focus is seen to be at a distance of 0.52cm above
the MCP 90° turn angle position. The azimuthal distribution for this position is
shown in Figure 5.39. This distribution is obtained by binning the trajectories in
azimuthal angle. The bin width used is 0.072°.
The Sablik et aVs (1988) approach for determining the “figure of merit” for a
distribution of this type is to find the full width at half maximum. However this
is not an appropriate method of determining the focusing of an analyser with a
distribution of this type. FWHM calculations are suited to describing “gaussian
type” distributions where the FWHM represents a large proportion of the total
integrated distribution. Another example is the standard deviation of a gaussian
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which represents 68% of the integrated area. The FWHM of a gaussian represents
even more than 68%. The azimuthal distributions of a Top Hat are a long way
from gaussian and the FWHM is seen to represent only a small fraction of the
integrated area beneath it. The FWHM for the LEEA design at the point of best
focus is approximately 0.1°.
The 50% transmission approach yields an answer of 0.31°, ie. about three times
as large as the FWHM estimate. We conclude that the LEEA focusing distribution
is as one would expect being a Top Hat analyser very peaked but that it is not
as focused as a FWHM calculation would have one believe. This observation of
course applies to Top Hat analysers in general. The 50% transmission “figure of
merit” still however proves that the LEEA design is a very focused design.

5.15.2

A zim u th a l focu sin g p rop erties o f th e HEEA design

Figure 5.38 also shows the dependence of the azimuthal focusing of HEEA as a
function of the distance above the 90° turn angle position. The same focusing
50% transmission “figure of merit” is used as for LEEA. This distribution is also
a result of 10,000 electrons hitting the detector plane just as for the LEEA distri
bution. The azimuthal distribution for the point of best focus in Figure 5.38 at
a distance of 0.67cm above the MCP 90° angle position is shown in Figure 5.40.
This distribution is again obtained by binning the trajectories in azimuthal angle.
The bin width is 0.081°. This point of best focus has a 50% transmission “figure
of merit” of 0.64°. This is to be compared with a FWHM of approximately 0.28°.
Thus the 50% transmission “figure of merit” value for HEEA is at least twice as
large as the FWHM.
If we compare the focusing properties of LEE A and HEEA we see that LEEA is
the more focused analyser. This is as one might intuitively expect since LEE A has
the smaller entrance aperture and the smaller geometric factor, ie. throughput of
particles, and so the particles which it accepts have a smaller “parameter range”.

5.15.3

T h e radial d istrib u tio n o f electro n s for th e P E AC E
analysers in th e ex it region

There is one further focusing characteristic of the P E A C E analysers which is of
interest. It is desireable for the radial distribution of particles across the detector
plane to be as flat as possible. The rate at which a microchannel plate degrades
is influenced by the total number of electrons which impact with its surface. If
the radial distribution is “focused” on one particular region of the microchannel
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Figure 5.40: Azimuthal distribution of HEEA at the point of best focus
plate this region will degrade unnecessarily quickly compared to when there is a
flat distribution. The radial distribution of the electrons which make it to the
detector plane for LEEA is indeed “flat” and is illustrated in Figure 5.41. Thr
“radial position deviation” shown in this diagram is simply the radial deviation
from the midpoint between the inner and outer hemispheres - for PEACE this is
41.5mm. The full width at half maximum of this distribution is 4.4mm which is
greater than the 3mm space between the deflection hemispheres and slightly less
than the microchannel plate “active” width indicating a very reasonable radial
dispersion of the electrons on the MCP. The distribution for HEEA is of a similar
form.

5.1 5 .4

T h e en erg y d ep en d en ce o f th e focu sin g

The mesh discussed so far to help reduce the effects of fringing fields on low energy
electrons has a disadvantage. The focusing properties of the analyser are now
energy dependent. Figure 5.42 shows a schematic of typical “limiting” trajectories
of low energy electrons as they leave the deflection plate region and pass through
the mesh to the detector, ie. the microchannel plate front surface. The electrons
focus on the mesh and then the relatively large electric field between the mesh and
the MCP accelerates them down onto the MCP so quickly that they do not have
time to diverge again. Thus the electron focus on the mesh is essentially copied
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Figure 5.41: The radial distribution of electrons at the detector plane for LEEA.
onto the MCP.
The situation with high energy electrons is quite different. Figure 5.43 shows a
schematic of high energy electrons leaving the deflection region in a similar fashion
to the low electrons discussed above. These electrons focus onto the mesh in the
usual manner however when they enter the region between the mesh and the MCP
they are essentially unaffected by what appears to them to be a small electic field.
Thus the high energy electrons diverge again and are defocused on the MCP.
Thus the focusing properties of the analyser is energy dependent. One possible
way of getting around this is to move the MCP towards the mesh as much as
possible thus reducing the time over which the high energy electrons can diverge.
This is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.44. The high energy particles will still
diverge but to a much reduced extent. This aspect of the exit region design has
still to be analysed in detail.
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Figure 5.42: Schematic of the focusing of low energy electrons in the exit region.
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Figure 5.43: Schematic of the defocusing of high energy electrons in the exit region.
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Figure 5.44: Schematic of a design to reduce the energy dependence of the azimuthal
focusing.
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C h ap ter 6
C o n clu sion
This thesis has been concerned with the design of Top Hat electrostatic analysers
by computer simulation and comparison to experimental data. It has made a
number of considerable improvements and advances to conventional “Top Hat”
theory, the specific points of which are now briefly covered in the order in which
they appear in this work.
• A seven point spherical polar “irregular” molecule which is used to solve the
electric potential in the concentric and non-concentric Top Hat is derived
from first principles in Chapter 2 using an established method involving
Taylor series expansions.
• A new improved method of determining the band-pass of the Top Hat anal
yser requiring approximately an order of magnitude fewer particles to achieve
a given accuracy due to more efficient sampling and a prior knowledge of the
basic underlying structure of the Top Hat response function is presented and
used throughout this work as a replacement for the conventional approach
of considering every nodal coordinate on a 4-dimensional input parameter
net. This new approach capitalises on the fact that it is only necessary to
determine the boundaries of the Top Hat analyser response function in the
4-D input parameter space without any need to sample the interior or the
vast exterior of this distribution. Using this philosophy most of the particle
trajectories attem pted in the analyser are “limiting” ones which only just
get in or only just miss the response function. A nested bisection technique
allows the program to obtain results to a pre-specified accuracy.
• The Top Hat simulations have been compared with experimental data for
the AREA analyser. These comparisons show a significant difference. Anal
ysis of the manufacturing tolerances in the construction of AREA reveal
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that an appreciable non-concentricity of the in n er and outer hemispheres
is probable. To investigate the effect of this non-concentricity a full three
dimensional non-concentric simulation has been designed. This simulation
explains the AREA calibration data and shows the seriousness of the problem
if adequate hemisphere alignment is not maintained. Previous space plasma
analysers using hemispherical deflection plates have probably also suffered
from this effect. However it is particularly serious for the CLUSTER mission
since the non-concentricity will be oriented randomly with respect to each
spacecraft and may change during launch after calibration due to vibration.
The analysers on all four spacecraft must be manufactured within a very
tight specification of each other if good plasma gradient measurements axe
to be made. As a results of these findings the PEACE analysers have been
redesigned to meet the exacting standards required.
• It has been proved with the GEOS electron analyser experiment that sec
ondary electrons are a very real problem in electron analysers of this type
when analysing electrons at low energies in the presence of a large flux of
high energy electrons.
• A detailed secondary electron production and trajectory tracing simulation
for a Top Hat analyser has been designed and some early results presented.
The simulation uses experimental data published by investigators in this field
and properly takes into account the characteristics of the primaxy electrons
on impact with the surface according to available experimental data and is
designed so that as new information emerges it can easily be incorporated
into the simulation without the need for major softwaxe modifications. When
the analyser is detecting very low energy electrons the simulation has proved
that key axeas of the Top Cap hemisphere, the outer hemisphere and the
stopped down collimator entrance aperture axe responsible for the vast ma
jority of the secondaxies detected by the analyser and that these secondaxies
could swamp the low energy electrons from the plasma in the presence of a
large flux of high energy electrons. As a result of these secondary electron
simulations the PEA CE analysers have been extensively redesigned such that
contamination of low energy measurements by secondary electrons has been
greatly reduced.
• This thesis has introduced new and more efficient, rigorous methods of sim
ulating and evaluating electrostatic analysers which have proved invaluable
in the design of the PEA CE analysers and the methods axe continually being
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modified and refined as analysis of the results from these methods reveal new
features.
The methods used in this work have been applied only to Top Hat analysers.
However the techniques developed are completely general and are proving just as
useful in other projects. In particular they are currently being extended to elec
tromagnetic mass-energy analysers, specifically the M A R S 94 Thomson parabola
electromagnetic analyser, a retarding potential electostatic analyser for possible
use on the proposed space station FREEDOM, and the Top Hat design for the
CASSINI mission. These are in addition to continuing work on CLUSTER, in
particular its secondary electron characteristics and determining how the modifi
cations to the Top Hat entrance region affect the analyser band-pass and other
performance features.
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A p p e n d ix A
C o o rd in a te tra n sform ation s
A .l

Defining the coordinate frames

Figure A .l shows a schematic diagram illustrating the definition of the “anal
yser” (a), “local hemisphere surface” (h) and “entrance aperture” (ea) coordinate
frames used in the simulations. The “analyser” coordinate frame is the coordinate
frame in which all the particle trajectory tracing in all of the various programs is
performed. The remaining two coordinate frames are required to determine the
angle of incidence which a primary electron makes with the surface normal to a
hemisphere or the entrance aperture at the point of primary electron impact in
the secondary electron simulation. These latter two coordinate frames are also
required when determining the direction of emission of a secondary electron from
a surface using the cos # direction probability distribution descibed in Chapter 3,
where # is the angle the direction of secondary emission makes with the surface
normal at the point of emission.

A .2

Coordinate transformations between the anal
yser frame and the local hemisphere surface
frame

A .2 .1

T ransform ation from th e analyser fram e to th e local
hemisphere surface fram e
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Figure A .l: Schematic diagram showing the “analyser”, “local hemisphere surface” and
“entrance aperture” coordinate frames of reference.
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T ransform ation from th e local hemisphere surface fram e
to th e analyser fram e
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Coordinate transformations between the lo
cal hemisphere surface frame and the local en
trance aperture surface frame
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T ransform ation from th e local hemisphere surface fram e
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